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Two field experïments were established to detemine the existenceT form, and consistency 
of cornpetitive hierarchies arnongst 12 native prairie gras species: one at Carman. 

Manitoba in 1995; the other in Wïpeg,  Manitoba in 1996. The 12 species were grown in 
a diailel replacement series experiment with 3 replicates in a randDmized block design. In 
each 3.5 m x 125 m plot, above-ground biomass was harvested, dried, and massed after 
the first and second growing seasons. Cornpetitive hierarchles were examined using 
relative yields, aggsivity indices, transitivity anaiysis. and ordination methods. At both 
sites, the strongest competitors were a i l  highly productive C, species: Elymzu trachycauIt(s, 

ELynus cLlllCtdensis, Parcopynrm mithi', and Etpus ImrceoEaacs- Weak competitors 
included Schizachyrium scopar i . ,  Bouteloua grmi& and Sorghashum nutns, aII fow- 
productivity C, species. S. comata. a C, species of Iow productivity, was dso a poor 
cornpetitor. Intemediate competitors Ïncfuded Panicimr virgatum, Andropogon gerardii? 
Bouteloua curtrpendufu, and N d l a  viriduia. These resdts indicate ihat in southem 
Manitoba, highly productive species are generally more competitive than less productive 
species, and C, species are generally more cornpetitive than C, species. In 1996, a separate 
field experiment was sown in Carman, involving 8 native grass seed m h m z  sets, each 

consisting of a 'control' (Le. non-adjusted) and 'adjusted' mixaire, replicated 3 times using 
1.25 rn x 10 m plots. Mixtures were adjusted for clifferences in species establishment rates 
and competitive abïiities based on the competitive hierarchies determined fiom Cannan in 

1995. There were no signincmt ciifferences in species evemess between control and 
adjusted mixtures, with the exception of a mixture of strongiy competitive C, and weakly 
cornpetitive C, species. There were also no signiscant dinerences in effective species - 

nchness between control and adjusted mixtures. with the exception of a mixture of strong 
and weak C, competitors and a mixture of strongly competitive C, and weakly cornpetitive 
C, species. Expeximentally adjusted seed mixtures had signincantly pater  evenness and 

effective species nchness than seed mixtures developed on a trial-and-emr basis, although 
their finai establishment densities were similar. Furthemore, experimentally adjusted d 

mixtures consistently came closer to meeting the desired final mean establishment density. 
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CHAPTER 1 

~TRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Introduction to the Prairies 

1.1 - L Introduction 

The question What is a prairie?' is not a simple one. In descxibing the praine, a casual 
observer will Likely draw attention not to its àeiails but to the aestheiic sum of its parts. For 

the budding grassland ecologist, this view of the prahie is a fàmiiiar and comfortabIe 

perspective. However, d e r  countless hours of studying taxonomy, anatomy, physiology, 

and ecological theory, the same budding ecologist reaiizes that in order to euly understand 

the prairie ecosystem, one musr Rrst carefûlly analyze and undemand its component parts- 

And so, to the author's benefit, this chapter wiii begin with definitions. Next it wiii discuss 

gnssland development and classification within Noah America as well as physiologicd 

ciifferences between C4 and C3 plants- These topics will lead into a broder discussion of 

ecologicd concepts including cornpetition, disturbance, and theories of coexistence and 

diversity - 

1.12 Definitions 

According to the Oxford Dictionaiy of Current English (Thompson 1993), a praz-tii is a 

''large area of treeless gnssland"; a grassland is a "large open area covered with grass, esp. 

used for 3orazing"; a meadow is considered to be a "'piece of grassland, esp. one used for 

hay."; and a piczin is simply a "level tract of country". This king said, we know that these 

entities consist primarily of grasses. do not contain trees, are large. and perhaps flat- 

Interestingly. under these definitions, modem golf courses could qualiQ as prairies. 

However, regardles of rhis radier narrow dennition of grasslands by the common 

literature, there are in fact dif f int  meanings to the words prairie and grass ld-  

For the purposes of this paper, prairie will refer specifically to the grassland biome of 

North America, including its more isolated patches outside of the Great Plains, as it existed 
prior to European settlement. The terni g m s s l . ,  will refer to dl areas whose total plant 

biomass consists pnmarily of grasses, these m a s  generally l a c h g  in significant tree 



growth (Coupland 1992). This term encompasses di such laudscapes around the world, 
and includes such entities as, for example. native North Amerim prairie, the sreppes of 

Ukraine and Russia, pusztus of Hungary. velclr of southem Afnca, and even agriculnrral 
hay rneadows and croplands. 

1-1 -3 General Characteristics OF Grasslands 

Primary productiviw and subsequent energy flow within ecosystems has long been of 

interest to ecologïsts wishing ta compare the emergent properties of ecosystems around the 

wodd (see Van Dyne- et al. L976). in cornparison with many other terrestrial ecosystems, 

tempente gmsslands tend to have a somewhat intennediate level of above-ground annuai 
produc tivity (McNaughton et al. 199 1). This intennediate level of primary productivity has 

been atuibuted to large-sde ecosystem characteristics such as precipitation, 

photos y nthetically active radiation, temperature, evapotranspintion rates, and other climatic 
variables - characteristics which are themseives somewhat intermediate in nanire for the 

temperate grassIand region (McNaughton et al. 199 1)- 

Energy Flow 

Another emergent characteristic that is somewhat unique to temperate grasslands is the 

energy flow from primaiy to secondary producers (Le. plants to herbivores). A survey of 

Litenture that has focused on assesshg primary and secondary productivÏty simultaneously 

in various terrestriai ecosystems by McNaughton et ai. (199 1), has reveded that temperate 
grasslands have the grratest de- of energy transferred fiom primary to secondary 

production (Le. they have arnongst the highest secondary production:primary production 

ratios). According to McNaughton et al. (1991) ciifferences in the efficiency of energy 

transfer cm be attributed to differences in plant structure (Le. mes vs. grasses), and 

herbivore type (Le. invertebrates vs. veaebrates). Specificaiiy, tempente grasslands tend to 

have a higher degree of palanble plant biomass than other forest ecosystems, and 
simultaneously have a relatively high degree of invertebrate herbivores, as opposed to, for 

example, a tmpicd a-sland which tends to have more vertebnte herbivores (Le. 
ungulates). Note that Mchughton et aL (199 1) do not consider 'pulse' phenornena in the 

temperate gnsslmd rnergy flow data - such as outbreaks of grasshoppea, for example. 



Such outbreaks wouid tend to Increase the alpeady ~Iatively high ratio of secondary to 

primary production in temperate grassIands- 

1.1-4 History of Prairie Develooment in North America 

The North Amencan Prairie began to develop in the Miocene and Pliocene epochs, with 

the rïse of the Rocky Mountains and the subsequent climatic changes in central Noah 

America some 26-30 million years ago. (Risser et ai, 1981; Collins and Glenn 1995). 

Specincaiiy, the Rocky Mountains created z min shadow in cenual North Amenca which 

resulted in a relliùvely dry climate which exists to this day. This aridity combined with a 

periodically fkost-free climate, p z h g  animais, fairly frequent fires, and a tIat or roiIing 

topography, helped to create the hirly extensive North American p s l a n d  biome between 

7-5 million Y.B.P., within the Miocene-Pliocene transition era (Axeirod 1985). 

More recent patterns of gnsslÿnd developmen~ on a smaller temporal scale, involved the 

roughly north-south expansion and retreat of glaciers, accompanied by subsequent sbifts in 
temperatures and vegetation types- The most nxent glacial retreat and subsequent 

recoIonization of plants and animais in Noah America was that of the Wisconsinian 

glaciation, beginning approximmitely 18.000 YJ3.P. and ending ûround 3000 Y.B.P. At the 

t h e  of the Wisconsinian ice sheet' s furthest expansion south there existed a roughly north- 

south tempenture gradient as well as a gradient o f  vegetation types, with tuadra dong the 

southern edge of the ice sheet, and boreal forests within the southern Great Plains. 

Information about the development of North American grassland ecosystems has been 

reviewed by AxeIrod (1985). The physicai evidence primarily cornes from fossilized 

poilen, plants, and animal remains. Conclusions were then drawn by making inferences on 

this data based on the ecology and natural history of similar plants and animals mat exist 

today. Genedy,  as the Wisconsinian ice sheet began retreating north about 18,000 

Y.B.P., so too did the associated cool climnte vegetation types of the continent (Prentice et 

al. 199 l), until gnsslands reilippeued in the southem Great Plains by 12,000 Y.B.P. At 
this point, the northem and eastern ecotone of the grassland consisted mostly of grasses 

and coniferous trees. with bored forests dominahg the liindscape further northward and 

eas tward. 

This northem and estem mi,oràon of boreal forest and gassland the South 
continued steadily. until about 8000 Y.B.P. At this the. these ecotones began to graduaiiy 
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shift back south and West, in response to a slight cwhg trend in the Iater Roiocene, mtil 

the vegetation types and their ecotones resembled those of the present day by about 3000 
YB9 (Axelrod 1985). Pnor to European settlement in Noah America, the entire grassland 

biome accounted for approximately 370 million ha of the total Noah Amencan land are* 
formùlg the Iargest of di North Amencan biomes (SIms 1988). Furthemore, the North 
Amencan grassland is composed of approxhately 7500 plant species, most of which are 

not endemic to the prairie (Axelrod 1985). Thus, despite the great size and species richness 

of the prairie, it is considered to be the youngest North Amencan biome (Axeirod 1985)- 

1.2 Grassland Classification within the Great PIaias 

l_XL Introduction 

Currentiy , des pite many regionai inconsistencies and arguments, there is some general 

agreement arnong gnssland ecologists as to the broad scaIe classification of grassland types 

within North Americs S ims (1 988) divides the prairie into tallgrass, rnixed-pss, 

shortgass and palouse prairies, dong with desert and California gasslands. Similady, 
Risser et al. (198 L) acknowledges taii, short, and mked-gnss prairie types, dong with 

Caiifoniian annuai grassland, a north-western bunchgrass steppe, and desert grassland. In 
Canada, Coupland (L950) has acknowiedged four distinct prairie types - tallgmss prairie, 

mixed-gras prairie, fescue prairie. and palouse prairie. Of these four prairie types, only 

fescue prairie is restricted to Canada- Although different grassland types are not delineated 
according to distinct measurabie c haracteristics. we can describe several prairie types within 

the Northem Great Plains. These are the tallgnss, mixed-gras, and rough fescue prairies. 

classïfied according to their general geognphic locations, cli.matologicai and edaphic 
differences, and species composition. 

Geographic DiSrnhitiun 

The tallepss prairie (or 'true prairie') is the eastern-most prairie type in North Amerka 

(Sims 1988). Pnor to European settlement, it accounted for approximately 22% of the total 

land area (approx. 57.4 million ha) of the North Amencan grassland biome (KuchIer 

1964). Within Canada, the tdlgnss prairie's northem b i t  occurred within southem 



Manitoba From here, the tallgrass prairie stretched southward dong the Red and Missouri 

rïvea to reach its £kthest southeriy extent in eastern Oklahoma, The fiirthest westerly 

extent occurred as an 'outpocketïng' of taiigrass prairie within Nebraska Küchler (1964) 

refea to this Nebraska outpocket as the Nebraska Sandhiiis Prairie. Note that pockets of 

tailgrass prairie have been h w n  to occur as far east as Long Island, New York, and as far 

south as Texas (Risser at al. 198 1)- Uso. the tallgrass praige forms ecotones with Aspen 

Parkland and B o r d  Forests to the north, and deciduous forests to the south (Risser et aï. 

198 1). 

Climare and Soiis 

The t d p s  p&e is the most mesic gnsslmd type withb North Amenca Mean annual 
precipitation ranges kom approximately 40 cm in the Northwest, to as much as 100 cm 

fuaher south (Bragg 1995). Mean annual precipitation isoches genedy  indicate an east- 

West ,Ondient of decreasing precipitation. Temperature foilows a north-south gradient, 

ranging from an average Jmuary temperature of -15 "C in the North to 15 'C in the South, 
and an average Juiy temperature of 20'C in the North and 30'C to the South (Bragg 1995). 

Soils of the tailgrass prairie consist mostly of moist to wet udollic and aquoihc mollisols, 

with mean anoual soi1 temperames exceeding 8 'C (Bragg 1995). In Canada, the rallgrass 

prairie soils are classified as chemozemic, with gieysols found closer towards the Red 

River (Clayton et al. 1977). An exception to these soil types occurs within the Nebraska 
Sandhills Raine region, where the soils are classined as king within the dry and warm 

(Le. mean annuai soil temperature exceeds 8 'C) entisol order, and psamnent sub-order 

@rage" 1995). 

Species Composition 

Of obvious importance to the species composition of any prairie type are the Gramineae. 

In fact, it is thought that grasses alone can account for 80-908 of tallgrass prairie biomass 
(Sims 1988). However, it is important to note that in terms of species richness, grasses 

account for only 5 3 3 %  of the totd species richness - the rest k ing  forb species (Sims 

1988). Of the grasses that are present, only a Cew species represent most of the biomass. 
For example, Weaver and Fïtzpaaick (1932) found that ody  IO gras  species accounted for 

most of the taiigrass plant cover. Of these, Andropogon gerardii (big bluestem) and 

Sorgham-mz nutans (indiangrass) together accounted for 70% of the total plant cover 



(Weaver and Ftzpatnck 1932). According to Sims (1988) the average maximum p s  

height within the taiigass prairie is appmximateLy 0.5 m. 

Sims (1988) recognized three commm gras associations within the tdgrass prairie. The 
h t  (&O known as 'me prairie') consists predominantiy of A. gerardi* S. nutans, and 

Panicum virgattm. This association was the most mesic, or eastenimost association within 

the tallgrass prairie. This same region is that referred to by E=uchIer (1964) as the Bluestem 
Prairie, to which he included Schiiachy~wn scopan~m as a co-dorninant According to 

Kuchier (1964). slightly firrther West occurred the Agropyron, .4ndropogon, and Stipa 

association. Finaiiy, within the Nebraska Sandhills occurred the third association: the 

Andropogon, CaCamovirfat and S t i p  association (Kiichier 1964; Sims 1988)- In ail, the 

cornmon element within these three associations is A. gemrdü - not-surprisingiy. a 'taii' 

grass (see Appenduc 1, II. and III for details on A. gerardïi and other important prase 
grasses). 

1.2.3 Mixed-Grass Prairie 

Geographic Dismbution 

As we move M e r  West ikom the taiigrass prairie, there begins to be a graduai shift in 

the dominant gras type and in overall grass height Specincaiiy, the previously great 
abundance of A. gerardü and other td-statured grasses gradually decreases as the 

abundance of the shorter-statured grasses increases. We wouid now be entering the mixed- 

g r a s  prairie. The mixed-apss prairie accounts for appmximately 2 1 8  of the total North 

Amencan grassland by area, or 566,000 km2 (~ims 1988). Within Canada, the mixed-gras 

prairie accounts for the majority of grassland ma, by type. It occupies most of south- 
western Saskatchewan, and, in combinaiion with fescue prairie, south-eastern 

Saskatchewan as well. It also occurs widely throughout southern Alberta and Manitoba 

The muCed-grass prairie lies between the taligrass prairie to the es t ,  and the shorter grass 

fescue prairie to the West Due in part to its geographic location, the mixed-grass prairie is 

considered by some to be an ecotone between the tailgrass and shorter grass prairies (Sims 

1988). 



Climte and Soi% 

Total mean annuai precipitation within the mixed-grass prairie ranges h m  approximately 
30 cm within eastem U.S.. to about 60 cm in eastern Nebraska and South Dakota (Bragg 

1995). Temperatures range quite drasticdly from a mean January temperature of between - 
10 to -20 OC, to a mean July temperature between 15 to 20 OC (Bryson and Hare 1974). 

Mixed-grass prairie soils are primarîiy mollisoiic and entisoiic (Bragg 1995). South Dakota 
and Nebraska soils tend to be dry and warm ustofic and xeroiiic mollisols. Further north, 
in a large portioa of the Saskatchewan mùced~grass, moist and cool boroIlic soil is the 

predominant mollisol. in the more westeriy areas of the mixed-gras prairier dry and wann 
entisols of the orthentic sub-group are more cornmon. Where the fescue praire and mixed- 
gras prairies CO-occur in Saskatchewan and Manitoba we h d  udollic and aquoUc 
rnollisoIs. similar to those found within most of the tdgrass prairie region. In smder 

proportions, moist and warm alfiols occur within westem South Dakota and northern 
Wyoming. Also, withïn a greater part of the Wyoming. dry and wann aridisols are 

comon-  

Species Composition 

The mixed-gras prairie consists of a mixture of both iall and short stahired species, 

ultimately depending on climatic and edaphic factors. Some species ofparticular importance 
to the mixed-gras prairie include Bouteloua gracik, Boureloua curtipendula, S .  

scopariwn, A. gerardii. P m c o p y m  smithii, Buchloe dactyloides, and Sporobolur 

dnaondii. These speci& are considered to be dominants by AIbertson (1937). ûther grass 
and sedge genera of celaiive importance include Carex, AArLrti&, Sitanion, Panicum. 

Elymrcs, Sorghasrrwn, and Pm. Albertson (1937) considers these species to be 'principal 

speciesT . 

Küchler (1964) has identified several principal mixed-pss associations according to 

vegetation characteristics. Within most of Montana and eastem Wyoming occun the 
Grama-Needlegnss-Wheatgms association, with P. smithii, B. grucilk, and S.  comata 

king the three dominant species. Immediately to the east of this region is the Wheatgrass- 

Needegrass association, occupying the westem Dakotas. Hem we find the same dominants 
as the previous association descriid, with the addition of Nussella viridua. Finally. just 
south of the Nebraska SandWs region, and West of the tallgnss prairie we find the 



Wheatgrass-Bluestem-Needegrass association, which some authors consider to be part of 

the tdgrass prairÏe (e-g. Sims 1988). The three dominant gras species of this area are P. 
smithii, A. gerardii, and S- spartea- The dominant grasses that occur Ï n  a i i  three of these 
mixed-pss associations are Stipa INasselta spp- and P- smithii. 

In Canada, the ecology of the mixed-gras prakie has been reviewed by Coupland (1950, 
196 l), who has divided mixed-grass prairie vegetation into five distinct types or 'facies'. 

These are as foilows: the Stipa-Agropyron, Stipa-Bouteloua-Agropyron, Stipa-Bouteloua, 

Bouteloua-Agropyron, and Agropyron-Koeleria faciations (Coupland 1 96 1). Among these 

five faciations, Coupland (1950) has named six species of primary importance to the 

mixed-grass prairie, based Iargely on their abundance. These are Stipa CO- S. spmrea, 
B. graciZis, Agrupyron dasystachyum, P. smithii, and Koelena ~t-istata, with a seventh 

species, MuWenbergia curpi&ta, also king important on eroded soiIs (Coupland L950). 

According to Coupland (1950, 1961), forb species do not tend to represent much in 

terms of biomass on the Cariadian mixed-gnss prairie - they do, however, contriiute 

greatly to the o v e d  diversity. For example, in the Stipa-Boutelouu fafiation, Coupland 

(1950) listed 19 grasses and sedges and 28 forbs as dominant, principal, or secondary 

species. When considering Iess fkquent species, the number of forbs encountered rose to 

40. Coupland's (1950) most commonly encountered forb species in the mixed-grass prairie 

was Arternisiafigicia. Other present forbs included Phlox ho&, Maivasrrunt coccineum, 

PuIsmillo ludovicimu, Gutierrezia diversj?ora, Soliuàgo spp., Rosa spp., Siderunthus 

spp., Chrysopsis villosa. PotentiIla spp., Anemisia spp., and other legumes and 

composites (Coupland 1950). 

1.2.4 Rough Fescue Prairie 

Geographic Distribution 

As mentioned previously, rough fescue prairie is the oniy prairie type that occurs solely 

in Canada It is a i s 0  the northem-most prairie type- Fescue grasslands occur within three 

distinct geographical locations in the northern Great Plains (Looman 1969). The largest 
fescue community occurs dong the western and northern boundary of mixed-grass prairie 
in Alberta From here, dong the northem edge of the mixed-grass prairie, the fescue prairie 
extends eastward into mid-Saskatchewan. Another ftscue prairie co~~l~llunïty occurs as an 

island within the mixed-pss prairie, in the Cypress HiUs region of Alberta and 



Saskatchewan. FiiaiLy, fescue praiee dso co-occurs (Le. altemates) with mixed-grass 

prairie in a band moving south-east fiom Saskatchewan to southem Manitoba, enclosing 

the boundacÏes of the Canadian tallgrass pcairie on aU sides (Looman 1969). 

Clrinate and Soils 

Mean annuai precipitation within the fescue prairie region is approxirnateiy 45 cm. This is 

5 cm p a t e r  than that within the Canadian mixed-grass prairie rrgion, and approximately 5- 
IO cm less than that of the taiigrass prairie. Mean Iuly temperatures remain similar to that of 

the Canadian h e d - p s s  prairie, at about 17°C (Bryson and Hare 1974)- Soils within the 

fescue prairie regions are primariIy moist and wanu udoiIic and aquoiiic monisoIs - similar 

to the soii type commonly found within the taiigass prairie region (Bragg 1995). By the 

Canadian soi1 classification standards, this soil is considered to be mostiy black to 

occasionaliy dark brown chemozemic. h the Cypress Hills fescue region, there occurs an 

island of black to dark brown chemozems, surrounded by brown chemozemic mixed-gass 

soiis (Clayton et ai. 1977). 

Species Composition 

Of obvious importance to the fescue prairie species composition is the graminoid genus 

Festuca. However, just what species of Festuca is a matter of some confusion due to the 

taxonomie complexity of the genus (Pavlick and Looman 1984). Accorduig to Pavlick and 

Looman (1984), the Festuca species that are most abundant in westem Canada are F. 
altaica. F. campestris, and F. hoilii, with only the latter two species occUmng in the fescue 

prairie regions of centrai Canada. F. campesn-iliF is most lïkely found dong the western 

border of the Alberta fescue region, and into interior British Columbia (Stout et ai. 1981; 

Pavlick and Looman 1984). F. hallii, on the other hand is most iikeiy found within the rest 

of the fescue prairie region, from central Alberta and Saskatchewan, to south-western 

Manitoba. Note that the fescue referred to by Coupland and Brayshaw (1953) as F. 
scabrella. and by Pylypec (1986) as F- altaica. is likely F. hollii, by Paviick and Looman's 

(1984) classification. Meanwhile, the fescue of the Cypress Hills region could potentiaiiy 

be F. hdl i ,  ancifor F. campestris (Paviick and Looman 1984). 

In terms of species associations, fescue is usually the only dominant species within 

fescue prairie (Coupland and Brayshaw 1953). In the Cypress Hilis region, for example, 



44% of a i i  species cover was composed of fescue. whiie 30% was composed of other 

grasses and sedges ,2046 was composed of shnibs, and oniy 5% was composed of other 

forb species (Coupland and Brayshaw 1953). Other grasses of importance in the Cypress 

Hilis include Agropyron subsecundum, Danthonia mtennedià, Helr'ètom'chort hooken', and 

Sripa sparrea (Coupland and Brayshaw 1953; Looman 1969) The dominant shmb species 

here are Potenrillafircticosa, wwhi forbs inchde Cerdm arvense, Achillea rnillefooliiurn, 

and Galiwn boreale. 

In other portions of the fescue gasslsland, the landscape is dotted with bluffs of Populus 

tremuloides - the actual p s i a n d  occurs around the periphery of these bluffs (Coupiand 

and Brayshaw 1953). In this region, fescue is again the single dominant species (approx. 

32% of composition), however it is commoniy associated with the grasses S. spanea. 

Koeierùz crbîaîa, Elymus trachycaulus, A- subsecundum, HelictomChon hookeri, B. 
gracillr, and Mdienbergia ~chardronis. Forbs of importance in the aspen-fescue prairie 

include many species of the Compositae family, including Soizüago glabernhz, C. 

amense, A. rnillefolium, and Aster ericoides (see Moss and Campbell [1947]. Coupland 

and Brayshaw [1953], Looman [1969], wlypec [1986], and Slogan (19971 for a more 

comprehensive listing of grasses, forbs, and shrubs present within the fescue prairie). 

1.3 Grassland Ecophysiology: C3 VS. Cq Plants 

1 -3.1 Phvsiological Background 

Physiological Differences Between C, and C, Species 

The predomînant rnethod of carbon assimilation in plants occurs via the Calvin cycle, or 

the C, photosynthetic pathway. This methoci of carbon assimilation (occurring witbin 

bundle s heath celis) fkst combines C& with nbuiose- 1,s-bis-phosphate (RuBP) via the 

nbulose bisphosphate carboxylase oxegynase (rubisco) enzyme, to form two 3- 

phosphogiyceric acid (ZPGA) molecules (Salisbury and Ross 1992). Another important 

carbon assimilation pathway (especiaily within grassland ecosystems) is known as the C4 

dicarboxylic acid pathway. This pathway acts as a sort of 'add on' to the mechanisms 

already used in Cj photosynthesis. Here. before COz molecules reach the bundle sheath 

cells, carbon is fixed within the mesophyii celis into either malate or aspartate, via the 

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) .carboxylase enzyme and RuBP substrate. These 4-carbon 
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sugars are then transferred to the bunde sheath ce&, where they are either stored or 

irnmediately decarboxylated back into CG- to be fed through the Caivin cycle (Black 197 1). 

These physiological md anatomïcai merences between C3 (cool-season) and C4 (wami- 

season) species have further ecological ramincatïons. w hich wïii be discussed below . 

ûveraii, pre-packaging OC C -  hto malate or aspartate confers some photosynthetic 

advantages to C4 plants, primdy by reducing the effects of photorespiration, the 

cornpetitive fxation of Oz by the rubisco/RuBP cornpiex in the bundie sheath ce& (Waller 

and Lewis 1979). h Cj pIants, high temperatures, droughf and high inadiance Ievels all 

contribute to an increÜse in the bundle sheath [Od/[C%J ratio, resulting in decreased 

carbon Fixation, increased fixation, and increased CC& production through 

photorespiration (Black L97 L; Salisbury and Ross 1992). Siace C, species maintah a low 

[OJ/[C02] ratio in bundle sheath ceus, RuSP has relativefy Iittie 4 to bind with. 

Furthermore, any CO2 that is produced by photorespiration in C4 plants may be intercepted 

within the mesophyll cells and Fied to malate or aspartate (Larcher 1991). Hence, we 

would expect C plants to not ody fix more CO2, but to dso produce less C G  through 

respiration than C3 plants. 

Furthermore, high temperatures decrease the solubility of C R  in bundle sheath 

chloroplast water. In C3 species this decreases productivity, but in C4 species, again 

because of their CO? concentrathg ability, higher temperatures have less of an effect. 

Similarly, during periods of drought, C3 species close their stomata, resuiting in less CG- 

reaching the chloroplasts. C4 species again have an advantage - carbon assimilation can 

occur even with the stomata closed, using stored aspartate and malate molecules. Most loss 

of productivity in C3 sprcies occurs as a result of photooxidation or photorespiration. These 

processes result in the loss of already-ked Ca in C3 species. In C4 species these 

processes do not occur, due to the concentration of CG- in the bundle sheath ceU 

chioroplasts (Larcher 199 1). 
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Ecoloelcai Patterns of Coexistence 

Plant Cornpetition 

As discussed in p a t e r  &ta. in section 1.4, plants that are at a compeative advantage 
tend to have rapid growth rates, and other associated characfenStics (Le. large size, rapid 

Ca_ assimilation rates, and high photosynhetic capacities)- In general, C4 plants exhibit 

these favourable characteristics (Black 1971). However, where conditions favourable to C4 

growth do not occur, C4 species may in faft loose their competitive advantage. WiUiams 

(1974) has determïned that at 30°C, Boutelouu gracih (a C4 species) has a greater net 

photosynthetic rate than does P a s c o p y m  smithii (a C3 species), but at 2û°C, the reverse is 

me. Furthemore, transpiration rates were p a t e r  in P. smithii at 20QC, while at 30°C, 

transpiration rates were p a t e r  in B. gracifk (Williams 1974). In terms of maximum 

gowth rates, P. smithii achieves its maximum rate between roughiy 1045°C daytime 

temperature, whiIe B .  gracih achieves its maximum growth rate between 27-32°C 

(Wiiams and M d e y  1973). In general then, Cq species tend to grow best in hotter and 

drier conditions, whïle C3 species tend to gow best in coder and more moist conditions, 

Niche Parhrhtioning and Changes in Temperaîure 

Potential differences in growth rates at different temperatures and moisaire regimes can 
lead to an array of ecological and competitive phenornena Wiam and Maddey (1973) 
have suggested that C3 and Cq temperature preferences have aliowed for niche partitioning, 

and subsequent reduction in interspecific cornpetition, shce each type of species will grow 

at a different time of the year. This hypothesis is supported by phenological observations 

on shortgrass species by Dickinson and Dodd (1976), as weii as by growth temperature 

observations on B. gracilis and P. smithii by Kemp and Williams (1980). Another 

ecological factor which affects C3 and C4 plants is water availability. 
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AIthough Kemp and Wrlliams (L980) have shown that there is fittie ciifference in the 

response of C3 and C4 species to acute water stress, chronic drought may result in a shift in 

C3 and C4 abundance patterns. Specificaliy, Tilman (1996) has shown that the relative 

abundance of CI species significantly iacresed over a roughly three year drought period, 

only retuming to the pre-drought abundance levels five years afler the drought. 

Furthemore, although mean C3 species abundance declined somewhat during the penod of 

drought, the deche  was not sipificant (TïiIman L996). A M e r  observation made by 

T h a n  (1996) was that nutrient addition within simüar plots led to a graduai and simiiflcant 

Ïncrease in C3 abundance, and decrease in C4 abundance over time, even though overail 

species nchness appeared to decrease. Fin*, differences in soil texture, which in turn 
affect nutrient and water avdability, have been shown to favour one type of C-assimilation 

strate3 over another. By Looking at relative abundance of C, and C, grasses at four 

mgassland sites within the Great PLaÏns, Epstein et al. (1997) have shown that the relative 

abundance of C, grasses decreases and C, agases inmases with increasing sand content 

and decreasing clay content 

Geographic Diitribcltion 4 C, and C, Plants 

Since there are clear patterns in relative abundance of C3 and Cq plants, based on 

temperature, and long-term water availability, we would likely expect to see a change in the 

relative abundance of these species with geographicai changes in chmatic conditions. In 
fact, a dramatic change in the relative abundance can be seen dong a north-south gradient 

(S ims 1988; Epstein et al. 1997). According to Sims (1988), fkom 30" to 42" north 

latitude, Cq species account for aimost 100% of the grassland biomass. Fwther north a 

rapid increase in relative abundance of C3 species occurs. For example, by 46" noah 

latitude C3 species account for almost lûû% of the plant biomass (Sims 1988). Curiously, 

this data, as presented by Sims (L988), would indicaie that the occurrence of C4 species 

within the Canadian prairies would be extremely rare - clearly this is not the case. Epstein 

et al. (1997) have shown that C, species will tend to be dominant in areas that have < 55 

cm mean annual precipitation (MAP) and d°C  mean annual temperature (MAT). This m a  

corresponds to di areas north of and including North Dakota (approx. 4S0 north latitude). 

However, zero C, production is not expected to occur und MAP drops at least below 25 
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cm and MAT drops at least below LO°C, weii w-thin the climatic ranges of many portions 

of the Canadian prairies (Epstein et aI. 1997). 

1.4 Competition and the Prairie 

1.4.1 Definitions and Generai Mechanisrns of Corn~etihon 

D@niBg Competition 

Cornpetition û an important and kquent interaction amongst plants and animais 

(Schoener 1982, 1983; Conneii L983), and has been of p a t  interest to plant ecologists. 

Newman (1992) has defuied competition as an interaction where the foiiowing three cntena 

are met: a) the cornpetitors in question share resourcw; b) at least one of the supplies of a 

shared resource is reduced for one competitor by the other; and c) this decreased supply of 

resources ~ e c t s  the growth. reproduction, andlor survival of the adjacent plant This 

defition of competition is sunilar to that proposed by Begon et al. (1990). but Newman 

(1992) goes on to note that competition need not be a reciprocd interaction. In other words, 

species A may affect the growth of species B.  but species B need not affect the growth of 

species A. Furthermore, Newman's (1992) dennition of competiaon neither requires that a 

plant's growth, survival, or reproduction aiI be sirnultaneously affecteci, nor that they be 

decreased but simply 'fiected' . Furthermore, although it may be implied, there is no direct 

inclusion of fitness (Le. the d e p e  to which an individual's genes are passed on to future 

generations) in this definition of competition. 

In terms of general mechanisms of cornpetition, two categories have generally been 

descriid in the fiterature. These categories, involving both above and below ground 

components. are exploitation competition and interference competition (Keddy 1989; 

Begon et ai. 1990). Exploitation competition occurs when an individual is affecteci by the 

presence of a competitor due to the creation of a 'nutrient depletion zone' where both 
individuals' niches ovedap. An example of exploitation competition includes local nutrient 

depletion in the soil surrounding the mots of two plants, as weU as shading of a short- 

statured species by a tu-statured species. h conaast to ihis 'passive' type of competition is 
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interference competition. When a cornpetitor actively suppresses the ability of another 

individual to obtain a resource, interference cornpetition is said to be occurrïng. A 

commonly used example of dùs type of competition is aiielopathy, in which one plant 
ac tively secretes substances w hich deûïmentalIy affect a neighbouring plant's ability to 

grow, survive, or reproduce. Note. however, thai aüelopathy is wither a universaily 

accepted phenornenon among plant ecologists nor a common one among plants (Newman 

i 992)- 

Aithough competition is said to occur via the two mechanisms descnbed above, there are 
many forms that this competition may take- These €omis or types have been summarized by 

Keddy ( 1989) as 3 intraspecific competition, b) interspecific pairwise competition, c) 
competition intensiy, and d) diffuse competition. Perhaps the first important distinction 

when defininp competition is thai between interspecifïc and intraspecific competition 

(Keddy 1989; Begon et aL L990). [ntraspecinc competition is simply cornpetition o c c ~ g  

between two or more members of the same species. It is usually measured by altering 

densities of plants, then subsequentiy measuriag the change in an individual's growth, 

reproduction, or survivd (Keddy 1989). This type of competitive interaction has utility 

within plant monocultures. Specifcaily, agriculturalists can measure intraspecific 

competition to help determine the maximum passible yield of a crop. 

Interspecifîc pairwise competition is simiiar to intraspecific piunvise competition except 

that the competition is occurring between individuals of mi ren t  species. This type of 

competition can be more useful to ecologists as it can be used to infer the effects of 

different species on each other in a more redistic plant community context, even though it 
is unlikely that ;in individual plant can distinguish these two types (Keddy 1989). Note that 

because this type of competition only considen species interactions between adjacent pairs 

of individuais, inferences on multi-species interactions must be made with caution. 

Population and corn muni^ Madris 

The next two types of competitive interactions involve interactions between more than 
two adjacent individuais (Le. grrater than pairwise), taking competition effects beyond the 
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sum of pairwise interactions. The f h t  of these is competition intensity. This type of 

competition simpIy involves the combined effects of ai i  neighbours in a population or 

individual species (Keddy 1989). Cornpetition intensity is usuaily rneasured by 'removal' 

experiments, where neighbours are removed around a target species and the subsequent 

increase in target species biomass is compared to its 'controiied' biomass without 

neighbour removai (Keddy 1989; see Wion and Shay 1990)- Another method for 
measurement of cornpetition intensity involves adding a 'phytometer' (Le. an indicator 

plant) into an uncleared or cleared plot, and comparïng the effects of neighbours vs. no 
neighbours, respectively, on growth and deveiopment (Keddy 1990). This type of 

competition measure Es useful in that it can be observed and quantifïed in reaI co~~ll~lunïties 

involwig several species. Its shortcoming is thaî it is dinicuit to detennine which 
neighbours are having a p a t e r  or kser effect on the target species. 

The fourth memurable type of competi5on is diffiise competition- This type of 

competition is difficdt to distinguish fiom competition intensity. Keddy (1989) considers 

diffuse cornpetition as a case where competition intensity on a target species is eveniy and 

equdy diffused amongst di neighbour species. MitctiIey (1987) notes two definitions of 

diffuse cornpetition, used primarily withùi the zoologicai literature. The first is simply the 

additive effects of aü pairwise competitive neighbours; the second is the competitive effects 

of dI neighbours over and beyond the additive effects- Neither of these two dehnitions 
address the relative diffusion of the competitive effects across ail neighbours (Le. are they 

aii equaUy competitive, or is competition caused mainly by one individual or species?). 

1.4-3 Cornpetition Tnansity. Dominance. and Comnetitive Exclusion 

The last point rnentioned in the above paragraph deds with the question of dative 

intensities of competition. This is by no rneans a trivial issue, as competition is Iikely to be, 

at the very least, a bi-directionai interaction. Just as species A may affect species B in a 

painvise interaction, species B may affect species A. It foIIows that the intensity of 

competition need not be symmetrical (Le. equal in both directions). In façf intraspecinc 

and interspecific competition are usuaiiy asymmetric (Keddy and Shipley 1989). 

kymmetric competition is considered to be occurring when the effect of species A on 

species B is geater than that of species B on species A. A relatively conservative numerical 
definition has been used by Keddy and Shipley (1989): a pairwise cornpetitive interaction 
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between species A 

yield in mixtureh 

and B is said to be asymmetnc when the relative yidd (Le. a species 
yield in monoculture) of one species Ïs >I, while the relative yield of the 

other species is cl. The species with the greatest suppressive effect in an asymmetnc 

cornpetitive interaction (Le- the species with a dative yieId of >L) is said to be the 

competitively dominant species, while the one with the Iesser effect (relative yield cl) is 

saÏd to be the competitive subordinate. Note, however, that Keddy's (1990) asymmeaic 

interaction is based on reducing relative yieId to a binary measure (Le. a 1 [>l] or a O 

[cl]), in effect Losing any infoxmacion on the magnitude of the asymmetry. Furthemore, 

compe titive dominance/subocdinance based on relatÏve monocdture performance (Le. 

relative yields) need not hpiy  competitive domui~celsubordinance in mixtures (Comoily 

1997)- 

The Cornperitive ExcIusion Phc ip l e  

If the magnitude of asyrnmetry between two cornpetitors is great enough and the 

resistance of the subordinate is low enough competitive exclusion is predicted to occur, at 

least in the absence of other factors such as disturbance (Keddy 1990). Obsemations of the 

'cornpetitive exclusion' phenornenon were first reported by Gause (1934) in experiments 

involving two species of yeast Here, one 'dominant' species of yeast would suppress the 
growth of a 'subordinate' species when grown in mixture (Gause 1934). Keddy (1989) 

describes this type of competitive exclusion as occurring via a two hop positive feedback 

mechanism - one Loop is expioiîation cornpetition, while the other is inte~erence 

cornpetition. Furthennose, as a dominant species suppresses the growth of the subordinate 

via compe tition. it funher enhances its competitive abiiïty while simultaneously decreasing 

the subordinates cornpetitive ability via induced stress on the subordinate. The competitive 

interaction thus becomes more asymmetric over t h e ,  unal the subocdinate is completely 

excluded from the community- hterestingly, Gause's (1934) 'dominant' yeast never did 
completely exclude the 'subordinate' from the population- Aiso, Gause's exclusion 

principle did not stress the importance of asymmetric competitive interactions per se, but 

stressed sùniluities in ecological and geographicd niches and ciifferences in reproductive 

rates (Hardin 1960)- 
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1 -4.4 Competitive Hieracchies 

The Basic Modd  

Regardiess of whether or not complete competitive exclusion will occur in practice, 

researchea have used the competitive exclusion principle. dong with relative yields. in 

order to determine relative cornpetitive abilities and competitive hierarchies amongst groups 

of plant species (NorrÏngton-Davies 1961; Goldsmith 1978; Wilson and Keddy I986a; 

Mitchley and Gmbb L986; Grace et al. 1992). The basis for experiments measuring 

competitive abilities hes in the didel replacement series design (McGilchrist and Trenbath 

1971)' in which species are gram in ail pairwise possible combinations and in 

monocultures. Species' yields in mixture are then compared to those in monoculture to 

form a matrix of reiative yields. also known as a cornpetition matrïx, in which the relative 

yield of a species (the 'targer' species) on the y-axis is displayed for each interaction with 

every other species (the 'neighbour' species) dong the x-axis. From these matrices, one 

c m  determine cornpetitive abilities amongst the group of plants, by using mean relative 

yields or other compeative ability measures denved h m  relative yie1ds. 

Meun Relative Y U  as a Cornpetitive Index: Target mid Neighbour Scores 

From logged mean yield vaiues, the increase (or decrease) in relative biomass of a given 

'target' species c m  be measured when grown in combination with any other 'neighbour' 

species by comparing its logged mean yield in mixture (Yg) with one-haif of its logged 

mean yield in monoculture (Yji). This calculation is temed mean 'relative yield' or the 

species' mean yield in mixture relative to iis mean yield in monoculture (Keddy and ShipIey 

1989). Symbolicaiiy this measure is denoted as K., and is cdculated as folIows: 

Values of Tj greater thm L indicate that species i has a pater yield in mixture with species 

j than at equd density in monoculture. Wilson and Keddy (1986) km the mean relative 

yield across any one row its 'target score', or the mean relative yield of the target species 

over a i l  neighbouring species. These scores can be used as an index of competitive abiiity. 

Species with higher target scores have pater competitive ability, since they tend to grow 

better in mixture than in mon~ulture.  Similady, relative yield means over the columns of 

the ma& represent 'neighbour scores*, or the mean dative yield of the twelve neighbour 
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species when grown with a given target species. Those spcies with lower neighbour 

scores may also be considered to have higher potentiai competitive ability, since their 
neighbours tend to be suppressed 

The use of mem relative yields alone may be misleadhg as competitive indices Mce both 

the relative biomass of target and neighbour species have to be considered separately 

(Wilson and Keddy 1986). For example, a plant with a relative yield of 1.5 may appear to 

be a strong cornpetitor within that mixture. However, if the neighbour species of that 

speçiflc mixture also has a relative yield of 1.5. then we have a case of munial 
enhancement, not cornpetition. The cornpetitive outcome of a mixture can perhaps be better 

determined when the relative yields of both species of a given mixture are considered 

sirnultaneously- This is done when the mean relative yield maûix is transformed into a 
matrix of 'aggressivity' values (McGilchrïst and Trenbath 1971). Agpressivity (hï) is 

simply the ciifference between mean relative yield of a target species ml) and its neighbour 

Wji) : 

If the target species has a mean relative yield > 1. and the neighbour has a mean dative 

yield CI (Le. is suppressed by the target species), then the target species will have a fairly 

high and positive aggressivity value for that speciuc mixture. Conversely, its neighbour's 

aggressivity WU have the same magnitude but opposite sign (Le. negative). Aggressivity is 

hence a composite merisure of both a) the degree to which a target species fairs better or 
worse and b) the extent that it suppresses the growth of its neighbour. Thus species with 

high and positive mean aggressivity values axe better cornpetitors, since they grow weil in 

mixture and suppress their neighbours. Those species with high but negative aggressivity 

vdues are poor cornpeutors since they grow pooriy in mixture and are less capable of 

suppressing their neighbours. As with relative yield values, the degree to which 

aggressivity predicts acnid competitive exclusion is unknown (ConnoUy 1997). 

Asymmetry as a Cornpetitive Inder 

Another index that summuizes the interactions between species by using variables £tom 

both species is 'asymmetry', as defined by Shipley (1997). Asyrnmetry between a pair of 
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species (S,) is measured by the greater of X, and X, divided by the Iesser. Note thaî 

because this is a ratio, asymmetry between species pairs with both datively low X values 

wiil be fundamentaiiy greater than that of species pairs in which both species have relatively 

high values, even though the absolute differences in X (i.e. aggressivity) may be equai. 
For exampie, 0.9/0.5 is greater than 2.9125, even though theu absolute ciifferences (Le. 

aggessivity values) are equai. 

In order to s i m p m  data analysis, matrices of reiaîive yields may be transformed into 

binary form- This has k e n  doue by assigning any relative yieid > 1 a vaiue of " lm, and any 
relative yield c 1 a value of "O" (e.g. Shipley 1993). The species with the Ieast amount of 

" 1" 's across a row may be considered to be the least 'dominant' species, whiie that with 

the wattest amount of " 1 " 's the most 'dominant' species. Again, a " 1 " assigned to any 
species in a mixture müy mistakenly confer a competitive advantage for that species, when 

in fact its neighbour species may also be assigned a "1". This scenarïo as an example, 
would be more consistent with mutual enhancement, not necessarily cornpetition. 

Furthemore, a species assigned a " 1" may fair better in mixture, but how much better 

remains lost with the conversion of a reai number ma& to a simple binary matrix. In other 

words, the magnitude of asymmetry between the species is impossibIe to determine. 

Relative Eficiency Indices 

A competitive ability measure that compIete1y does away with relative yield measurement 

is known as a 'Relative Effxiency Index' (REI). It was developed by ComoIiy (1987) and 

is calcuIates as foilows: 

In the above equation, Y = yield (or some other measure of performance), i = the target 

species,j = the neighbour species, O = at onset of experiment, T = at tirne of harvest. As 

such, the above equation mesures the growth rate of species i relative to that of species j. 
Gnce et al. (1992) found that competitive hierarchies developed using RE1 indices were 

more consis tent and less prone to size biases over a tbree year penod than were hierarchies 



constructed using relative yield indices done. However, dative yieid hlerarchies became 
more correlated with RE1 hierarchïes with t h e  - by the end of the third growing season, 

the R' value between these two types of hierarchies was 0.73 (p = 0.02). In experhents 

where transplants are not used, initiai seed weights wouid have to be used as Y, values. In 
this case, Y, values wouid be extremely smaii relative to Y, values, making this calculaàon 

unsuitable for experiments begümhg h m  seed- 

One of the centrai problerns of using the above types of measures alone is th% 

cornpetitive hierarchies are constnicted using values averaged across several species 
treamients. These averaged values may give the false impression of a consistent 

'competitive abilïty' for any one plan& when competitive ability could potentially Vary 
within any one species, depending on which species it is cornpethg with. Keddy and 

Shipley (1989) and Shipley (1993) have thus developed a mode1 which defmes a 

completely transitive asymmetric compe titive hierarchy . Using a FORTRAN program, 
Shipley (1993) scanned a binary competition matnx to extract all completely asymmetric 

and transitive competitive hierarchies from that matrix, involving any number of species 

from 2 to n. 'Asymmetry' in this context is used as descnid in sub-section 1.4-3, as 

defuied by Keddy (1990). 'Transitivity', a mathematical tem, is used to describe a case 

where if species A outcompetes species B, and species B outcompetes species C, then A 

must (by the principle of ûansitivity) outcompete C.  These hierarchies were then counted 

and compared to the number expected gîven completely random interactions (Le. a nuii 

model), as generated by a Monté CarIo simulation. From here, Shipley was able to 

deterrnine if there was a trend towards hierarchicai structure, or a trend towards random 

interactions. In examination of 10 published competition experïments, Shipley (1993) 

found Wear evidence of a generai tendency for a hierarchical ordering of the competitive 

abilities of plant species". 

Norrington-Davies (1967) performed a diallel competition experiment using five species 

of grasses, grown fiom seed within evthenware pots in a greenhouse. The entire set of 

treatments was only replicated once. Portions of the pots were harvested 136 days fiom 

sowing, while the rest were harvested 198 days from sowing. From this experiment, there 

appeared to be a clear tendency towards competitive asymmetry. or 'compensatory' 
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changes in mixture, meaning one species' relative yield would i n c ~ e a ~ e  while the otber's 

would decrease. Furthermore, total yiefds in mixnne tended to exceed those in 
monoculture, due to the dominant species increasing in yield to a greater extent than the 

subordinate species wouId decrease its yield (Norrïngton-Davies 1967)- 

Goidsrnith (1978) performed a similar experiment using eight perenniai species of mature 
plants taken fiom relatively undisturbed cW-sides, then transplanted into pots set within a 
greenhouse. The experiment, with ody one replicate, was harvested once after 3 years of 

growth. The results nom this experiment showed a tendency for the more competitive 

species to produce greater above-ground biomass than thek subordinate counterpam. 

Furthemore, there existed a tendency for asymmetric competitive interactions to occur, as 
with the experiment described previously. f i d y ,  GoIdsmith (2978) notes that Iess 

competitive species appeared to survive b y king 'fugitive species ' or 'gap-fiiiers' . 

Fowler (1 982) performed two didiel competition experiments, each ushg 6ve species of 

common lawn plants (two grasses and three forbs). This experiment, Like those described 

above, was performed in a greenhouse using potted plants, dthough FowIer (1982) used 

five replicates of each matment- Plants were grown from seed, and harvested after one 

growing season. Al1 plants were clipped regulady to sirnulate reguiar mowing. 

Furthermore, plants were grown at two different densities, as well as in different 

proportions (Le. 1:2 and 2 1  combiaatioos) to test for density effects and effects of species 

proportions- In the second experiment, four moisture and nutrient treatrnents were also 

tested dong with the diaifel crosses (using two levels of water avaiiability and two levels of 

soii fertility in a factorid design). The results h m  the density tests showed little merence 

in the relative competitive abilities of plants due to changes in overail sowing density. Of 

the three pairs of species tested for proportional effects, two showed no significant change 

in terms of theu relative competitive abifities relative to their 1:l mixtures. One pair did 

demonstrate 'negative frequency dependent' behaviour, meaning the species with the 

higher initial sowing density had the greater competitive ability in the end. Overaii, 

environment was found to have a major effect on the intensity of competition as weU as in 

the ranks of species within compehtive hierarchies (Fowler 1982). 

Three diaifel competition experirnents were pedormed by Moore and W i a m s  (1983), all 
in pots within a greenhouse. ui the k t  experiment, consisthg of two replicates, seven 

'weedy' species were sown from pre-genninated seeds, then thinned to appropriate 

densities. In the second experiment, consisting of four replicates, eight species were growo 
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from seed (four cool-season annuais. two grasses, and two mciferous weeds) in 
replacement senes at two leveis of phosphorus, calcium, potassium. and nitrogen, in a 

factoriai amngement, The third experiment, repLicated f ie  times, used three closely reiated 
thistles grown fiom seed at three IeveIs of calcium and nitrogen in a factorial arrangement. 

Moore and Wfiams (1983) observed a tendency for species with high monoculture 

productivity levels to have a competitive advantage under most, but not ail, ckumstances. 

Also, competitive abilities were found to Vary according to nutritionai status of the soil. 

In an outdoor pot experiment, as weU as a field experiment, Mitchtey and Grubb (1986) 

tested the relative competitive abilities of chalk grassland species. In the pot experiment, 

fourteen species were grown h m  pre-gexxninated seed and tested relative to the 

performance of two 'phytometers' or indicator species. The pots were harvested after one 

and two growing seasons (18 and 70 weeks, respectively). In the field experïment, six 

species were grown from coiiected seed in a diailel replacement senes arrangement, 

replicated three times. Data were coliected over a six year period (1980-1985). Overaii, 
above-ground cornpetition appeared to be most signiscant after the first two years of 
growth, as competitive ability was comlated with the mean height of rosette leaves of each 
species. These short-term competitive trends were weIi correlated with the actud 

distributions and relative abundances of the species in their naturai habitat After two 

growing seasons, Me-histo~y traits includïng tongevity, lateral spread, and seedling 

mortality. seemed to play more important d e s  in determining longer term competitive 

abiiities. 

Wilson and Keddy (1986a) grew seven shoreiine species in an outdoor potted didel 

experiment, repiïcated ten times. The species were grown fkom ramets of relatively similar 
size. The seven species natunlly occur along the exposure gradient on the shoreline of Axe 

Lake, Ontario. Their relative abundances along this gradient were measured then compared 

to relative competitive ribilities as determined by the didel crosses. Overali, Wilson and 

Keddy (1986) observed that superior cornpetitors iended to occur at the relatively benign 
end of the exposure _gradient, where stress and disturbance were minimal. Where stress and 

disturbance increased, plants of relatively low competitive ability were found. 

Grace et ai. (1992) used a dialle1 cornpetition experiment to evaluate the relative yield 
rneasure (RY) versus the 'size-independent' relative efficiency index -1). Six wetland 

gramùioids were grown in 1L pots h m  transplants collectai in the field. Species 
performance was evaiuûted for the first two growing seasons using shoot length. For the 



third and last growing season. species werr harvested, drie4 and massed. Species were 

much more prone to reversais in reiative competitive ability £kom year to year when 

evaluated using RY's. When evaluated ushg REJ'S species were Iess prone to reversais in 
rank order. Also, R Y s  were dependent on initial transplant size, while RE[' s were n o t  

Note that the dependence of RY's on initiai plant size decreased over the ,  such that by the 

third growing season RY's and REI's showed similar ranks in competitive ability (RZ = 
0.73, p = 0.02). 

1.4.5 Shortcominm and Cnticisms of Commtitive Hierarchies 

Despite the general consensus that competitive hierarchies do exist, the results of 

previous competition experiments and their general conclusions are subject to some debate 
(Joliffe et al, 1984; Firbank and Watkinson L985; C o ~ o i l y  1986, 1997; Silvertown and 

Dale 199 1; Shipley 1994)- The current shortcomings and Cnticisrns of competitive 
hierarchy experiments cm be broken down into three more or less unresolved issues: a) the 

degree to which competitive exclusion is rtuaily predicted by competitive hierarchy 

models; b) how robust or consistent the competitive hierarchies are; and c) the importance 
of size bias in the interpretatïon of competitive hierarchy models. 

Cornpetifive Evclusion 

Evidence for cornpetitive hierarchies does not necessady imply evidence for competitive 

exclusion (ComoIiy 1997). As of yet, there exists no information on how weii competitive 

hierarchies actually predict competitive exclusion in the field. 

Roburtness of Cornpetitive Hierarchies 

It has yet <O be deiermimd to what extent cornpetitive hierarchies amongst a group of plants 

remain true when prown under different climatic conditions, edaphic conditions, and 

disturbance regirnes (Fowlcr 1982; Silvertown and Dale 1991). Most studies of 

competition iodicate tha changes in cornpetitive ability are to be expected. For example, 

reversds in relative competitive ability have been observed dong experimental nutrient 

gradients (Fowler 1982; Moore and Williams 1983; T i  1984, 1987; Wiison 1994). 

bgadient. of physiologicd drought (Kenicel et ai. 1991), and gradients of stress and 

disturbance (Wïdson and Keddy 1986a; Wiison and Tilman 1991, 1995). 
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The hporzance of Srie Bias 

Some authors argue that replacement series methodology used to evduate cornpetitive 

hierarchies may be 'biased' towards Iûrger plants (Fkbank and Watkinson 1985; Comolly 

L986, 1997; Grace et d. 1992). There are two premises to this argument. The k s t  is that 

dative yieIds >1 indicate that a given species is either a) cornpethg weii with its neighbour 

in mixture, or b) is k i n g  releÿsed from intraspecinc cornpetinon in monoculture. To what 

extent each effect is k i n g  expressed for a given species is unknown. The second pmmise 

is an assumption that large species have a greater propensity (Le. a 'bias') towards the latter 

effect than srnder species (Le- larger species are more likely to be 'released' from 

intraspec%c competiaon) because their density is 'effectively' higher than that of smaller 
species. Hence, larger plants are more likely to have higher relative yields due to the p a t e r  

probability of their king reieased from intraspecinc competition, due to their higher 

'effective' density (Connoliy 1997). 

One problem with this size bias argument is that the two 'separate' effects contained 

within the fmt prernise are likely confounded. A species that is undergoing the former 

effect (Le. is a strong competitor) is more Iikely to undergo the Latter effect as weU, since 

release fkom inuaspecifc competition by dennition requires a species to be a strong 

intraspecifc competitor. Furthemore, the assumption that larger plants are more Likely to 

be released fiom inuaspecific competition is itself a size bis .  Specificdy. larger plants are 
assumed to undergo stronger intraspecific competition than are srnaiier plants. In essence, 

this is arguhg that relative yields are biased towards large plants becaw large plants are 

stronger cornpetitors. Large plant size (Le. above-ground biornass accumulation) may be a 

strategy used by certain plants to obtain and maintain dominance within an area. If ttus is 

me, then controlling for size in competition experirnents would nullifv a plant's 

predominant competitive strategy, and thus fail to detect the truiy stronger competitor 

(ShZpley 1994). 

Regardes of the difficulties with the size bias argument, there are three conditions under 

which sue b i s  is most critical: 

(a) Although Wilson (1994) found Iittie effect of different initiai plant sizes on 

competitive responses. when there ;ue strong ciifferences in plant sizes andlor 

growth forms size biûs wïli Likely be more pronounced. This effect will likely not 
be as important when similuly-sized species of similar growth forms (eg. d 





rates; tail plant heights; Iarge leaf areas; extensive or deep root systems; Iarge seed sizes; 
eariy arrivai. germination and establishment; effkctive pollination and dispersal 

mechanisms; the ability to sequester resources nom other species via rhizomes, stolons. or 

root graphs; and an ability to tolerate temporary extremes in the environment. 

To be a good interference cornpetitor, a plant wodd ideally carry pests or diseases 

harmful to other species, interfere with environmentai trïggers for other plants. produce 
large amounts of ground litter, be aiielopathic, and interfere with another species' 

pohation mechanism (Aarssen L983). Beyond Amsen's (1983) predicted traits, Gaudet 
and Keddy (1988) have looked at a number of plant traits in an attempt to c o d a t e  these 
wïth competitive abiIity by growing 44 species of piants together with a 'phytometer' or 

indicator species. From this experiment, Gaudet and Keddy (1988) found that above- 

ground biomass was the single best predictor of competitive ability. In fact, when plant 

height. another relatively good mesure of competitive ability, was cornbined with above- 

ground biomass, it only raïsed the correlation coefficient by 2%. 

1.4.7 Positive Interactions: Beneficience 

Introduction 

Of growing interest to ecologists is the opposite of competition - beneficience (Hunter 

and Aarssen 1988; Wilson 1989; Bertness and Callaway 1994). Just as some plants may 

suppress each others' abiüty to sequester Limi~g resources, some plants wilL potentiaily 

increase each others' ability to sequester these siune resources. Hunter and Aarssen (1988) 

cite several examples of conditions under which benencience may be occurring, and how 

beneficience intencts with competition to affiect community structure. These ideas will be 
discussed below, 

Nutrhr  TrcmSfer and Mycorrhizae 

One example of beneficence, of potentiai importance in grassland ecosystems, is nutrient 
transfer via root gnfts or mycorrhizai hyphe. Although mot grafts appear to be relatively 

rare interspecifïcaiiy, they may be importarît inûaspecincaily in dowing these species to 

transfer nutrients. Mycodkzae have ken  demonstrated to be important plant componeots 

in the tdgrass prairie region, especidy in C4 species (Hartnett et al. 1994). Furthemore, 

mycorrhizae show very littie host specificity in grasslands, and as sach they may regularly 
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infect a vast array of difTerent species. When considering the fact mat in order to receive a 
mycorrhizai infection a plant must be infected by an existing hingai network, one can see 

the potential benefits that a species can reap by growing in association wrth other infected 
species (Hunter and Aarsen 1988). 

The Nurse Plant Phemmenon and Other fiamples 

Beyond nutrient transfer, Hunter and Aarssen (1988) have also ideneined soil and 

microcihate modification as a possible scenario under which beneficience codd and does 

occur. In te- of microclimate modifications, the phenomenon WeIy to be important in 

p s l a n d  ecosystems is the 'nurse planty phenomenon- Here, an estabLished 'nurse plant' 

wili keep the soil beneath it relatively k e  from evaporaàve water loss. Consequently, a 

young seediing or ramer could develop within soil that has relatively hi@ surface moisture 

relative to the surrounding area. Conversely, a nurse plant may lower the water table via a 
high transpiration rate, providing for better aerated soi1 in areas where this is a problem for 

seedhgs. Other soïi modifications include the addition of organic material and the fixation 

of nitrogen (especiaily in the Leguminosae), which effectively increase nutrient Ievels in the 

surrounding soi1 (Hunter and Amen 1988). 

Bertness and Callaway (1994) have iisted several stresses ameliorated by plants and other 

sessile organisms. Among these stresses are heat and desiccation in desert shrubs; low 

nutrients in terrestrial plants, seagrasses, and marsh grasses; osrnotic and low oxygen 

stress in marsh grasses; soil moisture in terrestrial plants; and disturbance in rnarsh grasses 

and trees. FmaiIy, beneficience codd also occur through changes in the biotic environment. 

Under this category are plant debnse guilds, an increase in rhizosphere microbes, and an 

attraction to poiiinators and dispersal agents, ali of which have b a n  demonstrated to occur 

in a handful of experiments (see Hunter and Amen 119881 for examples). 

The Competition/Bene,ftcience Model 

As a fmai note, Bertness and Caliaway (1994) have brought for& a mode1 which 

describes the occunence of positive or negative interactions as a hinction of both increasing 

stress and increasing consumer pressure. This mode1 predicts that beneficience WU occur 
either under stressfd physicai conditions or high consumer pressure, the two of which are 
considered to be munidy exclusive. Under highIy stressm physicai conditions 

beneficience would occur via 'neighbourhwd physicai stress amelioration'; under 



increased consumer pressure, benencience wouid occur via 'associationai defenses' such 
as, for example, paiatable plants assaciating with less palatable plants to avoid disairbance- 
At intermediate Ievels of both physicd stress and increasîng consumer pressure, Bertness 
and Callaway's (1994) model predicts that interactions wouid tend to be more negaiive (Le. 

more cornpetitive). Although the model just descriid may have a few oversimplified 

assumptions (e-g. are physical stress and consumer pressure always m u W y  exclusive?), 

it is of interest in that it is the f k t  attempt at integrating plant interactions rather than simply 

lwking at cornpetition and beneficience separateIy. 

1.5 Disturbance and the Origins and Maintenance of the Prairie 

1 S. 1 Definitions and Types of Distuhance 

Introduction 

Disairbance is another important factor involved in the dynamics of grassland 

communities (Anderson L982). Sousa (L984) has indicated that ail plants are subject to 

local environmenial changes whose effects range h m  mild to relatively severe. For 

example, a shift in temperature can be relatively mild in its effect on a given plant if it is a 

seasonal shik Conversely, a sudden temperature change can be detrimental to the point of 

causing plant death, as for example, during a late spring fiost Thus, Sousa (1984) 

considers disturbance to be the extreme end of a range in environmental effects: "...a 

discrete, punctuated killing, displacement, or b g i n g  of one or more individuals (or 

colonies) ..." (p.356). Sousa (1984) then goes on to include another dynamic component - 
establishment of species that previously did not exist in that Location. Specificdy, a 

disturbance aiso, ".. .direct1 y or indirectiy mates an opportunity for new individuals (or 

colonies) to become established" (p.356). Collins (1990) (after Picken et al. [1989]), 
noting that disturbance should neither be considered a positive nos negative factor, includes 

an element of community change in his definition of disnubance. Specïficaiiy, Collins 

(1990) defines disturbance as somethïng that changes or disrupts a structured community. 

Disturbance Types on the Prainé 

Considering the above defuùtions, many forms of disturbance are possible and important 

in grassland ecosystems. Specifically, C o h s  and Barber (1985) have divided disturbance 



in grassIand ecosystexns into three types: climatic, pyrÏc, and biotic. Climatic disturbances 

on the prairie generaiiy include drought (Knapp 1985). but may aiso include flooding. 

Q n c  disturbance (Le. h) is another important disturbance type which usudy interacts 

with biotic factors (such as gnzing and the purposehl sethg of fires by abonginais) as 

well as climatic factors (such as  precipitation, drought, and electrical storms). FindIy, there 

is biotic disturbance. Biotic disturbance includes any disturbance caused d k ù y  by other 

organisms. most often herbivorous animals. Exampies of this type of disturbance ioclude 

rabbit scrapes (Burggrad-van Nierop and van der Meijden 1984), bison ,orazing, bison 

wallows, and the construction of 'prairie dog toms' by prairie dogs. Note that although aiI 

of the above types of disturbances may act independentiy, they are also capable of acting in 

concert, as multiple disturbance regimes, in influencing species coexistence and diversity 

(see sub-section 1.6-4,)- 

1.5.2 Fire: the hottest topic in disturbance ecoIoq 

Can 't srart a fire withottr a spark.. 

The prairie, as was fist seen by Spanish eyes in the 16th century, were the prairies that 

have for roughly 10,000 years (post glaciation) developed alongside Native Americans 

(Bragg 1995). Native Americans are thus considered to be as much a part of the prairie as 

are the plants and mimals that compose it. One of the most important effects that these 

people had on the community structure of the prairie was the purposeful setting of 

grassland fires (Weaver 1954; Wells 1970; Axelrod 1985; Whelan 1995). Among the 

proposed reasons for prairie burning by Native, and later European, peoples were to drive 

herds of bison during a hunt (although doubdul in light of the fact that most large game are 

not afraid of fire), to keep snake populations low, to clear land and dense vegetation for 

travel md other purposes, to increase concentrations of bison, to remove cover of game 

animais, and to iimit the threat of 'warfare fies* set by human enemies (Vogl 1974; 

Axelrod 1985). Thus, Native North Americans were the first wildlife managers of the 

prakie, primanly via the use of fie. 

Apart from controlled fis k i n g  set by Natives, thunderstom have also k e n  implicated 

as potenaai sources of t-ke ignition, especiaiLy within tbe Great Plains. Looking at the 

Erequency of Lightnùig stem in North America, we see a concentration with its epicenter 

in the Gulf of Mexico. Hrre, dong the Gulf coast, there are in excess of 70 thunder stonns 

per year on average. This fkequency drops off roughly bearly to approximately 50 storrns 
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per year in Kansas. 30 in North Dakota, and 15-20 in the Fescue Prairie region (Bryson 

and Hare L974). Note that although there exists a correlatÏon between thunderstom 

fkquency and lightning-induced ignition, fires caused by iighming tend to occur more 

frequentiy in drier times of the year and in locations where there is a relatively high 

accumulation of detritus (Komarek 1964). Hence the frequency of Iightning-induced &es 

interacts with other c h a t k  and biotic factors. Furtùermore, dthough one may thuik b t  

£ires caused by lightning would be fairly rare due to the presence of rain, prior to rainfall 
lighming can ignite grassland fks  that wili buni despite the subsequent rainfdl. Also, 

iighming can spark F i s  in ,psslands after as Iietle as a few hours of raio. Finaily, the 

roiiing topography, periodicai and extensive drought, and high winds within the Great 

Plains have been cited as conducive to the vast spread of wild fÏres on the prairies (Vogl 

1974; Anderson 1982; Axekod 1985)- 

The most noted of fire's short-term effects on grasslaads are changes in species 

composition, species diversity and totai productivity. Wiîson and Shay (1990) exposed 

Manitoba mixed-grass prairie plots at two different locations to treatments of burning, 

twice-bdng, and nutrient addition. These plots were then harvested after a two year 

period. In terms of totai productivity (as measured via biomass). both the once-bumed and 

mice-bumed plots tended to show decreased productivity relative to the control, although 

the twice-bumed plots showed a p a t e r  decrease. Furthemore, the frequency of bare 

groound increased with buming. Nutrient addition had the opposite effect on productivity 

and fiequency of bare ground. In t e m  of species composition, of the four most cornmon 

granUnoids (in descending order: B. gracilk, SSpa spartea. Carex obtusara, and S. 

scoparium), only C. obtusnta showed a si,giiïcant iacrease in frequency with buming, 

while the others showed no significant difference. Finaiiy, species diversity and richness 

did not change significantly with buming but tended to decrease with nutrient addition. 

Note that aii bunùng treatments for this study were applied in a significantly warmer than 
average month, under genedy dner than average conditions (Wilson and Shay 1990). 

Collins and Barber (1985) reported a decrease in dive- and species richness in an 

OkIahoma mùced-grass prairie, following bunring. 

In the more mesic tdgrass pnirie. Hulbert (1969) demonstrated that burning leads to an 
increase in productivity. Peet et al. (1975) also found increased post-burn productivity. 

which they attributed primarily to Litter removal, and subsequent increases in spring soii 



temperatures and decreases in soil moisture. Other effects of litter a c c u m d ~  that are 
suggested include a decreased rate of minerai cycling, accumulation of soil toxins Ieached 
from the iitter, and the f o d o n  of a physical banïer through which seedlings may not 

establish (Rice and Parenti 1978). h a p p  (1985) aiso notes an increase in A. gerwdii and 

P. virgatum after burning. but amibutes it more to increases in these plants' efficiency in 
hanresting Light. water, and nutrïents after burnùig. Aithough most resemh indicates an 
increase in post-tire productivity in the tallgrass region. changes in species composition are 
actuaiiy quite minimai. When composition does change in the short term, usuaUy the 

dominant gnsses are Favoured (Knapp 1985). Further. the specinc response of tallgrass 
plants can v q  according to other factors, such as moisture content and timing of the bum. 

For example, Glenn-Lewin et d. (1990) showed that B. increased flowering 
by 600% foiiowing a late spnng bum in a more mesic site, while simultaneously 

decreasing its fiowering to 60% foilowing an eady spring bum at a more xenc site. 

Although the short-term effects of £ire have ken discussed quite extensively in the 

Literanire, particulaciy in changes to productivity, more long-terrn changes in diversity and 
species composition have not (Collins and Gibson 1990). Collins and Gibson (1990) have 

reviewed the effects of flre on taiigrass and rnixed-gras praine divenity. evenness, species 

richness, and patch structure. Specincdy. C o h s  and Glenn's review (1995) is based 

upon the established premise that prairies are ofien composed of a ma& of a few dominant 

species (such as A. gerardii in the tallgrass prairie and S. scoparium in the mixed-gras 

prairie). In between these ma& species occur the 'interstitiai' species (mostly perennid or - 

annuai forbs) whose presence contribute most highly to biodivenity In other words, a 
biologicaliy diverse prairie wiii tend to have a relatively high proportion of interstitial 
species relative to the rnatrix species. So how does fiR affect this dynamic? As indicated in 
the previous section, fie tends to increase productivity of dominants in the taiigrass prairie. 

As such. the proportion of interstitial species tends to decrease widi fire as does diversity 

(Collins and Glenn 1995). In hct, on the Konza Prairie Research Natural Area in Kansas, 

species diversity was lowest just after burning. peaked appmximately eight years after 

buniing, then began to decrease at roughly the same rate as it previously increased (Gibson 

and Hulbert 1987). As such, fue plays a dud role - decreasing biodiversity on the short 

term, while increasùig biodiversity on the longer term. 



Yet as we move m e r  north, into the Aiberta fescue prairie, we see a different trend. 

Here, according to Anderson and Bailey (1980). species richness tends to increase with 
annual spring burning- Why the discrepaacy? According to Collins and Glenn (1995), 
fescue prairie increases in diversity because its matrïx species are pnmarily C, species, 

which tend to die back as a result of fire, not increase as do the dominant C, ma& species 

in the tailgras prairie region- These results fiom a more northern prairie region conespond 

to the results of Wilson and Shay (L990), descrïbed above, who generalIy found a decrease 

in productivity of the dominant C, species with buming. So overail. the relative proportion 

of C, to C, matrix species, and the types of interstitial species present, play a large role in 

determining the effects of fi, both Long-tenn and short-term, on grassland community 

structure* 

Fire, Acute Drought, and Woody Plant Removal 

Despite dïEerences in flre effects on established psslands. there is one role which fke 

play that seems to be fairly consistent in di North Amencan Grasslands - the reduction of 

tree, shrub, and annuai species (Daubenmire 1968; Vogi 1974; Anderson 1982, 1990). 

Most perenniai praine ~ o i d s  and forbs are weU adapted to the fire-prone prairies. For 

one, they tend to have underground menstems which are usudy protected fkom the direct 

damaging effects of £ire- Further, they tend to be relatively tolerant of the acute fire-induced 

s p ~ g  drought conditions (Anderson 1990). Uaiike the perenniai grasses and forbs, 

however, prairie trees, shrubs, and annuais tend to be £ire-susceptible. Hence Mthin the 

tdgrass ecosystem, most of the extensiveiy foresteci areas (consisthg of fïre-susceptible 

and mesic trees and shrubs such as Ulmus, F r h u s ,  and Acer ) occur only near fire- 

sheltered streams and waterways (Anderson 1990). Where fire is more fiequent in 

occurrence, open forest areas or smaiier patches of becter-adapted trees and shrubs are more 

frequent. Specificaiiy, the trees and shrubs tend to be more drought tolerant, shade 

intolerant, and fire resistant, such as Pinus spp. in the southeastem pîne savannas and 

Quercus spp. dong the eastem taiIgrass-deciduous forest ecotone (Vogl 1974; Anderson 

1990). In more mesic northern fescue prairies, regular burning has k e n  found to inhibit 

the encroachment of Popidus tremidoides (Anderson and BaiIey 1980; Gerling et aL 1995). 

Thus, it seems that despite potential short-term decreases in diversity. fires and drought 

seem to be an important and necessary disturbance by preventing long-term invasion of 
trees, shrubs, and 'weedy' annuals. 
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The mle of fk as an inhilitor of woody p l a t  invasion is humer strengthened by studies 
on the effects of drought (which tends to occur immediately after fie) and fke suppression 

on trees. Abenson and Weaver (L945) aoted thaî the great and prolonged drought of the 

1930's resulted in death, injury, and marked demases in growth rates of many prairie trees 
within much of the Great Plains, except in relatively protected sites dong waterways. 

Collins and Adrims (1983) studied the change in Oklahoma taiigmss prairie species 
composition over 32 years of fm suppression. Afw appmximately ten years of fire 
suppression (i-e. b e g i ~ i n g  in 1959) the fehtïve percent cover of woociy spcies began to 

dramtically increase, reaching Levels OF near 60% by 1981- Sïmüar observations were 

made by Bragg and HuLbert ( 1976) in a Kansas taLlgrass prairie site, lefi unbumed for 32 

yem. The above observations impIy tfiat 6re and the associated post-fÏre drought are key 

components in preventing the invasion of grasland areas by woody shrubs and tree 

species. 

1.5.3 Grazino and Other Biotic Disturbances 

Biotic Disturbances: Scuk, Intensity, and Frequency 

Among the more important variables shaping the community structure of the North 

Amencan prairie are disturbances caused by other organisms, or biotic disturbances. These 

include primady grying, as well as other less studied but important disturbances such as 
bison waliows, and prairie-dog towns. In particuiar, grazing has probably received the 

greatest amount of attention, most likely due to its relationship to the effects of livestock on 
Pasture quûlity. As a disturbance, grazing is in some ways simiiar to h. Coilins and 

Barber (1985) note that both and grazing are large scale disturbances (especially, if 
grazing is done by large ungulate herds), of iight to moderate intensity. The difference 

between these two disturbances lies in their kquency. For example, whereas fie may pass 
through a tallgrass prairie region once rvery 5 years. gazhg can occur every 2-3 months 

(Collins and Barber L9S5). Lrss sirnilx to fire and grazing are the disturbances of bison 

wallows and mound building or excav'aion (Le. by m.?mmais such as prase dogs). Both 

of these are considered to be s ~ d l  scale disturbances- Further, the effects of bison waiiows 

are severe, while mound bliiiding rKects are moderare to severe in intensity. Finaiiy, in 
terms of frequency, bison wdlows are said to occur every 1-3 months, while mound 

building and exc-mation an: continual pmcesses (Collins and Barber 1985; Collins and 

Gibson 1990). 



The effects of biotic disturbance on grasslands have been examined by several authors 

(Platt 1975; Bonham and Lerwick 1976; Bassett 1980; Bakker et al. 1984; Burggraaf-van 
Nierop and van der Meijden 1984; PoUey and Collins 1984; Collins and Barber 1985; 

Campbell 1994). Collins and Barber (1985). looking at Oklahoma mixed-gras prairie 
exposed to vmieties of burning, gnzing bison waliows, and prairie-dog towns. have 
found that gnzing by ungulates tended to increase diversity by a factor of roughly 1.5 

relative to the undisturbed control, while the presence of prairie dog towns increased 
diversity by a factor of 1.3. Further, while gazing increased species richness by a factor of 

1.4, the pranie dog towns did not inmase species richness substantiaiiy (Coiiins and 
Barber 1985). Bison have &O been implicated in the histonc suppression of Populus 

tremu[oides in the aspen parkland region of western Canada (Campbell et al. 1994). 

Coffin and Lauenroth (1988) examined the effects of cattie fecai pats. harvester ant 
mounds, and srnail animal burrows on the fiequency and tiuer production of Boute[oua 

gracilis in a northem Colorado shortgrass prairie. Here this species accounts for 85-90% of 

the basal plant cover. In ali, gnzing and canle fecai pats had the greatest effect when the 

disturbance was 'heavy' and at drier upland sites. Sites on dopes or in lowlands did not 

seem to vary ~i~anificautiy in their cover of B. gracilis with a range of light to heavy grazing 
and fecal pat disturbance (Coffin and Lauenroth 1988), indicating that perhaps the 

topographie position of a community may be an important determinhg factor in the effects 

of biotic disturbance. Fmally, the timing of the biotic disturbance couLd have an important 

sole In detennining its effect. For example, Silvertown et al, (1994)' using a dialleI 

cornpetition experïment, found t h  ciifferences in relative invasion rates amongst four 
perennid p s e s  depended on whether or not an area was p z e d  in the spring, and to what 

extent it was ,onzed in the summer. 

1.6 Theories of Coexistence and Communi ty S truchtre 

1 -6.1 Introduction 

In G.E. Hutchulson's classic "Homage to Santa Rosalia" (1959). the question 'why are 
there so many animal species?' was posed, spearheaduig a movement in ecology which 
eventualiy led scientists CO pose the question, 'how and why do plant species coexist?'. As 
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such it seems thaï much work has emphasized the complexity of interactions ongoing in 
ecosystems. and the difficulty involved in attempting CO pfedict community dynamics and 

structure based on this complexity, So despite many studies of cornpetition and distuhance 

in laboratories and in the field very few authors have attempted to fonnuiate summativve 

theories regarding the evoluûon and maintenance of plant commuaiues. This chapter 

attempts to summarize the theories and hypotheses posed by several authors who bave 

embraced this complexity, in hopes of b ~ g i n g  us closer to soIving the riddles posed by 

ecosystems. Further, the theorÏes and hypotheses outlined in this chapter are not specific to 

gasslands, but potentidy apply to di ecosystems. 

Centrai to the novel and often controversial ideas surrounding species coexistence and 

community structure is the concept of diversity. In simple te-, plant diversity can be 

defined as the number of different individuai species of plants growing within a singie area 
Traditionaily, this definition of diversity is referred to as species richness (S). When 

considering grassland ecosystems and grasses in general, severai ambiguities exist with 

this definition. For example, the 'individuai' as it relates to diversity, is often ambiguous 

due to rampant clonai growth, hybndization, and introgression, - especially amongst 

Tnticeae agases (which include Elymus, Agropyron, and Hordeum spp- among others; 
Dewey 1982). Further, the concept of area exists within varying temporal and spatial 

dimensions which are not considered by species richness aione. Finally, there exists the 

issue of relative importance of species, and how this contributes to diversity. Hence other 
aiternative models of diversity were formulated, which attempt to take into consideration 

factors not included in species richness done- 

Shannon- Weiner Diversity. Simpson 's I i  and Effective Species Richness 

Perhaps the most common mesures of diversity used in ecology are the Shannon-Weiner 

diversity fbnction (U) and Simpson's Index (D). H is calculated as foiiows: 



S is the total number of species. whïie pi is the proportion of species z's importance value 

(Le. abundance, biomass, % cover, etc.) rdative to the total. The utility of both these 

models Lies in their consideraiion of both species rÏchness and dative proportions of 

species (Goldsmith et al. 1986). For exampie, consider the hypothetical sites 1 and II7 each 

with carrying capacities of 15 individuais. If each site confains 3 species, X, Y. and 2, 

species richness wouid be considered equai between these two sites- However, site 1 can 
have 5 individu& of each species. while site II cm have L of X, 1 of Y, and 13 of Z-  

CIeariy site 1. with equai representation of ai I  three species, should be considered more 
diverse than site II, which is dominated by species Z, Both of these indices would be able 
to make this distinction. The main dlfference between the Shannon-Weiner and Simpson's 

indices is that D has a theoretical maximum of 1, while N does not have a theoreticai 

maximum. Furthemore, Simpson's index gves less weight to rare species than the 

Shannon-Weiner function. For most pnctical applications however, both of these indices 

will show similar trends (Goldsmith et al. 1986)- 

Using the Shannon-Weiner index, we can further anaiyze the species abundance data for 

evenness, or eqrtitcrbility - the relative distribution of individuais within a community. This 

measure is simply the ratio of actud diversity H to the theoretical maximum diversity, 

which is: 

Also, the Shannon-Weiner Index is often transformed into an 'effective species richness' 

measure which is simply eH. This transformation sets H,, to S ùistead of in S. aUowing 

for a more biologicdiy interpetable merisurement. 
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One important and ofien cited diversity equation involves the concept of a, p, and 6 

diversity as proposed by Wttaker (1972). In this model, the total diversity (6) is the 

product of a diversity, whkh is simply species richness (Le. the number of species per 

unit total area), and B diversity, which is the number of species turnovers (Le. totd 

changes) among sub-samples of the total area in question. From this definition, other 
examples of more complex diversity models have &sen. most of which have not yet been 

sunicientiy apptied to resolve many of the taxonomie, temporal, and spatial problems 
lnherent in rneasunng diversity (Schluter and Ricklefs 1993). 

Introduction 

Theones that attempt to describe the causes of patterns in species diversity and 

coexistence often focus on a few unique, weudefined processes such as. for example, 
competition, stress tolerance. or disturbance. One very broad and long-tenn process that 

has been implicated by several authors as affecting diversity and coexistence is evohtion 

(Huston 1979). For many ecosysterns that exist today, and have k e n  in existence for 

perhaps millions of years, it makes sense that we shodd look at evolutionary processes as 

affecting diversity - by definition, evolution is the ultirnate driving force of diversity on a 
global scale. Despite the relatively young age of the No& Amencan prairie, many prairie 
species have aiready 'evolved' into ecotypes which are geographically limited in their 
distribution, despite wide-nnging distribution of their species as a whole. As such, 
evolution wïiI be discussed below. 

Limiting Similari& Divergence, arzd Convergence 

One hypothesis that attempts to look at the effecu of evolution as a limit and medivor of 
diversity. based on the equatïons of Volterra (1926), is the 'Limiting similarity, 

convergence, and divergence' hypothesis as proposed by MacArthur and Levins (1967). 
The 'iimiting similarity' component of the above theory is ~iterated by Grime's (1973) 

cornpetitive exclusion ptinciple. This principle States that if tsvo species are identicd, and 



compte for the exact same resources, then eventually one species wi l i  competitively 

exclude the other, preventing the coexistence of both species - hence two species can only 

be so much alike before one competitively excludes the other- 

FoiIowing this limit to similarity, and hence divenity, there exists an evolutionary limit 
termed L. If two plants are more similar to each other than the distance L (i-e. dong a 
'similarity gradient'), then a third intermediate species wïli evolutionagly converge towards 

one of the two species, resuiting in a failure to increase diversity. If the distance or 
similarity between two species is greater than L, then a third intermediate WU evolutionady 

diverge towards a unique intermediate species. with a unique niche, in effect increasing 

diversity (MacArthur and Levins L967)- Note that under the temr 'niche7, we include not 
just the habitat niche but the me-form (Le- the above and beIow ,gound 'shape' of the 

plant), phenologicai, and regenention niches as weiI (Gmbb 1977). A caveat to the 

'iimiting similarity' theory, according to MacArthur and Levins (1967), is that diversity is 

proportional to the variability in the environment and inversely proportional to the niche 

breadth of the component species. 

Coevolution and the Ghost of Cornpetition Past 

Another coexistence theory that is based upon evolution and competition is the 'ghost of 
competition past' theory, as descnbed by Comeii (1980). In simple ternis, according to 

ConneIl ( 1 %O), rnany ecologists theorize that competition is (or was) an important causai 

factor in generating diversity. The mechanism behind many of these theories is based on 

the premise that two similar plants in competition for similar resources will evolve via 

divergent selection (rather than be excluded in the Gaussian sense), then coexist witfün 
their new and unique fundamentai niches. Further, these same ecologists claim that the 

reason for not actuaiiy findùig evidence of competition in some cornmunities is due to the 

competition having occurred at some point in the past, before the evolutionary divergence 

occurred. So when one looks upon a diverse community, one is seeing the effects of past 

cornpetition (Le. the 'ghost'), and not the mechanïsrn of cornpetition in action (Corneil 
1980). 

Comeli's (1980) rejection of the ghost of cornpetition past theory seems to be based 

iargely on a lack of evidence in support of it. rather than evidence against it. Nonetheless, 

Comeii (L980) believes that a more keIy cause of species coexistence is niche 

differentiation, which evolved separately in different species. then &est itself as 
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coexistence as these species k r  came into contact Here, by rejecting the ghost of 

competition past theory, Conneli (1980) assumes that competition had no d e  to play in 

this initial differentiation of niches - a somewhat unseasonable assumption- Regardess of 

many authors SM believing that the ghost theory is plausLbie (e-g- Davic 1985; Mamr 
1985), Comell's (1980) 'alternative' view might have some xnerït when considering 

characteristics of the North Amencan prairie. 

Most species withh the prairie have initialiy evolved in ecosystems other than the prairie 

and are thus not endemic to it (AxeIrod 1985)- In aiI  Iikelihood, these species did evolve 

under separate circumstances only to CO-exist Iater iri the. Further, having arisen fiom 

sepante ecosystems. these species wodd have riad M e  opportunity to cornpete and 
evolutionarily diverge p ~ o r  to the development of the prairie biome- Hence, until it is 

known to what extent these species did co-occur before the rise of the prairie, and at what 

speed evolutionary changes can take place, it is possible thrit past coevolution and 

divergence via competition were not necessanly major factors in generating niche 

diEerentiation and hence prairie diversity today. In other words, there may not have been 

sufEicient 'past competition' for there to exist a ghost of. 

Ecdogical and Cornpetitive Combining A b i Q  

The above form of evolution as an meliorator of competition is commonly called niche 

divergence or 'ecological combining ability'. and it generally foilows the axiom that 

competition avoidance, and hence evolutionary divergence. is always the best choice for a 
plant. According to Aarssen (1983). there exists an alternative path of evolution which 

could also generate coexistence: kompetitive combining ability'. Most models involving 

evolution and cornpetition are based on the premise that if two species coexist, they must 

have sufficientiy different fundamenial niche nquirements (foiiowing MacArthur and 

Levins' [1967] 'limiting similarity' hypothesis). Otherwise, if fundamental aiches are the 

same, then one species wiU outcompete the other due to an imbalance in relative competitive 

ability. Aarssen (L983) believes that it is precisely this scenario under which selection may 
favour not niche divergence, but rather a balance in competitive abilities (Le. selection for 

symmetrïc competition). mwg it possible for two species with the same fundamental 

niches to coexist h other words. selection may favour competitive combining ability over 
ecological combining abibility. 



According to Aarssen (1983)- there exist at lem four conditions which may favour 

selection towards competitive combinùig abillry over ecologicai combining abîiity, or vice 

versa. Fmtiy, there is the initid magnitude of competition. If a highly competitive species 

suddenly cornes into contact with a much Iess competitive one with similar niche 

requirements, then exclusion is iikely to occur, favouring selection towards ecologicai 

combining ability- This may be an important factor in the rehtiveiy young praiEe biome, 
where species are relatively recentiy migrating h m  penpheral ecosystems and coming into 

contact Further, this becornes important on the prairies when considering human 
introductions of highiy competitive species h m  other ecosystems (eg. Bromus inemis). 

Secondly, asexual or incrossing species wiU tend to evolve towards cornpetitive combining 

abiIity due to their Iowered capacity tu adapt to new and dlfferent environments- This is an 

important consideration when c o n s i d e ~ g  that most plant reproduction on the prairies is in 

fact asexuai (Weaver 1954; Glenn-Lewin et al. 1990). Thirdly, some species rnay be 
'forced' to evolve towards cornpetitive combining abiiity, as refuge £iom cornpetition may 

be unavailable - not difficult to imagine in an undisturbed prairie, where unoccupied space 
may be a Limited resource. Finally, ifbeneficience is occurrhg, selection might favour both 
cornpetitive combining ability and ecologicai cornbinhg ability (Aarssen 1983). 

1.6.4 Models Em~hasizing Cornuetition and Disturbance 

The Inrennedate Duturbance Nypothesk 

Beyond the process of evolution king the driving force for species diversity and perhaps 
coexistence, many ecologists have Iooked at the effects of smaller scde processes in - 

maintainhg diversity. Two such processes are that of disturbance and cornpetition. 

Although it has been demonstrated that competition does occur in the field, the role it plays 

in detennuiing community composition is of some debate. Specificaiiy, some authors argue 

that a periodic and intemediate level of disturbance, in addition to cornpetitive interactions, 

is necessary in maintainhg hi@ diversity (Grime 1973; Conne1 1975, 1978; Huston 1979; 

T h a n  1982). This hypothesis is t e r d  the 'intermediate disturbance hypothesis*, and 

because it assumes continuously fluctuating species compositions, it is considered to be a 

'nonequili'brium* mode1 of diversity ( C o ~ e l i  1978). 

According to Grime (1973), under conditions of no disturbance, species with high 
competitive abilities c m  grow and exclude competitive subordhates with impunity. 

Conversely, at extremely high levels of distucbance, only species with high stress tolerance 



can sunrive, to the exciusion of more stress-sensitive competitive dominants- Somewhere 

between these two extremes, at an intemediate level of dimubance, both extreme types of 

species pius di intermediate types cm potenàdy coexist Comell (1978) and Huston 

(1979) in describing the intermediate disturbance hypothesis, have focused more on the 
intervals between disturbance and its efféct on succession. Specificaliy, without 

disturbance, a community is thought to go tfuough a nahuai competitive succession (sensu 

Clements 1936) towards a Low diversity community of competitiveiy dominant species. 

Here, intermediate fr~quency of disturbance is thought of as increasing the frequency of 

seres in which both colonking and climax species co-occur (Connel 1978; Huston 1979). 

ùi agreement with the predictions of the above hypotheses, but aot necessdy with the 

mechanisms, are the ideas of T*ïhxan (1982). Specificdly, wMe the previous views on 
intermediate disturbance assume decreased competition with intermediate disturbance, 

Tilman (1982) argues that competition for changing sets of resources is ongoiag and 

important throughout the disturbance regime. Citing many instances in which diversity 

peaks at an intermediate level of disturbance (uicluding a guiid of prairie plants [Plan and 

Weis 1977]), Tilman (1 982) believes that disturbance acts on diversity by mediating the 

supply of resources, such as Light and nutrïents. According to TïIman (1982). an 

intermediate de-e of disturbance results in an intermediate supply of light and nutrients, 

ultimately aliowing for a p a t e r  number of species to coexist. Furthemore, while the 

earlier views on intermediate disturbance predict 'strong competitors' to dominaie only 
under a moderate to Low intensity disturbance reghne, in fact strong competitors may 
dominate at any point in the disturbance regime - they'll just be competing for different 

sets of Limiting resources. For more information on nsource competition, see sub-section 

1.6.5. below. 

Effects of Multiple Disfcirbnnce 

Another set of expenments which a g g  with the predictions of the intermediate 

disturbance hypothesis, conducted on apssland species, are those of Coilins and Barber 

(1985). In addition to the intennedirite disturbance hypothesis, Collins and Barber (1985) 

have added the concept of multiple disturbance regimes and additive disturbance effects. 

Specifcaüy, Collins and Barber (1985) noted that most grasslands are subject to a naturai 

disturbance regime that kcludes rnmy different types of disturbance (e.g bison wailows, 
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rabbit scrapes, prairie dog towns, etc-)). h effecq and in agreement with Tilman's (1982) 

disturbance model, each dinerent type of disturbance will affect the arnounts andor suppLy 
rates of different types of resources. m e n  these multiple disturbances CO-occur at 

intermediate intensities, the ultimate result is increased coexistence and diversity, to a level 

greater than that which would occur had any one of the disturbances been acting 

independently (COU ins and Barber 1985). 

1.6.5 Models Em~hasizing: Cornpetition and Resource Gradients 

The Resource Ratio Model 

In the previous section. the concepts of resource cornpetition in disturbance have been 

discussed relative to species divers ity, This sub-section w Ï i l  M e r  discuss the importance 

of resources, and competition for those resources, in the maintenance of species diversity. 

One mode1 that look into the mechanisms of resource competition and their resuhg 
innuence on species diversity is the resource ratio model as proposed by Tilman ( 1980) - 
Underlying Than's  (1980) relatively mechanistic and graphic model of competition and 

coexistence is the 'isociïne approach' to rnodelling. This approach requires one to plot the 

'growth isoclines' of species on an x-resource by y-resource graph. The isoclines simply 

represent the level at which a population's resource consumption will equal its minimum 
resource requirements for zero net growth (ZNGI). In other words, at resource levels 

below a species' ZNGI, a species WU decrease in abundance; above the ZNGI, a species 

wili increase in abundance (Tilman 1980, 1988). 

Over this basic resource consumption and p w t h  rate model, Tilman (1982, 1988, 1993) 

has layered phenomena of importance in communïty dynamics, such as disturbance, 

succession, multiple resource competition, resource supply rates, and species coexistence. 

It is this finai phenomenon which is of particular interest here. According to the resource 

ratio hypothesis (Than  L982), there exist conditions in the supply and abundance of 
resources that d o w  for multiple species coexistence. Speciticaliy, if species' ZNGI's 

overlap (Le. species A requires less of resource 1 than species B for positive net growth, 

whiIe species B requires Less of resource JI than species A for positive net growth), and the 

resource supply rate within a aven area is heterogeneous, then on average. species can 
coexist, the degree to which is dependent on the overall resoume availability, and the ratios 

of resource avadabüity- h other words, diversity is predicted to be greatest at relatively Iow 
resource levels. As resource levels Uicrease within the community, it is the ratio of these 



resources that will determine which reIatively d aumber of species wiiI domlnate 

(Tilman 1982)- 

The Tihun vs. Grùne Debate 

As reviewed by Grace (1990, 1991) there has been considerabie debate on the validity 

and predictions of differing views on coexistence, specifïcaIly the resomce based views of 

Tilman (1982, 1988). versus the life-history trait based views of Grime (1973). One of the 

debates is based around the question of how competitive superiority arises. Accordlng to 

Grime's modei, the classic view of mpid resource uptake (i-e- hi& growth rates) as a 
competitively superior trait is defended, Accordhg to I r i s  mode1 however, a species' 

low resource tolerance limit is stressed as king the most important trait in predicting 

competitive superiority (Than  and Wedin 1991a)- Another issue is whether or noe a 
species c m  be a good cornpetitor in general, as implied by Grime, or varies in its 

competitive ability according to varying environmentai conditions, as implied by Tilrnan 
(Tilman and Wedin 199 1b). Thirdy, the two models seem to differ in that Grime's modei 

predicts decreased cornpetition with lowered productivity, while Tilman's predicts equaily 

intense competition under any degree of productivity. Fmally, Grime views 

competitiveness as a trait that Ieads to domuiance ody in mid-successionaI habitats, 

whereas T h a n  views competition as leading to dominance within all seres (Grace 199 1). 

Centrai to the debate surrounding the above issues are the differing definitions of 

competition (Grace 1991). Specificdy, Tilman views competition as a generai 

phenornenon, which factors in stress tolerance, disturbance, nutrient uptake, and resource 

competition. Any changes to a community's resource base ultimately affects the community 

composition via competition. On the other han& Grime narrowly defines competition as a 
plant's ability to rapidly sequester resources - other phenomena such as disturbance and 

stress tolerance are considered as separate me-history traits. When Grime's communiîy 

undergoes resource changes, plants that, for example, are more 'stress-tolerant' than 
'competitive* WU prevail, Foiiowing the work of Grace (l99 1) and Bengtsson et ai. (1994) 

the models of Grime and Tiiman, when considering their respective definitions of 

competition, are not as conflicting as they initially seemed. In the words of Grace ( 199 l), 

"The p r i m ~ y  merences between theorks are of perspective and emphasis". Furthemore, 

according to Bengtsson et al (1994)- both the Tilman and Grime models f d  within the 

same temporal and spatial scales: the ecological and the local (Le, within communities), 

respec tivel y. 





niches (as determined by resource tolerance iimlts), and realized niches (as detennïned 

largely by competition for light), we have what Keddy (1990) d i s  the competitive 

hierarchy model, which forms the basic unit h m  which the greatet cenaifiigal model is 

buiIt, 

Given that competitive hierarchies exist, species are expected to partition themselves 

dong resouniehabitat gradients. At the benign end of the gradient or the core habitat, 

productivity is expected to be high, but diversity low, due to exclusion by competitiveIy 

dominant species. At the peripherd end of the resource gradient, or the peripheral habitat, 

productivity is expected to be low, but diversity is expected to be high due to the 

occurrence of mm symmetricat competitÏon for n h e n t s  and l e s  competitive exclusion 

(Keddy 1990; Wisheu and Keddy 1992). Now to M y  understand the concert of 

centrifuga1 organlzation, one needs to sîmply imagine the core habitat as k i n g  the hub of a 

wheel, from which d a t e  not one, but many 'resource' gradients, such as salinitgr, 

disturbance, nutrients, soïl texture, etc- The overall mode1 then consists of a low diversity 

core habitat, ndiating into higher diversity peripheral habitats, dong an array of differing 

resource gradients (Keddy 1990; Wisheu and Keddy 1992)- 

In their description of the centrifuga1 model, Wisheu and Keddy (1992) cite a wetiand 

community as an example. Here, the core 'community* consists of a monodominant Typha 

population, with various other hi@-diversity communities (such as sandy lakeshores, 

grave1 lakeshores, bave r  ponds, etc.) radiating fiom it. Although there are no examples of 

grassiands perse following this mode4 it is not dï£ficult to imagine s d a r  circumstances in 

many grassland regions, where moisture gradients occur. In fact, -it has ofien k e n  
obsewed that many gnsslands c 0 ~ U n i h e ~  change in species composition, according to 

smalIer scde changes in elevation andlor waier availability (eg. Weaver 1954). 

Resource Transport, Supply. and Coexistence 

One assumption of the cenaifugal mode1 of community organization, and the competitive 

hierarchy mode1 nested within it, is that competition in peripheral habitats is Iess intense 

(Keddy 1990) and more symmetric (sensu Weiner 1986). Unfortunately, neither Keddy's 

(1990) nor Wisheu and Keddy 's (1992) description of the centnfiigal model provides tme 

mechanistic reasons for why competition should be less intense and more symmeûic at 

perip heral habitats. This is especiaiiy troubling considering T i  s (1982) model, which 



considers competition to be equaiiy irnpoctant at aII positions dong a resource plidient A 

discussion of resource supply and transport rates may provide some danfication. 

Huston and DeAngelis (1994) have reevaluated the effects of resources (inciuding 

nutrients and Light) on competition by cons ide~g  resources to be fundamentaliy similar in 

their effects - what ciiffers is their supply rate, or 'input flux' (&). SpecificalIy, Huston 

and DeAngelis (1994) claim that when plants grow in a given location, they develop lad 

nutrient depietion zones within proximity of their roots. If these depletion zones are very 

localized, and do not overiap into the rhizospheres of neighbouring plants, then competition 

inteasiy is predicted to be very low. Such would be the case if &, was very high. On the 

other hand, if the depletion zones are highly overlapping, then competition intensity is 

predicted to be very high. Such wouid be the case if &, was very low (Huston and 

DeAngelis 1994). 

ui turn, T, is affected by the concentration of the resource, its rate of flow into the system, 

and its rate of flow out of the system. Thus, in a 'low nutrient' system, nutrients are either 

in low supply, or are quickly leached out of the rhizospheres. The overall result would be 
strongly overlapping depletion zones, a more homogeneous nuaient supply, intense but 

symmeaic competition for nutrients, and hence relatively hi@ diversiv. For 'hi@ nument' 

systems, nutrients are relatively high in availability relative to demand, and the resulting 
depfetion zones are strongly Localùed, to the point where a plant wiU not have signincant 

effect on its neighbour's nutrient supply. The overd resuit here is that competition 

intensig for nutrienrs is highly reduced. However, in this sarne 'high nucrient' system, 

another resource, likely not iixni~g under iow nutrient availability, becomes increasingly 

important - Iight. 

Huston and DeAngelis (L994) factor in increasing competition for light as biomass 

increases. Light, in htm, has its own transpod and supply properties relative to pIants. 
Specificdy, iight is usudiy in high abundance. but is capable of king strongly depleted by 

npidly growing species (Gnce L995). So whiie symmetric competition for nutrienîs is 
strongly reduced under high nutrient avaiiability, asymmetrïc competition for light becomes 

increasingly intense, and thus diversity is predicted to be Iow under such conditions. Thus, 

the Huston and DeAngelis (1994) model predicts that competition is occuming dong the 

entire resource spectrum. while simultaneously providing a mechanistic explanation for the 

implications of the centrifbgal community model. Some recent evidence in support of this 



mode1 cornes h m  Keddy et al, (1997) who demonstrated an increase in cornpetitive 

asymmetry with increased Ieveis of soil prod~ctivity~ 

1-65 The Diversitv vs- Stabiliw and Producfivitv Debates 

In Light of the international symposium on biologicai diversity (Pineda 1990) and the 

relatively rapid species extinction rate ongoing within the biosphere (Wilson 1992). there 

has k e n  much interest in the value of biodiversity in ecosystems (Bengtsson et al. 1997)- 

Specificdiy, there seems to be an ongoing shift in perspective: fiom Iooking ar the effects 
of different variables on biodiversity (see sub-sections 1-6-1 - 1.6.4), to 1wking at the 

effects of biodiversity on ecosystem stabiliîy and, more recently, ecosystem productivïty. 

Robert May (1958) made the prediction that a decline in biodiversity would Iead to 

decreased ecosystem stability. AImost 40 years later, Tilman (1996) and T h a u  et al. 

(1996) have perhaps corne the closest to closing (or perhaps reopening) the book on this 
issue. As seems common with ecologicai debates, much confusion and misunderstanding 

arises fiom a lack of proper definition (see Grace 199 1). 

OveralI, stability implies Iow temporal variation in species composition, richness, 

abundance, and average biomass, as weIi as mistance and resilience in the face of 

pertubations (Frank and McNaughton 1991; T i h  1996). As with most emergent 

properties in ecoiogy however, stability exists at various hierarchical Ievels. For example, 

at the level of the population, we would expect consistent abundance and biomass fiom 

year to year if the popdation was considered to be stable. At the level of the community, 
we would expect average biomass to remain relatively consistent, and so on. It is important 

to note that stability at one IeveI of organization need not imply nor require stability at any 
other level. For example, a community may be relatively stable, but the populations w i t h  
it need not be, as wouid be the case with high species turnover rates in a classic succession 

scenario (sensu CIements 1936). 
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Stability in Popru~tiom, Cornmurtities, and Ecosystemr 

Over a thirteen year perïod, T i  (1996) found th& year to year variability in 
community biomass decreased as diversity in na- and experimentai grassland plots 

increased. Further, resistance to drought was s i ~ c a n t i y  greater in more diverse plots. as 

was found in Frank and McNaughtonTs (1991) study of pst-drought stability in species 

compositions within grassIands of Yellowstone National Park At the level of the 

population, Tilman (1996) found that diversity did not confer stabiliw as some populations 

were prone to local extinctioa However. at the cornmunity and ecosysem level. in diverse 

plots, when one species' abundance would be severely reduced, another species would 

increase in abundance in a compensatory manner (Tïiman 1996). These results generdy 

agree with previous stuclies on diversity and stabmty (eg. Rtoo 1958; May 1973; 

DeAngelis 1975; Pimm 1979; King and Pimm 1983; Frank and McNaughton 199 1; 

Tilrnan and Downing 1994). 

Diversity and Productivity 

Diversity is dso related to ecosystem productivity, although these relationships often 

seem contradictory. The F i t  relationship is a negative correlation between productivity and 

divenity, as is ofren observed in grassland and wetland ecosystems. Highly diverse plant 

communities are usuaily less productive than less diverse ones (McNaughton 1993). since 
highly productive plant habitats (Le. nutrïent rich habitats) favour competitive dominance 

by fast growing rail-stanired species whîch preempt available light fkom competitive 

subordinates (see sub-section 1.6.5). A negative dationship between diversity and 

productivity also occurs under studies of controiled nutrient addition. Here, because of the 

same ar,ments used above, nutrïent addition tends to increase productiviw while 

sirnultaneously decreasing diveaity (Tilman 1984. 1987). 

The other relationship between diversity and productivity is a positive one. This 

relationship is observed when species diversity itseIf is controiled In other words, withui a 

habitat, plots sown with many species tend to be more productive than plots sown with 

fewer species (Tilman et ai. 1996; Joliffe 1997). This version of the divenity-productivity 

hypothesis is based on the idea that as more species occupy an area, the available resources 

will be used more effectively by those species due to spatio-tempocal niche differentiation. 

As more resources are utilùed within an ecosystem. the greater the total ecosystem 

productivity wiil be (McNaughton 1993, Tilrnan et ai. 1996). This effect is observed by 



Tilman et ai. (1996) on highly nutrient-deficient soils of the Cedar Creek Natural History 
Area in Minnesota Hence, in pcactice, there appears to be a two-way relationship between 
diversity and productivity, depending Iargely on the nutritionai status of the plant habitat. If 
more plants are added to nutrient poor habitats, productivity may increase. If nutrïents are 
added to nutrient poor habitats, productivity wiü increase at the expense of diversity. 
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POST-COLONIZATION DEVELOPMENTS AND ISSUES: 
THE PRAIRIES IN TEE 20TH CENTURY 

2.1 Introduction 

Within the last century, the human impacts on natural ecosystems have been devastating- 

Daily (1995) esîhates that approximaiely 43% of tfie Earth's vegetated surface (Le. 

approx, 5.0 billion ha) is in a geaeraiiy degraded state* Soi1 degradation alone, since 1945, 

has occurred on approximately 17% (Le. 2 billion ha) of the Earth's vegetated surface 

(Dady 1995)- Soii degrdation has k e n  ilttniuted primanly to human Iand use patterns 

such as over,.nzing, deforestahon, and other agrïculturai activities (Daiiy 1995), ail 

common pnctices on the North Amencan prairies. This type of insidïous destruction of 

ecosystems and habitats is even more unsettling in light of 'extinction debt', or extinctions 

that occur generations d e r  a habitat has been destroyed ( T i  et al- 1994). Hence, the 

more recent history of the Noah Amencm pnirie ecosystem, as descnbed in this section, 

is one nIled with human neglect, ovenise, and uftimately destruction. Despite the often 
depressing facts laid out in fkont of us, there remains much hope in the more recent 
developments anci researc h into grassland management and restoration, whic h will be 

described as weii. 

2.2 Grazer Removal and Replacement with Livestock 

2-21 Initial 1rn~acî.s of  Settlement 

Although one would initially think that European stress on the prairie would be mostly 

due to tilling and grain agriculture, si,anificant impacts were made long before this ever 
happened. Be30inning in the L780Ts, bison (Bison bison) were extensively hunted to 

provide food for settIers and later to provide coats to North Axnericans (Arthur 1984). This 
slaughter peaked within two signif~cant periods of mas bison slaughter: from 1870-1873, 
and from 1880- 1883. In addition to outright killing of bison, dwase, thought to have been 
introduced to bison via domesticated cattle durhg the 186û's, may have played a significant 
role in decimathg herds (Koucky 1983). ûue hundred years after this slaughter began, 
Wtuaily aii fixe roaming bison were eliminated from the prairies. wth the Ioss of the 
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bison, hunting pressure dramaticaily reduced the abundances of other ungulates such as 

mule deer, pronghorn antelope, and elk (Mitchell, 1984; Government of Canada 199 1). Ln 
addition to this, the abundance of prairie dogs (thought to be the most sigdicant p e r s  on 

the prairie next to bison) is estimated to have declined by 98% since European setuement 

(Samson and ffiopf 1994). Hence. by the tum of the 19th cenniry, a major factor in 

maint;iining the prairie ecosystem was already eIiminated, namely the effects of gnzing (see 

sub-section 1-52) by bison, other native unguiates, and prairie dogs. 

2.2.2 Livestoc k Introduction to His torïcallv Bison-fkee Grasslands 

Since the removd of native p e r s  fiom the prairies, livestock g a z h g  has k e n  

advocated as king of potential benefit to p s l a n d s ,  much to the relief of ranchers and 

cattiemen. Although th is  idea seerns logical at first, there are in fact many dangers in 

ailowing Livestock to gaze on prairie. For example, many of the bunchgrass prairies that 

did not initially have large herds of bison present within their ranges are vuherable to 

changes caused by Livestock introduction. The dominant bunchgraçs species of the bison- 

fkee inter-mountain grassland region were severely reduced following grazing by iivestock 

(Mack and Thompson 1982). Similar effects were also found to occur under iivestock 

-0raZing in his toncally bison-fiee Amencan Southwest grassIands (Bock and Bock 1 995). 

In Canadian fescue grsslands, where there exist both sod-fonning and bunchgrass 

dominants, fescue decreased in abundance with the introduction of livestock grazing 

(Johnston et ai- 1971). In Kansas, the relative proportion of bunchapsses (such as B. 

curtrpendula) increased with Iivestock removai (Tomanek and Alberston 1957)- As such, it 

is obvious ttiat livestock g a z h g  is not necessanly benencial or necessary in maintainhg 
grassland ecosystem integyïty, especiaiIy in areas that were historicaUy bison-fiee. 

2.2.3 Livestock Management on the Great Plains 

In the Great Plains region where approximately 30 mnZiin bison once roamed (McHugh 

L 97 1). the use of Lives tock is potentiaiiy a better management tool than in O ther grassland 

areas. However, even in the Great Plains region, overgrazing by iivestock has additiondiy 
been a cause for concern. One of the largest discrepancies between the effects of bison and 

those of iivestock are the rates of m g .  Bison were k-roaming herden, foiiowing 

nutrient-rich sources of fodder such as pst-burn sites, leaving grazed sites with time to 
rehabilitate (McHugh 197 1). Livestock, on the other han& art traditiondly enclosed within 

relatively smail areas that inevitably become overgrazed Hence, the rate and intensity of 
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livestock g a z h g  tends to be severt relative to that of fke-roaming bison. Coupled with the 

ever-present threat of exotic species invasion, overgrazing can sevedy damage native 
grasslands on both the short and Long-term (Bock and Bock 1995)- 

From these traditional problems inherent with livestock grazing was boni the practice of 

rotationai grazing. Rotational grazïng systems attempt to limit the degree of livestock 

disturbance by continuously moving herds to new locations, while simuitaneously aüowing 
other grazed areas to recuperate (Wallace and Dyer 1995). Several such grazing systems are 

currently pncticed by livestock managers. They Vary in the intensity and frequency of 

gnzing, as weli as in the amount of t h e  that a borazed field is allowed to recuperate. 

Aithough these systems aüow one to theoretically set the appropriate Ievei of graPng 
dis turbauce to maximize diversity/produc tivity, factors such as ciimatic conditions, edaphic 

conditions, species composition. etc. fead to v;irying responses that are not yet easy to 

predict. Hence, the effects of current rotational grazing practices on the long-term 

sustainability of grassland ecosystems are not weiI understood (Wdace and Dyer 1995). 

2.3 Agricultural Expansion and Urban Development 

One needs oniy to fly over the Great Plains to realùe what humans' greatest use for the 

prairie today is - agriculture. The mosaic of perfectiy symmetrical 1 mile x 1 d e  sections, 

each with a dIfferent hue, appear beautifid fiom 20,000 feet. From an ecologkal 

perspective, at ground zero, perhaps it is not quite as beautifid. What was once a diverse 

'sea of grass' stretching from horizon to horizon, a wonderful mosaic of nanirally 

o c c ~ g  gassland species, is al1 but reduced to remnant patches of 'undisturbed' 
gnsslands - museum pieces. Today, largely due to agriculture, the prairie ecosystem is the 

most severely physically disturbed bioregions in di of North Amenca In 1991 it was 
estimated that only 24% of the mixed-gnss prairie, 20-2796 of the rough fescue prairie, 1- 

5% of the plains fescue prairie, and ~ 1 %  of the tallgrass prairie in Canada remained in their 

'unciisturbed' state (Government of Canada 1991). The development of agriculture in the 

Canadian prairies began in 1811, in Selkirk, Manitoba Initially, the rate of land 

disnubance was high, accounting for the cultivation of approximately 60% of the Canadian 
prairie by the year 193 1 (Rowe and Coupland 1984). Agrïcuiturai expansion sti i l  continues 

at an alarming rate. For example, between 1971-1986, cropland area within the Canadian 
prairies increased by 2% (Govemment of Cmada 1991). In Manitoba, the areas of 
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historicaUy tallgrass and mixed-gras prairie have both dedined by 99.9% (Samson and 

Knopf 1994). 

2.3 2 Increasing Human Population and Urban SprawI 

In addition to prairie disappearing to the plow, today it is also rapidly disappearing to the 

bulldozer and cernent truck. Human population on the Canadian prairies has increased by 

25% between 197 1-1986, with the consequence that many rural areas have been converted 

to permanent uhan areas. ln Alberta, the most rapidly expanding prairie province in temis 

of human population, 17% of rural area has been converted to urban area between the years 
197 1-1986 (Governent of Canada 199 1). In addition to physically removing prairie 
vegetation from urbanized areas. expanding human populations have other effects on the 

prairie ecosystem. One effect is that of pollution. For example, irrigation, municipal 

effluents, industriai effluents, and Qow regdation have ail  had major detrimental influence 

on river water quality within the Canadian prairie. Further, potential poilution problems 

stemming from the maintenance of urban landscaping include eutrophication caused by 

rapid runoff and excessive use of feailizers, and the widespread use of herbicides (e-g. 2- 

4,D) and DDT-family pesticides such as lindane (Government of Canada 199 1). 

2.4 Exotic Species Invasion 

2.4.1 Introduction: An Examde of SuccessfuI Invasion 

Beyond direct human disturbance of the prairie ecosystem, the indirect effects of non- 

native species invasions are ais0 cause for concern. ûne exampie of such invasion, of 
significance to the Canadian prairies, is that of Brornus i'ermis. In the case of B- inemis 

and many other invading species, it is the characteristics that are valued by settiers and 

current agriculturalists (rapid growth, easy establishment. resistance to 'weed' invasions, 

etc.) that are causing problems for native plant communities (Romo et al. 1990). Further, 

when species were initidly brought over ikom Europe, their nanual parasites, pests, 

viruses, etc. did not corne over with them, in efféct releasing these plants fiom the 

competitively deaimentai effects of disease (Romo et al. 1990). Hence, the principle danger 

of introduced species to the prairies is their strong abiiity to outcompete and supress growth 

of native species even in absence of disturbance. Looman (1969). Wdson (1989), and 
Wilson and Belcher (1989) have observed that B. Viemis cm competitively exclude native 

flora, and decrease o v e d  diversity of native fescue grasslands. Oddly enough, despite the 
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general decline of the ecolo@cd integrity of the prairie ecosystem, cultivation of B. utetmis 

and other invading species s a  occurs today for apÏcuih.uai and economic purposes (Romo 
et al. 1990)- Other introduced species that are invasive and persistent withh Canadian 
prairies, and hence threaten its diversity and sustainability, include crested wheatgrass 

(Agropyron cristurtrmi), le* spurge (Euphorbi0 esula), timothy grass (Phlewn pruteme) 

and bluegrass (Pou pratensis) (B Lood 1966; Trottier 1986; Culotta 1994; Goulet 1997)- 

2.42 Communitv InvasibiIitv and Characteristics of Invasive Plants 

As a resuit of the growing concern over inmduced species invasions, research has been 

conducted to determine what community attn'butes Iend themselves to successfd invasion 

by exotic species, as well as what characteristics of species d o w  them to successfully 

invade native communities- Burke and Grime (1996) have looked at invasion of 

experhental plots by a varïety of non-native species. The plots were subject to varying 

degrees of disturbance (Le- gap formation and mowing) and fertiljty treamients. Plots that 

were fertile ûnd highly disturbed were subject to the greatest magnitude of invasion. A 

similar observation was also made by TiIman (1990), who documented an invasion of Pm 

pratenîis and Agropyron repens over a ten-year period in mildly fertilized (3 g N m-2 yfL) 

Schi~achyriwn s c o p u ~ m  prairie plots. Wedh (1992) predicts rhat the rate of exotic plant 

invasion bas increased over the last few decades, and wiU continue to do so due to 

eutrophication of prairies via atmospheric N-deposition. 

Characteristics associated with successful invaders are quite variable. Large-seeded 

invaders tend to be able to tolente more prolonged periods of stress, and ttius are capable 
of establishment within iess disturtxd or less fertile sites. Meanwhiie, smailer seeded 

species are able to take advantage of temporary resource puises via disturbance and 

fertilization, to grow and then repmduce fairly rapidly. Finaiiy, the strength of an invacihg 

species also depends on geographical tolerance limits of the plant and its germination 

requirements (Burke and Grime 1996). 

2.5 Native Grassland Restoration and Management 

2.5-1 Introduction 

With the division of the North American prairie into discreet units, to be used for either 

cropland or livestoct *gazing purposes, came the practice of range management. Early in its 



conception, range management was used to keep Ievels of paiadble grassland biomass 
relativeiy high, so that cade production could yield continuously high profits per unit area 
of Pasture. Today, in many disturbed gnssland areas (usudy considered to be 'marginal 

croplands'), management and restoration serves to prevent soii erosion and degradation, 

restore soi1 quality, prevent species extinctions, and generaiiy maintain the long-term 

inte- and sustainability of the prairie (Bock and Bock 1995). In essence, grassland 
management and restontion attempts to reverse the damage caused by overgrazing, 
cultivation and exotic species, through the carefiil use of the Iand manager's took: 

fertilization, buiidozing, root plowing, chaining, mowing, shredding, prescn'bed burning, 
contour furrowing, pesticide use, gnzing systems, and reseeding of native vegeâation 

(Bock and Bock 1995)- 

2.5.2 CIassic Restontion Studies 

Many attempts at gassland restontion have occurred in the past and c o n ~ u e  to occur 

today. Among the earliest known restorations were undertaken by Aldo Leopold during the 

1930-1940Ts, as Leducational samplers' (Harper-Lore 1992)- ûther restorations in North 

Amerïca and Europe have been traced as far back as the early 1800's (HA 1997). Since 

these fkst restorations, ecologists, 1andsc;ipe architects, and other restoraiioaists have 

propelled the field fonvard to the extent of creatîng the Society for EcologÏcal Restoration 

(SER) in 1987. Pnor to SER's establishment, few scientinc investigations regarding the 

practice of restoration have been performed and widely published (Mlot 1990; Morgan 

1992). The exceptions to this mie are snidies emerging fkom the University of Wisconsin- 
Madison Arboretum (UWA; the site of Leopold's k t  restoration), and from the restoraûon 

(beginning in 1974) at the Fermi Nationai AcceIeraior Laboratory (FNAL) in Batavia, 

Illinois. 

From UWA emerged classic works h m  Curtis and Partch (1948, 1950) on the effects 

of fire on restored prairie. The results from these studies demonstrated that fire could be 

used every 2-3 years to control introduced species in favour of native species. Because of 

Cuais' extensive contributions to research at the LJWA prairie, it was eventually named the 

Curtis Prairie. Other planned disturbances have since been dacumented as king of 
potentiai benefit to establishment of a diverse array of native species on nestored sites. For 

example, O'Keefe (1995, 1997) observed thaî diversity of restored sights increased with 

fkequency of mowing within the k t  two years afier initial seeding. Towne and Knapp 
(1996) found increased diversity of tallgrass prairie Ie,oumes on restored sites that were 
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annudly burned. At the FNAL praine, Iastrow (1987) was able to demonstrate mat 
restoring prairies had a positive effect on soil aggregation, and that after as littie as 5-10 

growing seasons, the size class fkqeencis of these aggregates resembled that of native 
undisturbed prairie- 

2.5.3 Future ChaiIenges for Grassiand RestoratÏoq 

Despite the relatively successfbi restoratious desçn'bed above, estabbshing and 
perpetuahg bioiogical diversity in the landscape remaïns a common challenge to 

restontioo ecologists (Morgan L992; Jacobsen et al. 1994). Many large scde grassland 
restoration programs currentiy depend upon the use of homogeneous mixtures of species. 

Establishment of many species nom homogeneous mixtures is predicted to be very difficuit 
due to ciifferences in species germination, establishment, and cornpetitive abilities (Grime 

1973; Weiher and Keddy 1995). The rate of cornpetitive exclusion is predicted to increase 

with increasing nutrient and moisture availabiliîy (Tillman 1988; Wilson and Shay 1990; 

Wilson and Tilman 199 1; Keddy a .  al. 1997), increasing degrees of disturbance 

suppression (Collins and Barber 1985; Keddy I990), and decreasing naturai seed input 

from neighbourïng areas, M e r  impeding restoration efforts. 

As for the success of previously attempted grassland restorations, complete restoration of 

a prairie site has not yet been observed Cottam and Wilson (1966) have evaiuated the 

restored portions of Curtis Prairie, one of the best examples of restored prairie? relative to 

native undisturbed prairie. They have determineci that after 50 years of intensive 

management, a restored prairie may resemble a native prairie in temis of its species 

composition. but wïil not be undistinguishable from a native prairie for "many years" 

(Cottam and Wilson 1966: p.96). Because of the current difnculties in restoring prairies on 

the short term, and the Iack of evidènce for a 'compleiely restored' prairie d e r  aimost 70 

years of restoration, the consensus is that it is much easier to conserve an existing prairie 
than to attempt to restore prairie ;ifter severe disturbance @lot 1990; Samson and Knopf 
1990; Morgan et al. 1995). 
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COMPETITIVE HfERARCHIES AND RESTORATION OF EASTERN 
CANADkV NATIVE GRASSLANDS 

3.1 Introduction 

Many researchers believe that plant species can be organized into bierarchies of relative 

compe titive abilities, or competitive hierarchies (Norrîngton-Davies 1 967; Goldsmith 1978; 
Fowler 1982; Moore and W l I l i a ~ ~  1983; Wilson and Keddy 1986a; Mitchiey and Gmbb 

1986; Gnce et al. 1992; Shipley 1993, 1994). The existence of competitive hiexarchies has 
many important implications for ecologicai theory (Keddy and Shipley 1989; Keddy 1990; 

Wisheu and Keddy 1992; Bengtsson et al. 1994). Despite the generai consensus that 

competitive hierarchies do exist, the results of previous cornpetition snidies and their 

general conclusions are subject to some debate (Joliffe et al. 1984; Fïrbank and Watkinson 
1985; C o ~ o l l y  L986, 1997; Siivertown and Dale 1991; Shipley 1994). The primary 

objective of this snidy is to determine the existence and form of cornpetitive hierarchies 

amongst twelve gnss species native to North Amencan grasslands. If these species are 

organized into competitive hierarchies. knowledge of plant traits that confer competitive 

superionty under a given set of climatic and edaphic conditions wouid aüow one to 

potentiaiiy predict cornpetitive outcornes amongst groups of other species. It is also of 

interest to know what the implications of competitive hierarchies are to ecologicd 

restoration efforts in North Amencan gasslands, 

3.1.1 S hortcomings and Criticisms of Competi tive Hierarchies 

The current shortcomings and cnticisms of competitive hierarchy experiments can be 

broken down into three more or less unresolved issues: a) the degree to which cornpetitive 

exclusion is actually predicted by competitive hierarchy modeis; b) how consistent the 

cornpetitive hierarchies are; and c) size bias in the interpretation of competitive hierarchy 

models. 
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Exclusion of Competitive Subordimtes 

Most previously-pu biis hed competitive hierarchy experiments predic t or imply 
competitive exclusion of subordinate species based on their mixture performance relative to 

their monoculture performance (Keddy and Shipley 1989; Shipley 1993, 1994). To quote 

6rom Comoliy (1997): "The evidence fkom the mixture itseIf provides no basis for any 

such conclusion". In other words, a species may indeed perform poorly in mixture relative 

to monoculture, but the proportions of the two species in mixture may very weil be stable 

over time. As of yet, it is not known to what extent cornpetitive hierafchies actualiy predict 

competitive exclusion in the field One method used to cietennine this would to be to make 
observations on proportional yields (species yield/total plot yield) of species in mixtures 

over more than one growing season. Strong competitors wiil have increasing proportionai 

yield in mixture over t h e ,  while the proportional yield of poor competitors wiU decline 
over tirne. 

Consisrency of Competitive Hierarchies 

Reversais in relative competitive ability have been observed dong experimental nutxient 

gradients (Fowler 1982; Moore and Wfiams 1983; TiIman 1984, 1987; Wilson 1994)' 

gradients of physiologcd dmught (Kenkel et al. 1991), and gradients of stress and 

disturbance (Wilson and Keddy 1 9 8 6 ~  Wilson and Tilman 199 1, 1995). As such, it has 
yet to be determined to what extent competitive hierarchies are consistent amongst a group 

of species when they are grown under different ciimatic and edaphic conditions, as well as 

under different disturbance regimes (Fowler 1982; Silvertown and Dale 199 1). 

The Size B h  Argument 

Amongst the most contentious issues Mth competitive hierarchy research is the socdied 
'size-bias' inherent with replacement series methodology (Fiiank and Watkinson 1985; 

Connolly 1986, 1997; Grace et al. 1992). The first premise of the size bias argument is that 

a species with a relative yield >1 can be interpreted in two ways: a) it is cornpethg well 

with its neighbour in mixture. or b) it is king released h m  intraspecific competition in 

monoculture. These two effects canot be separated. The second premise is an assumption 

that large species have a greater propensity (Le. a 'bias') towards the latter effect than 
smailer species (Le. larger species are more iikely to be 'released' nom intraspecific 
competition) because their monoculture density is 'effectively' greater than that of sxnaüer 
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species. Hence, larger plants are more likely to have higher relative yields due to the p a t e r  

probabiiity of their king released fiom intraspecific competition, due to their higher 

'effective' density ( C o ~ o U y  1997)- 

There are at least three difncdties with the size-bias argument One difficuity is thaî the 

two 'separate' effects contained withùi the ikst premise are iikely confounded A species 

that is undergoing the former effect (Le. is a swng  competitor) is more k l y  to undergo 

the latter effect as we& since ~ I e a s e  hm intraspcinc competition by definition requires a 

species to be a strong intraspecific competitor. Second, the assumption that larger plants are 

more iikely to be released fkom intraspecinc competition presents a size bias in itseE - 
Iarger p1ant.s are assurned to undergo stronger Ïntraspe&c competition than are smalIer 

plants. ln essence, this is aramg that relative fields are bimd towards large plants 
because large plants are stronger cornpetiton. Third, large plant size (ie. above-ground 

biomass accumulation) may be a strategy used by certain plants to obtain and maintain 
dominance within an area If this is me, then c o n m h g  for size in competition 

experiments would fd to detect the truly stronger competitor (Shipley 1994). 

Three conditions under which size bias is potentidy most criticai have k e n  avoided by 

the experiments described in this chapter. Aithough Wilson (1994) found iîttle effect of 

different initial plant sizes on cornpetitive responses, size bias will iikely be more 

pronounced when there are great ciifferences in plant sizes and/or growth fomis. This effect 

WU Wely not be as important when similady-sized species of sirnilar growth forms (e.g. 

al1 boraminoids) are grown fiom seed, since initiai and hnai sizes are simiiar for di species. 

Second, when competition experiments are undertaken in small pots, the iniensity of rmt 

competition may be artificiaily inflated relative to field conditions due to size constraints. 

Under these circumstances, large plants wiü be prone to even higher 'effectiveT density 

dian in field conditions. Fhaiiy, when species are p w n  at exceedingly high densities, size 

bias is expected to be exacerbated due to the greater occurrence of density effects in 
generd. Smaller differences in sowing densities from experiment to experiment have 

pnerally shown lirtle effect on cornpetitive responses of plants (Fowler 1982). Overail. 

experiments Iess prone to size bias should be undertaken in the field, at lower densities, 

using plants of sirnila. size and growth f o m  These were the conditions under which the 

experiments descnid here were grown. 



3.1.2 Features of Competïtivelv Dominant Plane 

For species to have measurable competitive abilities mat are organized into cornpetitive 

hierarchies, they must exhibit traits that make them more or less cornpetitive. According to 

Aarssen (1 983), in terms of exploitation competition, competitively dominant plants s houid 
have rapid p w t h  rates; taU plant heighrs; large Ieaf  areas; extensive or deep mot systems; 

large seed sizes; eariy amival, germination and establishment; effective pohation and 

dispersai mechanisms; the ability to sequester resources tÏom other species via rhizomes, 

stolons, or mot gafts; and au ability to tolerate temporary extremes in the environment To 
be a good interference cornpetitor, a plant should carry pests or diseases harmful to other 

species, interfere with environmental tnggers for other plants, produce large amounts of 
ground litter, be delopathi-c, or interfere with another species' pollination mechanism 

(Aarssen 1983). 

Gaudet and Keddy (1988) have Iooked at a number of plant traits in an attempt to 

correlate these with competitive ability by growing 44 species of plants together with a 

'phytorneter' or Uidicator species. From this expriment, above-gound biomass was the 

single most effective predictor of competitive ability, as it was with several previously 

published diailel competition experiments (eg. Goldsmith 1978; Moore and Wiiams 

1983; Mitchley and Grubb 1986)- 

3.1 -3 Competi tive Hierarchies and Grassland Restoration 

A common objective of restoration ecology is to establish and perpetuate biological 

diversity in the landscape (Jacobsen et al. 1994; Palmer et al. 1997). In the restoration of 

Canadian praine grasslands, establishing and maintaining a diverse array of native species, 

even in the short term, has proven to be a considerable challenge (Morgan et al. 1995). It 
has k e n  hypothesized that interspeci£îc interactions occufig d u ~ g  the grassland 
establishment phase may Iead to the exclusion of comparatively weak cornpetitors, thereby 

reducing biodiversity. If this is me, and interspecific competition is hierarchicai and 

stroagly asymmetric, the maintenance of high @es diversity will be cornpromised, 
especidy if naniral disaubances such as fire and grazïng are suppressed (Collins and 



Barber 1985; Keddy 1990). On the other hanci, if competitive hierarchies do not exût, 

diverse grassland restoration wiIi be eady achieved simply by increasing the number of 

species in seed mumires. If competitive hiefafchles are strong but predictable, then rnethods 

can be developed which compensate for relative species perfomiance. An understanding of 

competitive hierarchies is therefore criticai to the success of grassland restoration, 
particuiarly when the objective is to promote and maintain a diverse assemblage of native 

grasses. 

3.2 Objectives 

In this study, two field experiments were undertaken to examine interspecific cornpetitive 

interactions among twelve native gras species in southem Manitoba The objectives of this 

study are: 

To detemiine the magnitude and direction of competitive hierarchies arnong the twelve 

,oras species afier two growing seasons. 

To detemiine the consistency of competitive hierarchies in time and space by 
considering variation in species relative competitive abilities within and among two 

experirnental locations. 

To mate S. conceptual mode1 (sensu Jeffers 1988) that p ~ d i c t s  changes in the 

direction of competitive lierarchies m s s  the Great Plains. The mode1 wili be based 

on plant hinctional traits, and how these interact with ciimaîic and edaphic conditions 

to make sorne species more competitive than othen. 

To discuss the implications of competitive hieruchies to grassland revegetation and 
restomtion efforts in North Americs 
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3.3 Methods and Materials 

Two field experiments were undertaken at the University of Manitoba: one at the 

Department of Plant Science Field Facdïty at Carnian, Manitoba (4g026'N, 98O09'7K); the 

other at The Point, a field research facility also run by the Department of Plant Science in 

Winnipeg, Manitoba (4g054'N. 97O06'W). 

Pre-Glacial Hi'ory of Southent Mmtitoba 

Both Winnipeg and Carman are located within the physiopphic region known as the 

Manitoba Lowlands. The grasslands within the southem portion of this region began to 

develop in the Miocene and Pliocene epochs, with the rise of the Rocky Mountains and the 

subsequent climaric changes in centrai North America some 26-30 million years ago. 

(Risser et al. 198 1; CoIlùis and Glenn 1995). SpecificaUy, the Rocky Mountains created a 

rain shadow in centrai North Ainenca which resulted in a reiatively dxy continental climate 

which exists to this day. This aridity combhed with a periodicdy fkost-£iee ciimate, 

grazing animais, fairiy fkequent fms, and a rdatively flat topography, helped to create 

faidy extensive grasslands in southern Manitoba within the Miocene-Pliocene transition 

era, between 7-5 million YJ39. (AxeIrod 1985)- 

Post-Glacial HIstory of Southern Manitoba 

More recent patterns of grassland deveiopment, on a smaiier temporal scaie, involved the 

formation of glacial Lake Agassiz, the roughly north-south expansion and retreat of 

glaciers, and subsequent shifts in temperatures and vegetation types (Corkery 1996). The 
most recent glacial retreat and subsequent recolonization of plants and animals in North 

America was that of the Wisconsinian glaciation, beginning approximately 18,000 Y.B .P. 

and ending around 3000 Y.B .P. This iœ sheet was responsible for formkg giacial Lake 
Agassiz approximately 13,000 Y.B.P. by dammllig the northward drainage into Hudson's 

Bay. Sediments fiom the floor of this glacial lake are Iargely responsible for the flat land 

around W i p e g  and Carman - relief is generaliy less than 8 m in these regions. These 
sedimentary deposits are composed p r i d y  of fine sands. silts, and clays. At Winnipeg 

and Carman, underlying this thick iayer of glacial deposits is bedrock material, composed 
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primarily of limestones, dolomites. and interbedded shaies originaîing in the Paleozoic era, 

some 300-550 million Y.B.P- (Corkery 1996). 

At the time of the Wisconsinian ice sheet's furthest expansion south there existed a 

roughiy north-south temperature gradient as weU as a gradient of vegetation types, with 

tundra dong the southern edge of the ice sheet, and b o r d  forests within the southern 

Manitoba plains. As the Wisconsinian ice sheet began retreaMg north about L8,000 

YB.P., so too did the associated cool climate vegetation types of the continent (Prentice et 

ai. 199 l), untii grasslands reappeared in the southern Great Plains by 12,000 Y.B ,P, At 

this point, the northem and eastem ecotone of the grassland consisted mostly of grasses 

and conifemus trees, with boreai forests dominating the landscape M e r  northward and 

eastward. This northern and eastern migration of boreal forest and grassiand from the south 

continued steadïiy, und  about 8000 Y.B.P. At this time, these ecotones began to agadually 

shift back south and West, in response to a sLight cooling trend in the laier Holocene, mtil 

the vegetation types of Manitoba and their ecoiones resembled those of the present day by 

about 3000 Y-J3.P (Axelrod 1985)- 

Being devoid of topographie Iandforms or water bodies large enough to affect 

macroclimate, southem Manitoba is characterized by a continental climate, with relatively 

high summer temperatures and low winter temperatureS. Air masses from the Arctic, the 

North Pacific, the American Great PIains, and the Guif of Mexico ail flow unimpeded into 

this region (Blair 1996). The flow of air masses into Manitoba- nom ail directions makes 
this region particularly susceptible to fiontal weather phenomena such as thunderstorms. 

On average, this region is annually susceptible to between 28 - 30 days with thunderstorms 
(Blair 1996). Both Carnian and Wdpeg receive between 500 - 525 mm of precipitation, 

most of which occurs in the summer months. In Wdpeg and Morris precipitation peaks 
in June, reaching approh te ly  84 mm and 83 mm, respectively (Govemment of Canada 

1993). 

Long-term (1938- 1990) mean temper;ih= in Winnipeg fiom f i y  to August is 22.g°C 

with a mean monthly precipitation of 70 mm (Govemment of Canada 1993). The mean 

annual temperature in Wùinipeg is 2.4"C. with mean monthly temperatures ranging fiom - 
18.3"C in January to 19.8OC in July. Aithough long-term mean monthly maximum 
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temperatures are not available h m  Carnian. from Mo& (49021TNT 97'22'W). a nearby 

town, the Long-term (1883-1987) mean monthiy maximum temperature nom May to 

August is 23 -9°C. The mean annuai temperature in Morris is 2.8"CT with mean monthly 

temperatures raoging from -L8.8"C in January to 20.1°C in luly. The length of the snow 

k e  period at these latitudes is appmximately seven rnonths, beginnuig in A p d  and ending 
in October. In Winnipeg and Moms. the number of monthiy growing degree days (the 
nurnber of Celsius degnes that the mean daily temperature is above 18 O C )  reach their 
maximum in Iuly at 73.1 and 77.8 gdd.. respectively. 

CIimauc data over the duration of the two field experiments is summarized in Table 3.1. 
Long-term cbatic means (1964-1990) for Carman over the growing season (May-August) 
indicate a mean montMy precipitation of 65 mm (Govemment of Canada 1993). From 
May-Au,wt 1995, the mean monthly precipitation in Carman averaged 65.0 mm and the 

daily maximum temperatures averaged 24.2"C. From May-August 1996, the mean monthly 

precipitatïon in Carman averaged 72.1 am and the daily maximum temperatures averaged 

Soils at the Carman site are well to moderately weii-drained acidic (pH = 5.8) orthic biack 
chernozems with a very fine sandy loam texture (MiUs and Haluschak 1993). Total 

availabte nitrogen in the rootïng zone (0-15 cm) is 2.54 p kg1 (Mohr 1997). 

Climutic Conditions: Wimpeg 

From May-August 1996, the mean monthly precipitation in Winnipeg averaged 78.6 mm 

and the da* maximum temperatures averaged 23.g°C. From May-August 1997, the mean 

monthiy precipitation in Winnipeg avenged 64.2 mm and the M y  maximum temperatures 

averaged 23.S°C. 
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Table 3.1. m a t e  data for Carman, Manitoba and WILIIilpeg, Manitoba 
over the duration of two field experiments. 

Mean Max. Temperature (OC) 
May 1 - August 31 24.2 22-4 23.9 23.5 

Mean Monthiy PPT (mm) 
May 62.0 67.6 98-0 58.2 
June 35.6 69-0 18-8 45.5 
July 90.2 110-8 67.6 79.0 

August 72.3 40.8 129.8 74.2 

Total PPT (mm) 
May I - August 31 260- 1 2882 3 14.2 256-8 
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Soik  Winnipeg 

Soils at the Winnipeg site are slightly basic (pH = 7.6) cumulic regosois with a nlcyclay 

texture - more fine-textured than soils at Carman. Totai available nitrogen in the rooting 

zone (0-15 cm) is 2-63 g k g i  (Mohr 1997). 

The diailel replacement senes competition experiment (de wt 1960) forms the b a i s  for 

evduating cornpetitive hierarchies in this study- Derived fkom diailei crosses in genetics 

studies ( W i i m s  1962)' rhis experimentai design involves growing all the species of 
interest (Le. "n" nurnber of species) in monoculture, and in aIi possible pairwise 
cornbinations- Thus there are n monoculture plots and (nb-1])/2 'mixture' plots (see 

Williams 1962; de Wït and van den Bergh 1965; Norrington-Davies 1967; Jacquard and 

Caputa 1970; Goldsmith 1978; Fowier 1982; Moore and Wi1liams 1983; Mitchiey and 

Gmbb 1986; Wilson and Keddy 1986; and Gnce et ai. 1992 for examples). Since 12 

species of native grasses were used in this experiment, with three replications of the entire 

replacement series), a total of 234 plots were sown per experiment (Fig. 3.1). Plot sizes 
were 3.5 m x 1-25 m, separated by L.5 m wide Ianes (Fig. 3.2). The initiai sowing 

densities of di plots were kept constant to control for the effects of density on a @en 

species' response- 

At Carman, the diaiiel competition experiment was established in May, 1995 and 
harvested in September of 1995 and 1996. In Winnipeg. an identical experiment was 

established in May, 1996 and harvested in September in 1996 and 1997. Competitive 

hieranihies have thus been evduated over time (Le. fiom 1 year after planting to 2 years 

afier planting), over space (Le. under ciiffereut edaphic conditions at the two experimentai 

locations, Carman and Winnipeg)), and under differing ciimatic regimes due to the two 

experiments behg planted in different years. 

3 -3 -3 Exmrimentd Methods and Materials 

Species Used 

Competitive hierarchies were evduated ushg 12 gras cies native to the tallgrass and 
m i x e d - p s  prairies of Canada and the United States (see Appendices 1-III for more details 
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Figure 3.1. Experimental plot layout for diailel competition experiments planted 
in Carman and Winnipeg, Manitoba in 1995 and 1996, respectively. Each plot is 
1.25 m wide and 3.5 m long- Lanes are 1.5 m wide, Treatments within blocks - 
were randomized- 
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\YEARnaARvEsT (3 rows, lm Iength) 

- YEAR I HARVEST 
(3 rows, lm length) 

Figure 3.2. Diagram of a hypothetical experimental pIot, showing six seeded rows 
(dashed lines) and two harvesting units (hatched boxes). Three seeded rows were har- 
vested after the fint and second growing seasons. Areas harvested between the two 
years were spaced at 50 cm nom each other and fkom the two 1.25 rn plot edges. Har- 
vested areas did not include the two outer-most rows, or rows in which plants failed to 
establis h- 
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on the autoecology of these twelve species). Six of the species used were cool-season (q) 
species, while the other six species used were warm-season (CJ species (Table 3.2). 

Rior to planting, proportions of seed were weighed out in advance to help ensure a more 

consistent estabiishment density h m  species to species. To accompiish thisy ao estimate of 

the percentage of tive seeds was used in conjunction with an estimate of the number of 

actuai seeds present by mass. This estimate is commoniy referred to as 'pure live seed' or 

PLS. The actual PLS value is the product of two other values: percent purïty and percent 

germination, evaiuated by severai independent seed teshg laboratorksi for each seed lot. 

Percent punty is simply the percentage of matenal, by mas .  that is actually the species of 

seed that the lot daims to be. Percent germination is the percentage of those 'pure' seeds 

that are acniaily dive and capable of germination. This last figure is determined by 

tetrazolium hydrochioride (TZ) testing, or via an actual test of germination in moist petri 

dishes. The end result of using the PLS value for each seed lot is a measurement of seed, 

by mas,  which should theoretically result in a known density of germinating seeds once 

planted. The theoreticai density used for both experiments was 183 PLS seeds m-2 of 

seeded area (17 PLS k*) for monoculture plots and two-species mked plots. 

Pre-planting Fieùi Methuds 

Prior to any revegetatïon of an area with native grasses, it is often necessaiy to remove 

the existing vegetation, which is usuaUy a mixture of exotic annual andor perennial weeds. 

In both of the fields used in this study, the removal of unwanted vegetation was 

accomplished by the application of a giyphosate herbicide (Roundupm). Prior to planting 

the Carman experiment in 1995, there were several 'weedy' species beginning to establish 
within the field, including p y m o w e r  (Androsace sepfenfrzbndis), dandeiions 

(Taraxacum officinale), and Canada thistle (Cirsium anense) - These species were 

effectively killed in mid-May ushg a single application of glyphosate at a rate of 880 @a. 

A similar complement of weeds was found to be establishg at WU1I1ipeg in the spring of 

1996. These too were effectively treated with the same application rate of glyphosate. 

At Carnian. approximately 1/3 of the field was covered by flax in the year preceding the 

fmt growing season of this experiment (Le. in 1994). Nthough most of the above-ground 



Table 3.2. Grass species used in didiel cornpetition experiments at Carman and 
Winnipeg. Classifîcation as C, or C, species foilows Waller and Lewis (1979). Species 
nomenclature foiIows Kaaesz (1994). 

Species Cornmon Name 

CoolSeason (Çl 

E l p u s  canademk L. 

E2ym~i.s trachycauïus (Link) Godd ex Shinners 

Elyrnrrs lanceoiattts (Scnbn. & KG. Sm) Gouid 

Nassella viriduia (Trh.) BarkWorth 

Pascopyrum smithii (Rydb.) A. Love 

Stipa comata Trin. & Rupr. 

Wm-Season (C, 1 

Andropogon gerardii Vitman 

Panicum virgatum L, 

Sorghastrum nutam (L.) Nash 

Bouteloua curtrpendula (Mïchx) Torr. 

Schizachyrium scoparium (Michx.) Nash 

Bouteloua grucilis (Wiid- ex Kunth) Lag. ex Gnffiths 

Canada Wild Rye 

SIender Wheatgrass 

Northem Wheatps  

Green Needlegms 

Western Wheatgrass 

Neede & Thread 

Big Bluestem 

S witchgrass 

Indianpss 

Side-Oats Grama 

Little Bluestem 

Blue Grama 
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flax biomass was removed in the fall of 1994, some straw did remain pnor to planting. 

This remaining straw was hand-raked prior to seeding to M e r  reduce the arnount of 

existing ffax straw on the field. Furthemore, the Carnian experiment was estabiished such 
that two blocks occurred within the fia-straw area while the tbird block remained 

completely within the non-flax-straw area Pnor to seeding, both fields were madced with 

'scratch lines' using garden hoes and ropes, to facilitate proper pIacement of each of the 
234 plots with the tractor and seeder in tow. 

ALthough many potential methods of sowing the plots were possibIe, mechanical seeding 
was used for two reasons. FmtIy, this metaod best approximates the method used in large- 

scale revegetation proOgams. It is under these conditions that cornpetitive hierarchies are of 

practical concern, Furthemore, thÏs method places the grasses at a presm'bed depth and 

density in pardel rows, assurhg improved germination and establishment relative to hand- 

sowing. The tractor used for both experiments was a John DeereTM 950, and the seeder was 

a Fabrom 6 row disk-type with the disks set c a  20 cm apart and 2 cm deep (Fig. 3.2). 

The plots rit Carman were seeded on May 29. 1995. Plots in W ï p e g  were seeded on 

May 30, 1996. 

Post-Sowing Management - 1995 

M e r  sowing, management of the experimental plots and the lanes between the plots was 
necessary to prevent invasion of the plots by undesinb1e native or introduced species. 

Weeding of the plots was first attempted by hand throughout the month of lune, with the 

help of several volunteers. The major weed prrsenty red-root pigweed (Amarmthc(s 

retrofexus)). soon formed a carpet-like mat of seedluigs throughout much of the 

experiment. Consequently, B ucail-Mn", a bmadIea€-specific herbicide. was applied over 

the plots in the first week of July at a rate of 1.00 Uha using a 'bicycle' sprayer. As this 

application proved to be IargeIy unsuccessful, Rehe Extram was applied at 19.8 @ha on 

July 14 with excellent results. The remaining weedy grasses. barnyard grass (Echüzuchloa 

cmgalki), and ,-en foxtail (Setarin vir idl) .  were effectiveIy removed by hand throughout 
the remainder of the growing season. 
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Weeds present at W i p e g  after sowing were simiIar to those at Carman in 1995, and 

included lamb's-quarters (Chenopodbn album), E. cmgall i ,  S. viridis, as weiI as Canada 

thistle (Cirsium arvertse), wiId buckwheat (Polygonum convolvulur), and wild mustard 

(Brarsica kaber var. pUrnatjl7da). The non-graminoid species amongst this group were 

elixninated using Refine ExtraTM, which was applied on Iune 13 at a rate of 19.8 @ha 

FoUowing herbicide application, the graminoid weeds (and any other weeds that appeared 

over the summer) were successfbily removed using simple hand toois and rotovation. 

Hand weeding within plots and rotovation of the Ianes were the ody weed management 

efforts required at Carman in 2996, since invasive weeds were less abundant. 

PostSawing Management - 1997 

At W i p e g  in 1997, hand weeding and rotovating of the lanes between plots were 

required on only two occasions. As with Canniui in 1996, herbicide was not requirpd to 

control invasive weeds within and around the experimental plots. 

Hamestirtg and Data Collection 

Due to the unreliability of measuring percent cover of dense grasses, species performance 

within each plot was determined by harvesting three rows (each 1 m in Iength) in which 
species had successfully established (Fig. 3.2). Harvesting took place in the f k t  two 

weeks of September in aii years. Harvests h m  year 1 and II &thin each plot were 

separated by at least 50 cm fkom one another to ensure the year 1 harvest had no effect on 

the year I I  results. The harvesting process involved digging up al l  of the plants, then 

sorting them by species into papa bags for drying. In 1995 and 1996, after ail of the pbts 

were harvested, individuals within the papa bags were separated and cou~ted (Appendix 
TV). The number of individuals harvested fiom Winnipeg in 1997 were not counted. Root 

portions of aü plants were removed pnor to drying the above-ground phytomass at 80°C 

for 48 hours. Due to the large volume of phytomass harvested in 1996 and 1997, plants 
were dried in a plant-clrying shed at the Fort Garry Campus of the University of Manitoba 

for a period of approximately 3 weeks. M e r  drying, the plana were massed to the nearest 

0.1 g ushg a Mettler" digitai balance (Appendh V). 
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3.4 Data Anaiysis 

3 -4.1 Longed Yield Matrices 

Species yield (totai dry above-ground biomass per unit area) is the base measurement 

from which most analyses of cornpetition experiments begia A matrk of mean yield values 

c m  be established in which any value (YG) is simpiy the mean yield of species i or the 

'target species' (species dong the left. vertical axis) when grown in combination with 

species j or the 'neighbour species' (species dong top, horizontai axis). This ma& thus 
represents the mean yields (over 3 replicates) of the 12 native grasses grown in dl possible 

painuise combuiatîons, ïncluding monocultures (YU). Because plants grow at an 

exponentid rate, variances in plant yields can be quite high, and therefore problematic 

when mnning data analysis. Consequently, yields were Log-transformed to decrease 

heteroscedasticity within the data (Jeffers 1988)- 

3.4.2 Mean Relative Yield as a Competitive Index: Tareet and Neighbour Scores 

From logged mean yield values, the increase (or decrease) in relative biomass of a given 

'rarget' species can be measured when grown in combination with any other 'neighbour' 

species by cornparhg its Logged mean yield in mixture ('YG) with one-half of its logged 

mean yield in monoculture (Y,,). This calculation is termed mean 'relative yield' or the 

species' mean yield in mixture relative to its mean yield in monoculture (Keddy and Shipley 

1989). SymbolicaUy this measure is denoted as qï, and is calculated as follows: 

Values of Xij p a t e r  than 1 indicate that species i has a greater yield in mumire with species 

j than at equal density in monoculture. Wilson and Keddy (1986) term the mean relative 

yield across any one row its 'target score', or the mean relative yield of the target species 

averaged over di neighbour species. These scores can be used as an index of cornpetitive 

ability. Species with higher target scores have greater competitive abiliiy, since they tend to 

grow better in mixture than in monoculture. Similarly, relative yidd means over the 

columns of the ma& represent 'neighbour scores', or the mean relative ykid of the twelve 

neighbour species when grown with a given target species. Those species with lower 

neighbour scores may also be considered to have higher competitive ability, since their 

neighbours tend to be suppressed. 
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3 -4.3 -ssivitv as a Com~etitive Index 

The use of mean relative yields aione may be misleadhg as competitive indices since both 

the relative biomass of mget and neighbour qecies have to be considered separately 

(Wilson and Keddy 1986). For example. a plant with a relative yield of 1.5 may appear to 

be a strong cornpetitor within thaî mixture- However, if the neighbour species of that 

specifïc mixture also has a relative yield of 1.5, then we have a case of mutuai 

enhancement, not competition. The competitive outcome of a mixture can be better 
determuied when the relative yields of both species of a given mixture are considered 

sïmultaneously. This is done by transforming the mean relative yield matnx into a matrix of 

'aggressivity' values (McGilchrist and Trenbath 197 1). Aggressivity (4?) is s h p l y  the 

difference between the mean relative yieid of a target species Kj) and its neighbour (X,): 

If the tarset species has a rnem relative yield A, and the neighbour has a mean relative 

yield cl (Le. is suppressed by the target species), then the target species wiii have a faidy 

high and positive aggressivity value for that specific mixture. Convenely, its neighbour's 

aggressivity w il1 have the same magnitude but opposite sign (Le. negative). Aggressivity is 

hence a composite measure of both: a) the degree to which a target species f m s  better or 

wocse and b) the extent that it suppresses the growth of its neighbour. Thus species with 

high and positive mean aggressivity vdues are beîîer competitoa, since they grow weil in 

mixture and suppress their neighboua. Those species with high but negative aggressivity 

values are poor competitoa, since they grow pooriy in mimure and are less capable of 

suppressing their neighbours. As with relative yield values. the degree to which 

aggressivity predict actuai compe ti tive exclusion is unknown (ConnoMy 1997). 

3 -4.4 G n ~ h i c a l  Andvsis of a B i n m  Matrix 

Cornpetitive asymmrtry has k e n  defined by Shipley (1993) as  occurring berneen any 

two species in which one's relative yield is > 1, while the other's is < 1. These interactions 

may be detected when the vaiues within a relative yield matrix are renumbered as "1" (when 

R.Y. > 1) or 'O" (when R.Y. < L). In this binary matrix, asymmemc competition occurs 

when a target species' R-Y. is "1" and its neighbour's is "O". This zmmïx can be used to 

test for statisticdiy signiticant transitive asymmetric competition (Le. the presence of a 
competitive hierarchy). as described and developed by Keddy and Shipley (1989) and 
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Shipley (1993) for dative yields. This aaaiysis &O allows one to search a binary 

competition matrix (using the computer pmgrarn "STRONG, by Shipley [1993]) for aI i  

hlly transitive competitive hierarchies involvhg any n species. 

&te that this method was origindly designed for use with binaiy data kom relative yieid 

mtrices (Shipley 1993). if the method is modîfied siïghtly to use binary aggressivity 
vdues (Le. values > O = " 1"; values < O = "0'3 rather than dative yields, one c m  establish 
m i t i v e  competitive hienrchies based on less restrictive criteria for competitive 

asymmetry. For exarnple, with relative yields matrices, spaies pairs may exisr in which 

both binary scores are L, or both scores are 0. STRONG will essentiaiiy treat these species 

pairs as king syrnmenic and thus excluded h m  any possïbIe transitive hierarchy. Using 
aggressivity vaiues. al1 species pairs consist of a 1 and a O - there are no 1,l or 0,O pairs. 

O v e d ,  this method of malysis mesures the degree to which the data is organized into 
hierarchies, based on pairwise interactions and theù resultant aggressivity values. 

3.4.5 Multivariate AnaIyis of Com~etitive Hierarchies 

VirmaIiy ail of the anaiytical methods descnbed above have problems associated with 

over-simpli@ing the information inherent in d ide l  competition experiments. Specificaily, 

the use of mem cornpetitive index values (e.g. -et scores, mean aggressivity) results in 

the Loss of her-scde  iriforrnation regarding species by species interactions. Transitivity 
mdysis (Shipley 1993) intricately pulls out transitive competitive hierarchies, but only after 

reducing values to b i n q  form. Consequently. both of these methods 'force' the 12 species 

into clear Linear additive hienrchies, which fail io illustrate the magnitudes of pairwise 

ciifferences in species competitive abilities. Fomuiately, a multivariate approach c m  be used 
amelionte this problem- 

Aggressivity values essentially give us 'distances' between pairs of species - competitive 

distances. The assumption presented here is that the pater  these distances are. the more 

competitive asymrnetry wiU occur between the species pair. When a hear cornpetitive 

hierarchy is presented, these distances are represented as king equal and additive. For 

exarnple, the top competitor A is one unit away from B, two units away from C, and so on 

u n d  we pt to the poorest competitor L which is 1 I units away fiom A. Although this is 

possible, actual competition nutrices wili h l y  fyl to demonstrate such clear patterns - 
they are prone to exceptions. For rxample. although the order of the competitive hierarchy 

may be completely transitive. species A may be 2 uni& of distance from B. 5 uni& h m  C 
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and 4 units of distance h m  L - a non-finear relationship A more informative 

representation of the cornpetitive bierarchy wouid be an ordination of the aggressivity 
ma& (converted to absolute values) uslng non-metic muitidimensional scahg (NMDS). 

This method places each species in two-dimensional space such thai aIl species are at 
distances as dose to actual pairwise competitive distances (Le. using absoIute agpsivity 
values) as possible (Kenkel and OrIoci 1986). 

Since it is ultimately the consistency of raak orders of species within hierarchies that ;ire 

of interest, Spearman Rank correlations were perfonned on the a g p s i v i t y  vahes tkom 
the four data sets coiiected (Carman L995, 1996; Winnipeg 1996, 1997). This was doue in 

order to evduate the constancy of rank order over the two locations and tüne periods, as 

weiI as withùi each of the tsvo locations over two years. Furthemore, in answer to 

Connoiiy's (1997) argument that relative yields do not necessardy reflect changes in raw 

mixture proportions over time, species proportional yields within sites were compared 

between years I to II. This evaiuation, being independent of monocuIture biomass, aiiows 

us to detemine whether or not competitive exclusion will actua.Uy reffect the competitive 

hierarchies established from the relative yield. aggressivity. and transitivity analyses. 

3.5 Results 

Yields 

Yields from Cman 1995 (Carman 1) and 1996 (Cannan ïI) are presented in Table 3.3 
and Fig. 3.3. The only evidence of complete exclusion is apparent within the plots in 

which S. scoparius was grown with E. trachycaulus. Here. S. scoparius averaged 4.1 g in 

Carman 1, but was completely excluded by the second year. Other species that were almost 

excluded by E- trachycaulrrs included S. nutans and S. cornata (Table 3.3). In Carman 1, 

the four most productive species were E. trochycaulus, P. virgatwn, A. gerardii, and E. 

canademis. These remained the four highest biomass producers in the second year. B. 
gracilis, S. scopariur. S. nutans. and S. comoia were the lowest overall producers in both 
years. Paired t-tests indicate thaî monoculture and mixture productivities significantly 

increased h m  year 1 to II (Fig. 3.3; p I -000 1 for both mixtures and monocultures). 
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Table 33. Matnx of mean yields per mz for monocultures (boided) and mixtures fiom 
Carman 1995 (a), and 1996 (b). Vafues are given for species in tirst column when grown 
in mixture with species in first row. Monoculture yields are haived Codes: Ag = 
Andropogon gerardii . BC = Boutefouu curtipenàda , Bg = Boutehua gracilr's , Ec = 
ELymus canadensis , El = Elymus lunceolanrs , Et = E l p u r  tmchycadlus , Nv = Nessella 
vindula , Ps = Pascopynun smithii , Pv = Panicum virgatum , S c  = Stipa cornata , Sn = 
Sorghustmrn nutans , Ss = &hkachyrium scoparfum , 
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Figure 3.3- Mean above-ground dry biomass (+/- s-e.) of 12 native grasses grom at 
Carman in 1995 (a) and 1996 (b). Means were caiculated fkom ai i  pair-wise possible 
mixtures (shaded bars; n = 33) and monocultures (unshaded bars: n = 3). Codes: Ae w 
= Anàropogon gemrdii, Bc = Boutelm c~rti~endula, Bg = c ou te loua ~racilis, Ec  = 
Efymus canadensis, El = ELymus Imiceoluru~, Et = E1ymu.r trachycaulur, Nv = Nassella 
viridula, Ps = Pascopym smithii, Pv =Panicum virgatum, Sc = Stipa comma, Sn = 
Sorghastmm nutuns, Ss = Schuachyrium scoparium. Species codes in bold represent 
C3 species; non-bolded codes mpresent C4 species. Species are ordered from strong 
(left) to weak (right) cornpetitive ability, based on the 1996 STRONG hierarchy (Fig. 
3.10). 
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Despite the relative consktencies Ïn rank, some speties did appear to Încrease into year II 
more than others. For example, virkdula increased by a factor of 14.4, whiIe P. 

virgatum only increased by a factor of 3.5 (Table 3.4). With the exception of S. 

scoparium, all of the six greatest increasers (Le. C96/C95 1 10) were C, species. Finaliy, 

two-sample t-tests indicate that man mocnire yields were sigaiscantly greater than mean 
monoculture yields in both Carman I (p = .0003) and II (p = .O t IL; Fig. 3.4). 

Results from relative yields c m  be desrnid in tenns of target scores (the mean relative 
yietds across the rows of the rnatrk) and neighbour scores (the mean dative yie1d.s down 

the columns of the matnx). In Carman I, Eve species had mean relative yields > 1, while 
seven species have mean relative yields < 1 (Table 3.5; Fige 3.5). The five strongest 
cornpetitors in t e m  of target scores in Carman I were A. geronüi, E. canadensis, B .  
curtpendu[a, E. trachycaulus, and P. virgatum. E. buc!tycauIus was the only species to 

attain a neighbour score < 1 in 1995 (Fig. 3.6). By year II, the highest target scores (> 1 )  

were attained by E. hceolatm, E. cartademb, E. trachycauh and P. smithii, aii C,  
species. Neighbour scores were more variable in year II. Low neighbour scores (C 1) in 

C m a n  II were attrllned by six species: E. trachycaulus, E. canademk, P. smithii, E. 

Zmceolatus, P-virgatum, and A. gerardii (Fig, 3.6). Exclusion of S. scoparim, S. 

nutuns. and S. c o ~ a  b y  E. trachycaulus is evidenced by extremely low relative yield 

values for these species (Table 3.5). These same three species had the Iowest mean 
relative yields in Carman II. 

Species relative yields between Cannan 1 and Carman II had a low rank-order comlation 

(p = 0.449, p = 0.09; Fige 3.7). Species tbat remained at relatively constant positions in 

the ranked hiemchy (e-g S. scopan'z~rn, S. comma, E. trachycaulur, E. canadensis) tended 

to be at the extreme ends of the relative yield scaie. Those species ihat were above the 1:l 

Line in Fig. 3.7 had increasing dative yields (and hence competitive abilities) in year II. 
These included aii of the six C, species and one C, species, S. scopan'um (which did not 
change dramaticaliy nom year 1 to II). AU of the other C, species feii below the 1:l line. 
indicating decreased competitive abilities fiom year 1 to IL 
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Table 3.4- hcrease in mean biomass of 12 native gras species gram in ai l  pairwise 
combinations and in monoculture- Increase is measured as the ratio between the 
mean yÏeIds for year 1 and 2. 

S pecies C96K95 W97AU96 
Nassella vr-riiiuia 14-4 4.6 

Sorghusîrum nutans 5-9 3 -6 
Bouteloua curtipenduia 5.1 2.5 
Efymus t rachycauh 4.5 2.1 
Andropogon gerardii 4 3  3.3 
Bouteloua gracilis 3.9 2.9 
Panicum virgatum 3.5 3 -6 
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Figure 3.4. Mean total above-ground dry biomass (+/- s.e.) of 12 native grasses grown 
at Carman in 1995 (C95) and 1996 (C96). Unshaded bars represent species grown in 
monoculture; shaded bars represent species grown in a.H paûwise combinations- 
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TabIe 3.5. Matrix of relative yields h m  Carman 1995 (a), and 1996 @). Values are given 
for species in fmt column when gown in mixture with species in fkst row. Codes: Ag = 
Andropogon gerardii . Bc = Bouteloua curtzperrdula , Bg = Boureloua gracilis , Ec = 
Elymus canadensis . El = Elymus lmceolutus . Et = Elynius trac~caulus . N v  = 
Nassella viridula , PS = Puscopynun smithii . Pv = Panicum virgntum , Sc = Stipa 
comata , Sn = Sorghastmm nutm , Ss = Schizachyrium scoparium , ts. = target scores, 
n.s. = neighbour scores. 



Figure 3.5. Target scores (+/- s.e.) of 12 native grasses grown at Cannan in 1995 (a) and 
1996 @). Means for each species were calculated b m  11 possible pair-Wise mixtures. 
Species whose target scores exceed 1.00 (dotted line) tend to have higher yields in 
mixture than in monoculture; those below 1.00 tend to have higher yields in 
monoculture than in mixture. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii? Bc = Bouteloua 
curtrpendula, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, Ec = ELymur c d m s i s ,  El = Elymus 
lanceolatus, Et = Elymus trachycaulus, N v  = Nassella vviriuh, Ps = Pascopynmr 
smithii, Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sc = Stipu comata, Sn = Sorghastrum nutans, S s  = 
Schizackyn'um scoparium Shackd bars represent C3 species; un-shaded bars represent 
C4 species. Species are ordered h m  strong (Ieft) to weak (right) cornpetitive ability, 
based on the 1996 STRONG hierarchy (Fig. 3.10). 



Figure 3.6. Neighbour scores (+/- s.e.) of 12 native grasses g r o n  at Cannan in 1995 
(a) and 1996 (b). Means for each species were calcuiated h m  11 possible pair-wise 
mixtures, Stxcies whose neinhbour scores exceed 1-00 (dotteci he) tend to have 
neighbour &ies with hig& yiek in mixture than in monocultuni those klow 1.00 
tend to have neighbour species with higher yields in monoculture than in mixture. 
Codes: Ag = Andrcpogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteha curtipendula, Bg = Boutelouu 
grucilis, Ec = E l .  c d n s i s ,  El = Elymur lanceolatrcs, Et = Elymur îrachycaiùw, 
Nv = N d i a  viridula, Ps = P p r c o p y ~ n  smithii, Pv = Punicm virgatm, Sc = Stipu 
comata, Sn = Sorghastnun nutans, Ss = Sch&uchyrium scoparium Shaded bacs 
represent C3 species; un-shaded bars repttsent C4 spacies. Spcies arc ordercd from 
strong (Ieft) to weak (right) competitive abity, based on the 1996 STRONG hierarchy 
(Fig. 3.10)- 
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Figure 3.7- Mean relative yields (target scores) of 12 native grasses grown in ail pairwise 
combinations at Carman in 1995 and 1996, ranked h m  lowest values (bottom, Ieft) 
to greatest values (top, nght). rho = 0.449, p c 0-10. Species with clifferences in mean 
relative yields c 0.005 were considered to be equal. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii, 
Bc = Bouteloua curtipendula, Bg = Bouteloua gracilr's, Ec = Elymus canadensis, El 
= Elymus lancedatus, Et = Elymus trachycaufus, Nv = Nassella vindula, Ps = 
Pascopyrum smithii, Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sc = Sripa comata, Sn = Sorghastnun 
nutmrr, Ss = Schkachyrium scopariimt. Black squares Uidicate C4 species; white squares 
indicate C3 species. 
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Differences in cornpetitive abiliàes betwen species pairs increase with ïncreasing 

magnitude of aggressivity values. The magnitudes of aggressivity vaiues in Carman 1 
(Table 3.6) ranged from 0.00 (B. curîipdu<a with E. c d e d ;  and B. curtr~ertcirriiz 

wîdi P.  smithii) to 0.42 (E. trochycaul~~~ with S. nutans). By C;irman II (Table 3.6). 
vaiues ranged ikom 0.01 (B- curtfpendufa with N. viriciiclu) to 0.56 (S. scopannus w/ E- 
trachycauiw). Consistently strong competitors h year 1 and II were E. trachycaulur, E. 
canadensb, A. gerardii, and P. virgaturn (Fig. 3.8). Consistently poor competitors fiom 

year I to II were N. viriduia. S- scopunnm, S- nutans, and S- cmara. 

The rankorder correlation between mean aggressivity values in years 1 and II (Fig. 3.9) 

was stronger than that of relative yields (p = 0.575; p = 0.04). As with relative yield 

values, the most consistentiy ranked species from years 1 to II are at the peripherai ends of 

the aggressivity gradient: (e.g. S. scoparium and S. comata a& the low end, and E. 
canademis and E. tr~~cI~ycuulus at the high end). As with the relative yieid values, 

aggressivities indicate that di of the C, species had pater competitive ability in year II, 
with P. mirhii increasing to the greatest extent (Fig. 3.9). Species whose relative 

(ranked) cornpetitive ability decreased by year II were di C, species, except for S. 

scopariwn (Fig. 3.9). ui Carman II, ranks of mean aggressivity values were correlated 

with species monoculture yields (p = 0.664; p = 0.02). indicatuig that more productive 

species tend to be more competitive than species of lower productivity. 

Transitivity andysis based on agpssivity values indicated a high number of transitive 

hierarchies for both Carmm 1 and II (Table 3 -7). For Carman 1, the Iargest completely 

transitive hierarchy found involved 9 species (p < 0.0002; Fig. 3.10). For Carman II, the 

3 Iargest hierarchies found dl involved L L species (p < 1.0~10'~; Fig. 3.11). The lack of 

a completely transitive L1 species hienrchy in Cannan II was auriburable to a single 

intransitive loop involving P. smithii, ZZ ~anceoiahrs, and E. cQlUICtemi3 within the second, 

third, and founh positions of the hiervchy (Fig. 3.11). When these species were equated 
(Le. aii assigned 3rd place in the hienrchy), this hiemchy was correiated with species 

monoculture yields (p = 0.641; p = 0.02). Under the null hypothesis of random species 
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Table 3.6. Mavix of aggressivities from Carnian 1995 (a), and 1996 (b). Values are given 
for species in fmt column when grown in mixture with species in fh t  row. Codes: Ag = 
Andropogon gerardii , Bc = Boute[oua curripendula . Bg = Bouteloua gracilis . Ec = 
Elymus canademis . El = EZymus lunceoiutus . Et = ELymus truchycaulus . Nv = 
 sella viridula . Fs = ~a .&o~~r -urn  smithii . Pv =  ginu un virg&rn , Sc = S t i p  
cornata . Sn = Sorghastrum numm . Ss = Schizachyrium scoparium . 
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Figure 3.8. Mean aggressivity (+/- s-e.) of 12 native grasses grown at Carman in 1995 
(a) and 1996 (b). Means for each species were calculated fkom 11 possible pair-Wise 
mixtures. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua curtipendula, Bg = 
Bouteloua gracilis, Ec = Elymus canadmis, El = Etymus lanceolatus, Et = E l m u s  
trachyccu~l~&, Nv = ~ a s s e i ~ ~ v i ~ ,  Ps = ~ a s c o ~  srnithi, Rr = p&m vi~atum, 
Sc = Stipa cornata, Sn = Sorg- nutmis, Ss = Schriachyrium scoparium Shaded 
bars represent C3 species; un-shaded bars represent C4 species. Species are ordered 
fiom strong (left) to weak (right) cornpetitive ability. based on the 1996 STRONG 
hierarchy (Fig. 3.10). 
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Figure 3.9. Mean aggressivities of 12 native grasses grown in aü paiwise combinations 
at Carman in 1995 and 1996, ranked h m  lowest values (bottom, left) to greatest values 
(top, right). rho = 0.575, p < 0.05. Species with ciifferences in aggmsivities c 0.005 
were considered to be equal. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii? Bc = Bouteloua 
curîipendula, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, Ec = E l p u s  cCUUUiensi;r, El = EIymus 
hceolatur. Et = El' ~uchycaulkrr, Nv = Nmsek ViTiciula, Ps = Pascopym smithii, 
Pv = Panicum virgatra, Sc = Stipa comata, Sn = Sorgh~~~nzun nutans, Ss = 
Schizachyn'um scopariwn. Black squares indicate C4 species; white squares indicate 
C3 species. 
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Table 3.7. Total nurnber of completely transitive hierarchies found within pairwise uggressivity matrices froin Carman 
1995 (C95) 1996 (C96), and Winnipeg 1996 (W96) 1997 (W97). N = nuniber of species within a transitive hierurchy. 
T = the total number of transitive hierarchies possible. E = the expected nuinber of transitive hierarchies given 
riindom assignment of 1's and 0's within a given matrix. p(N) = the probability of specics formiiig a single trunsiiivc 
prth involving N species. 



STRONGEST 

PYEABEST 

Figure 3.10. The largest completely transitive cornpetitive hierarchy nom the Carman 
1995 pairwise ma&. Arrow points to the direction of the mngest cornpetitor. Codes: 
Bg = Bautefoua gracilis, EC = Elymrrs canadensis, El = Elymus lanceofaius, Et = 
Elymus nachycaulus, N v  = Nasse& vindula, Ps = Pascopym smithii, Pv = Panicum 
virgahmt, Sn = Sorghasnz~m nutans, Ss = Schizachyn'm scoparim. 
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STRONGEST 

wEAm?sT 

Figure 3.U. Three largest completely transitive cornpetitive hiecitfchies h m  the Cannan 
1996 pairwise matrix. Armw points to the direction of the stmngest cornpetitor. Species 
within greyed square are part of an intransitive lwp. Codes: Ag = Andropogon 
gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua curtzpendula, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, Ec = Elyrnus 
canadensis, El = Elymus lanceolatus, Et = Elytnus trachycaulus, N v  = Nasselia 
viridula, Ps = P a s c o p y m  smithii, Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sc = Stipa comata, Sn 
= Sorghastrum nutans, Ss = Schizachyrïum scopaninn. 
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interactions, the largest transitive hieradlies expected would involve no more than 4 or 5 

species (Table 3.7). 

Non-metrÏc multidimensiond xaüng (NMDS) ordination of the Cannan II resdts was 
pedormed on the absolutc values of aggressivity. Kere, absolute aggressivity vaiues are 
used as a measure of 'distance' (Le. competitive distance) between species. The NMDS 

ordination diagram with the transitive hierarchy superimposed (Fig. 3.12) shows a non- 

lineadnon-additive trend in pakwise aggressivity values, which is fairly representative of 

actuai pairwise distances (stress = 10.9%)- OveralI, the horizontd axis more or Iess 
corresponds to the hierirchy (Fig. 3.12). The ciifferences seen are attributed to 
the transitive hierarchy king based on qualitative binary data, whereas the ordination is 

based on actuÿl aggressivity values (i.e. the pairwise distances are not converted to binary 

fom). The intransitive loop invdving E. canodenrlr, A- dusystachyum, and P. smithii 

appears as a triangle within the transitive p h .  Together, these three species are amongst 

the top four competitors; E. rrachycaulus is the strongest cornpetitor. On the other end of 

the ordination are the smtill-statured species, S. cornta, S. nutans. S. scopariwn, and B. 

gracilis, al1 of w hic h are compantiveiy weak competitors. 

Species Mixture Propurrions 

Changes in mean proportiond yields in mixture fiom year 1 to II (Fig. 3.13) were 

generatly reflective of the competitive hierarchy models developed using agps iv i ty  

values. Of the six strongest cornpetitors based on year II aggressivity vaiues, the four C, 

species (E. trachyca~hts. E. cnnademis, P. smithii, and E, lanceolatus) inmased thei. 
mean proportionai yields in mixture betsveen years I and II. The two strong competitors 

that decreased in mean proportiond yield (P. virga-, and A. gerardi) are both C, 
species. Of the six poorest cornpetitors based on year II aggessivi~ values, the four C, 
species decretised in m:ui proportional yield (B. curnpendukz, B. grucilis, S. scopariwn, 

and S. nutam). N. viriclrtlcz and S. contata. both poorly cornpethg C, species according to 

year II aggressivity values. increased in mean proportionai yield between years 1 and II- 
Overail, the six specirs increasing in mean proportional yield were aII C, species, while the 

six species decreasing in niriin proportiond yield were aiI C, species. 



Figure 3.U. Non-rnetric muitidimensionai scaling ordination (stress = 10.9%) - 
based on aggssivity values from C m m  1996 (Table 3.6). Species are comected 
according to the transitive cornpetitive hierarchy developed fkom Carman 1996 
ag~ss iv i ty  values (Fig. 3.1 1). The arrow points in the direction of increasing com- 
peative abiiïty. Dashed lines represent an i n ~ s i t i v e  loop (see Fig. 3.11). Codes: 
A g  = Agropyron gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua curtt$endula, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, 
Ec = EZyrnuscarrodrnsis, El = Efymus lanceouitus, Et = Elymus trachycaulus, Nv = 
Nassella viriduta, Ps = Pascopynm smirhii. Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sc = Stipa 
comata, Sn = Sorghcrsrrm nutans, Ss = Schitachynimr scopan'um. 
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Figure 3.13. Species mean proportional yield in mixture (4- s.e) at Carman 
in 1995 (grey bars) and 1996 (white bars). Means were calculated Born aii 
pairwise combinations. Codes: Ag = Andrupogon geranln, Bc = Bouteloua 
curtzpendda, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, EG = Elymus canademis, El = EEIymus 
lmceolàtus, Et = Elymus nachycaulus, N v  = Nmsella viridula, Ps = Pczscopym 
smithii, Pv = Panicum virgaîum, Sc = Stipa coma,  Sn = Sorghastrum nutans, 
Ss = Schi'chyrim scoparium Bolded codes indicate C3 species. Species are 
ordered £hm strong (lefi) to weak (nght) cornpetitive ability., based on the 1996 
STRûNG hierarchy (Fig. 3.10). 
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The ordering of species competitive abilities at Carman was relativeIy consistent using 

relative yield values, aggressivity values, and transitivity analyses. These three methods 

showed a consistent relationship berneen competitive ability, piant size and photosynthetic 

pathway types. Large-stÿtured C, species (Le. E. cLUUlCtetLSis, E. trachycadus, E. 

lanceolattcr, and P. smithii) were consistentiy the strongest competitors, while smaii- 

staaired C, species (Le. B. grocilfi, S. s ~ o p a ~ u r n ,  and S.. nurons) were consistentiy the 

poorest competitors. Larger-statured C, species (Le. A. gerar& B. curtipenduCa, P. 

virgarm) and smaller-statured C, species (Le. N. vin2kla) were of intemediate 

cornpetitive ability. An exception to this mie was S. c o m a ,  which is a C, species mat 

performed poorly in both years iikely due to its comparatively small size. Furthemore, in 
answer to Connolly's ( 1997) criticism of relative yieIds falsely inferring dominance and 

competitive exclusion. this sme pattern of dominance and subordinance amongst the 

species is observed when looking at changes in species proportional yields over b e ,  

irrespective of monoculture values. Large C, species became more dominant by increasuig 
their proportionai yields over time, whïie s d e r  C, species became less dominant by 

decreasing their proportional yields over tirne- 

Yields 

There is more evidence of complete exclusion apparent at WlIlILipeg compared -to Carman 
(Table 3.8; Fig. 3.11). Species that were excluded by at least one other species at 
Winnipeg were S. cornara, B. gracils, and S. scopariwn. These three species were 

excluded more often in year II than in to year L Species responsible for exclusion in year 1 
were E. trac~zycuuius and B. curtipencitcia. In year II, all species except B. gracilk, S. 

comata, S. nutuns, and S. scoparim completely excluded at least one neighbouring 

species. The four Largest species in both years were E. nachycauIus, E. cmadensik, A. 

gerardii and P. virgntum (Fig. 3.14). These were also the four highest biomass producers 

at Carman II (Fig. 3.3). P. smithii. S. scopariur, B. gracifik, and S. comcrta were the 

lowest producers at Winnipeg 1. This remaioed tme into year II, with the exception of S. 
n u t m  replacing the position of P. smithii. As in Carman, pakd t-tests indicate that species 
at Winnipeg had p a t e r  biomass on average in year II than in year 1 (Fig. 3.15; p L 

0.000 1 for both monocultures and mixtures). Despite the relative consistencies in rank 
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Table 3.8. Matrix of mean yields per mz for rnonacuItures (bolded) and mixtures 
fromwinnipeg 1996 (a), md 1997 (b)- Vdues are given for species in k t  column when 
gm wn in mi-xture wi th species in fint row. Monoculture yieids are halved Codes: Ag = 
Andropogon gerardii . Bc = Bouteloua curtipenduia , Bg = Bouteloua graciiis , Ec = 
E I y w  canadensis , EI = Elymus iunceotutus , E t  = EIymus trachycauius , N v  = NasseNa 
viridula , Ps = Pascopyrum srnithii , Pv = Panicum virgahun , Sc = Sîipa cornutu , Sn = 
Sorghastm nutans , Ss = Schizachyrium scopanWn . 
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Figure 3.14. Mean above-ground dry biomass (+/- s-e.) of 12 native grasses grown in 
WLLlILipeg in 1996 (a) and 1997 @). Means were calcdated fiom aii pair-wise possible 
mixtures (shaded bars; n = 33) and monocultures (unshaded bars; n = 3). Codes: Ag 
= Andropogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua curtipendula, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, Ec = 
EZymur canadensis, EL = EZyus hceolatus, Et = Elymus trachycaub, Nv = Nassella 
viridula, Ps = Pascopynmt srnirhii, Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sc = Stipa comata, Sn = 
Sorghustnrm nutans, Ss = Schizachyrum scoparium. Species codes in bold represent 
C3 species; non-bolded codes represent C4 species. Species are ordered from strong 
(left) to weak (right) cornpetitive ability, based on the 1997 STRONG hierarchy (Fig. 
3.21). 
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Figure 3.15. Mean total above-ground dry biomass (+/- s.e.) of 12 native grasses grown 
in Winnipeg in 1996 (W96) and 1997 (W97). Unshaded bars mpresent species grown in 
monoculture; shaded bars represent species grown in ali pairwise combinations. 
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h m  year 1 to II, some species did appear to increase more than others (Table 3.4). P. 

smithii increased the greatest amount (year I masdyear 11 mass = 9.4), while E. 

trachycau[us increased by the ieast amount (year 1 masdyear II aass = 2- 1). Findy, two- 

sample t-tests indicate that mean mixture fields were sigaificantiy p a t e r  than mean 
monoculture yields in both years 1 (p = .û49) and II (p = .ûû5; Fig. 3.15). 

Relative Yielk 

Target scores in year [ were greatest for E. trachycaulus, E. cana den si^^ A. gerardii, and 
P. virgatum (Table 3.9 ; Fig. 3.16). The Lowest neighbour scores (Le. the strongest 

'suppressers' of other species) were attalned by E- ~achycauhs and E- c d & -  (Fig . 
3.17). In year [I. the highest target scores were attained, in descending order, by E. 

trachycaulus. E. canadensis, P. srnithfi, and E. lanceolatus (Table 3.9 ; Fig. 3.16). The 

Iowest neighbour scores in year II were again attaïned by E. machyca~rlus and E. 

cnnademtr. and P. smirhii (Fig. 3.17). Exclusion of S. scaparium, S. comnra. and B.  

graci[is is again evidenced by Iow relative yieId vatues for these species (Table 3.9). 

These same three species also had the lowest mean relative yields in years 1 and II. Rank 

orders of species relative yietds beh~een years 1 and II were highly correlated (p = 0.861; p 

< 0.00 1; Fig. 3.18). Species that remained at relatively constant positions tended to be at 

the ends of the relative yield scale. For example. E. c d e n s i s ,  E. trachycaulus, and A. 

gerardii are arnongst the strongest competitors based on relative yieids; S. scoparium, S .  
comnta, B. grnciiis, and S. nritms are amongst the weakest competitors. 

Aggressîvity 

The magnitude of aggressivity values from year 1 (Table 3.101) ranged kom 0.00 (N. 
viriddu and P. virgnfim) to 0.55 (E. trachycuulus with B. gracilir). In year I I  (Table 
3.10b). values ranged kom 0.0 L (P. virgatum and A. gerardii) to 057 vindila with 

S. comata). Mean aggressivity values for years I and II (Fig. 3.19) show that E. 
trnclycaulcrs and E. cnrrncle~tsis were the strongest competitors in both yem, while S. 

scoparium and B. grncilis were the poorest competitors. Rank correlation between mean 

aggressivity vaiues between years 1 and II (Fig. 3.20) was strong and positive (p = 

0.908; p c 0.00 1). As with relative yield values, the most consistent species fiom years I to 

II were at the penpheral ends of the aggressivity gradient (e-g. viridula to S. comata and 
B. grucilis ût the low end. and E. canadensis, E. tr.achycauIus and A. gerardii at the high 
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Table 3.9- Ma& of reiative yields fiom Winnipeg 1996 (a), and 1997 (b). Vaiues are 
given for species in first column when grown in mixture with species in k t  row. Codes: 
Ag = Andropogon gerardii , Bc = Bouteloua curtipendula . Bg = Bouteloua gracilis , Ec 
= Elymics canadensis . El = ELymus IanceoIattcs , Et = EZymur trachycauCus . N v  = 
Nassellu viridula , PS = Pascopyrum smithii , b = P ~ i c u r n  virgahun , Sc = Stipu 
comata , Sn = Sorghastrum nutans , Ss = Schizachyrium scopariwn , ts. = target scores, 
n.s. = neighbour scores. 
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Figure 3.16. Target scores (+/- s.e.) of 12 native grasses grown in Wdpeg in 1996 (a) 
and 1997 (b). Means for each species were cdcuiated h m  11 possible pair-wise 
mixtures. Species whose target scores exceed 1.00 (dotted line) tend to have higher 
yields in mixture than in monoculture; those below 1.0 tend to have higher yieids 
in monocultim than in mixture. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua 
curtipendula, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, Ec = Elymus canadensis, El = Elymus 
lanceolatus, Et = Elymus trachyc~ulus, Nv = Nasiella viridula, Ps = Pascopyrurn 
smithii, Pv = Panicum virgatrai, Sc = Stipu comata, Sn = Sorghastnun nutans, Ss = 
Schizachyrium scoparium Shaded bars represent C3 species; un-shaded bars represent 
C4 species. Species are ordered from strong (left) to weak (right) competitive ability, 
based on the 1997 STRONG hierarchy (Eg. 3.21). 
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Winnipeg 1996 

F i i r e  3.18. Mean relative yields (mget scores) of 12 native grasses grown in all pairwise 
combinations in Wmnipeg in 1996 and 1997, ranked tkom lowest vaiues (bottom, left) 
to greatest values (top, right). h o  = 0.861, p < 0.05. Species with ciifferences in mean 
relative yields < 0.005 were considered to be equal. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii, 
Bc = Bouteloua curtipendda, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, Ec = ELyrnus canadensis, El 
= Elymus fanceoiuttrs, Et = Elymus trachycaulus, N v  = Nassella vindula, Ps = 
P a s c o p y m  smithii, Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sc = Stipu comata, Sn = Sorghasmun 
nutans, Ss  = Schknchyri~un scoparium. BIxk squares indicate C4 species; white squares 
indicate C3 species. 
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Table 3.10. Ma& of aggressivities h m  Winnipeg 1996 (a), and 1997 @). Values are 
given for species in first column when grown in mixture with species in h t  row. Codes: 
Ag = Andropogon gerardii . Bc = Bouteloua curtr~endula . Bg = Bouteloua gracilis , Ec 
= EZyrnus canademis . El = Elymus lmceoîatus , E t  = Eljmus trachycaultcs , Nv = 
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Figure 3.19. Mean aggressivity (+/- s-e.) of 12 native grasses grown in W ~ p e g  in 1996 
(a) and 1997 @). Means for each species were calculated h m  11 possible pair-wise 
mixtures. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerordii, Bc = Bouteloua curtipendula, Bg = 
Bouteloua graciiîr, Ec = Eiymus canadensis, El = ELymus Zmceolatus, Et = Elymus 
truchycaulus, N v  = Narseih virrauh, ,R = P a s c o p y ~  srnitfi, Pv = Paru'cum virgatum, 
Sc = Stipa comata, Sn = Sorghastrrrcm nutans, Ss = Schizachyrim scoparium Shaded 
bars represent C3 species; un-shaded bars represent C4 species. Species are ordered 
fkom strong (left) to weak (nght) competitive ability, based on the 1997 STRONG 
hierarchy (Fig. 3.2 1). 
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Winnipeg 1996 

Figure 3.20. Mean aggressivities of 12 native grasses grown in aii  pairwise combinations 
in WLanipeg in L996 and 1997, ranked fiom lowest values (bottom, left) to greatest 
values (top, right). rho = 0.908, p < 0.005. Species with dinerences in aggressivities 
< 0.005 were considered CO be equal. Codes: Ag = Andmpogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua 
curtipendula, Bg = Bouteloua grucik,  Ec = Elymus cmradensis, El = Elyrnrcs 
~mceolaru~, Et = Elymus truchycauius, Nv = Nasselln vïridua, Ps = P mcopymn smithii, 
hr = Panicum virgatm, SC = Stipa comata, Sn = Sorghastnmr nutans, Ss = 
Schkachyriwn scopanum. Black squares indicate C4 species; white squares indicate 
C3 species. 
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end). The greatest improvement in rank k m  year 1 to II was P. smirhii, which increased 
fiom seventh place to third place. In year II, hierarchies of mean aggressivity were found to 

be highiy positively correlated with species monoculaire yields (p = 0.734; p < 0.005). 

Transitivity analysis indicated a high number of transitive bierarchies within Winnipeg 

(Table 3.7). In year 1, the Iargest completely transitive hierarchy found involved ten 

species (p < 0.000 1; Fig. 3 -2 1). By year II, a completely transitive hierarchy involving 

ali twelve species was found (p < 0.0001; Fig. 3.22). This hierarchy was correlateci with 

species monoculture yieIds (p = 0.6 15; p = 0.025). Under the ndi hypothesis of random 

species interactions. the largest transitive hierarchies expected (Le. p > 0.05) would involve 

no more than six species (Table 3.7). 

Non-metric multidimensional scaluig ordination of the W'ipeg II aggressivity ma&, 

with the transitive hierarchy superimposed (Fig. 3 -23) shows a non-linearhon-additive 
trend in pairwise aggressiviy values, which is fairiy representative of actual painvise 

distances (stress = 15.6%)- E. trachycaulur, E. canaden&. and P. smithii CO-occur at the 

'strong' end of the competitive gradient. At the opposite end weak competitors such as S. 

nutam. B. gracilis, and S. scopariwn occur- Intermediate competitors appear to be 

clustered towards the bottom and center of the ordination diagram. S. comata (the weakest 

cornpetitor according to dative yields and aggressivity values) is an outlier, likely due to 

its rela tively poor performance with stronger competitors, but relatively strong performance 
with weaker competitors such as B. grncilis. S. nutans. and S. scopa~um (Table 3.10). 

Species Mixture Productiviîy Tra/iictories 

Species mean proportional yields at Winnipeg (Fig. 3.24) were generally reflective of 

the competitive hierarchy models developed using aggressivity values, dthough no t as 
consistentiy as  in Carman. At Winnipeg, three of the six poorest competitors, based on 
year II aggressivity vaiues, decresed in mean proportionai yield Corn year 1 to year IL Of 
the six strongest compeators. P. smithii, P. virgahm, and E. lanceolanrs increased in mean 
proportional yield fiom year I to year II. Aithough the other strong competitors decreased 
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Figure 3.21. The Iargest completely transitive cornpetitive hierarchy nom the Winnipeg 
1996 binary aggressivity matrix. Arrow points to the direction of the strongest 
cornpetitor. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua cunipendula, Bg = 
Boureloua gracilis, EC = Elymus cana&mllSIsT El = EIymur Zmtceolatus, Et = E l p u s  
trachycaulus, Ps = Pascopynun smithii, Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sn = Sorgharmm 
nutans, Ss  = Schizachyriwn scoparium 
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Figure 322. The compIeteIy transitive competitive hierarchy h m  the binary aggresslvity 
maerix of Wdpeg 1997. Direction of arrow indicates increasing competitive ability. 
Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua cunipendula, Bg = BouteZouu 
gracilk, Ec = Eljmuî cmadenst's, El = E l p u  Uurceolatus, Et = EZymu trachycauius, 
Nv = Nossella viridula, PS = Pascopynon smithii, Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sc = Stipu 
comata, Sn = Sorghastnun nutans, S s  = Sch&chy+ scoparium. 
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Figure 3.23- Non-meulc multidimensional scaling ordination (stress = 15.6%) of 
a&essivi~ vahes fkom Winnipeg 1997 (Table 3710). Species are comected according 
to the transitive competitive hierarchy developed h m  aggressivity values fiom The 
Point 1997 (Fig. 3.22). The am>w points in the direction of increasing competitive abiiity. 
Codes: Ag = Agropyron gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua curtzpenduZu, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis, 
Ec = Elymuscanadensris, El = Ely~nu~ lanceohtus, Et = El- trachycaulus, Nv = 
Nussella viridula, Ps = P o s c o p y m  srnithii, Pv = Panicum vkgatrmt, Sc = Stipu comata, 
Sn = S o r g h m  nutans, Ss = Schizachyrium scoparium. 
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Figure 3.24. Species mean proportionai yield in mixture (+/- s.e) in Winnipeg 
in 1996 (grey bars) and 1997 (white bars). Means were calculated fiom ail 
pairwise combinations. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua 
curtipendula, Bg = Bouteloua gracilis. Ec = Elpus cunadensis, El = Elymus 
lanceohtus, Et = Elpus trachycadus, Nv = Nassellla viridula, Ps = Pascopym 
smithii, Pv = Panicum virgatum, Sc = Stipa cornota, Sn = Sorghastnnn nutans, 
Ss = Schizachyrium scoparfirmr BoIded codes indicate C3 species. Species are 
ordered fiom strong (ieft) to weak (nght) cornpetitive ability, basai on the 1997 
STRONG hierarchy (Fig. 3.21). 
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somewhat, these decreases are Car less s i ~ c a n t  than simiiar decreases seen in species 

having low proportional yields in year I (e-g. a drop nom 97% to 92% is proportionately 

less of a &op than nom 10% to 5%. even though the magnitude of change is the same). 
Species that consistently increased in proportion between years I and II at both WMpeg 

and Carman included P. smifhii, E. kmceo[atuî, and N. viridua. a i l  C, species. Species 

that coasistentiy decreased in proportion were A gerardii, B. curtrperulula, and B. grmilis. 

ali of which are C, species. Species that were inconsistent in their year to year trends within 

sites included E trachycauf~~, E. cdens i s ,  P. virgatrmr, S. nutam. S. scopan'm, and 

S. comata. 

The ordenng of species competitive abilities at Winnipeg was relatively consistent using 
relative yield values. agessivity vaiues, or transitivity analyses. The cornpetitive relations 

between years were more consistent at Wdpeg relative to Carman. As in Carman, the 

t h e  approac hes in determinhg competitive hierarchies sho wed a consistent relations hip 

between competitive ability, plant size and photosynthetic pathway types. Large-statured C, 
species (Le. E. canademis, E. trachycaulw, E. Imtceolatus, and P. nithii)  were 

consistently the strongest competitors, whÏie srnaii-statured C, species (Le. B. gracilis, S. 

scoparium, and S. nurans) consistently appear to be the poorest competitors. Larger- 

statured C, species (Le. A. gerardii, B. cumpenduh, P. virgatm) and smaller-sbtured C, 

species (Le. lK vindila) are of intermediate cornpetitive ability. As in Carman, the 

exception to this rule is S. comata. which is a C, species that performs poorly in both years 

likely due to its compantively srnall size. 

in answer to ConsoiIyts ( 1997) criticism of relative yields falsely inferring dominance 

and competitive exclusion, the same pattern of doniinance and subordinance observed 

using relative y ields. aggressivity values, and ûansitivïty analysis was observed (although 
not as strongly as in Carnian) in changes in species proportional yields over the ,  

irrespective of monoculture values. Large species such as P. smithii, E. lanceolarur. and P. 
virgaîurn becarne more dominant by increasing their proportional yields over tirne. Species 

that decreased in proportional yield over t h e  included A. gerardii, B. curtrpendluln, and B. 
gracilis, ail of which are C, species. S. c o m a ,  a poor C, cornpetitor based on relative 

yieids and aggressivity values, also decreased its proportionai yield from year 1 to II, likely 
due to its comparatively smaii size. The two strongest competitors based on relative yields, 

aggressivity values, and transitivity analysis (E. trachycauIus and E. cartadensis) actually 
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d e m e d  thek proportionaI yields in mixture over the, h d i c a ~ g  that perhaps the 
performance of initially strong C, competitors may decrease over the.  

3.5-3 Robustness of Cornpetitive Hiemhies 

Total productivity values at Carnian and Winnipeg are presented in Fig. 3.25. In year 1, 

Carman had roughiy 50% of the productivity of Winnipeg (9.8 kg vs. 18.7 kg). in year II, 
biomass harvested fiom both sites differed by oniy 1.2 kg (1.9%), with Carnian hahg 

slighciy more biomass than Wrnnipeg. 

The transitive hierarchies based on year II agpssivity values are saongly and positively 

correlated between Carman and WLRnipeg (Fig. 3.26; p = 0.887, p < 0.001). inclicatïng 

ccnsistency in rank orders despite ciifferences in climatic and edapbc conditions. 

Generaliy. species c m  be divided into three groups (strong, intermediate, and weak 

cornpetiton) based on relative compe titive abilities. Strong competitors included E. 

trachycaulus. E. canadensis, P. smirhii, and E. [miceolmrrr - al l  highly productive C, 
species (Figs. 3.3, 3.14). Weak competitors included S. scopanum, B. gracilis, S S. 

nutans, and S. CO-, aiI srnail-statured C, species, except S. cornta. S. comata is iÏke1y 
amongst the poorest competitors because of its low productivity - it is the lowest- 

productivity species (in monoculture) of the all species in this study (Figs. 3.3, 3.14). 
Intermediate competitors included P. virgatrnn, A. gerardrr, B. curtipenduia, and N. 
viridrda, the later being the only C, species in this group. Species within this gmup are of 

intermediate to high productivity in monoculture (Fig.'s 3.3, 3.14). 

Asymm e try 

Mean asyrnrnetry values at both sites increased frorn year 1 to year II (Fig. 3.27). These 
differences were signincant at Carman (p = 0.0023). but not at W i g  @ = 0.4628). 

Asymmetry values at Carnian I were roughly hdf  those of W i p e g  1 (p I 0.0001), while 
those of Carman II: were three quarters those of W ï p e g  IZ (p = 0.063), indicating that 
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Figure 3.25. Total productivity, measured as the total harvested above-pund dry weight, 
of 12 native grasses within two didel cornpetition experiments. Plants were hanrested 
at Carman in 1995 (C95) and 1996 (C96). and in Wdpeg in 1996 (W96) and 1997 
W97) 
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Winnipeg 1997 

Figure 3.26. Rank correlation between the STRONG berarchies fiom Wdpeg in 1997 
and Carman 1996. h o  = 0.887, p < .O05 Raoks increase upwards and to the nght 
Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii, Bc = Bouteloua curtipendula, Bg = Bouteloua 
gracilis, Ec = ELymui~ cana&nsis, El = ELyrnus Irmcedatus, Et = Elymm trachycaulus, 
Nv = Nusella viridula, Ps = Pascopyrum mithïi, hr = Panicum virgaîum, Sc = Stipu 
comata. Sn = Sorghasma nutans, Ss = Schitachyn'm scopan'um. Black boxes indicate 
C4 species; white boxes indicate C3 species. Species with 'error bars' are part of an 
intransitive loop dong the Carmm 1996 axis- 
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Figure 3.27. Mean cornpetitive asymmetry (+/- s.e.) between 12 native grasses grown 
in pair-Wise mu;hires within two diallel cornpetition experiments. Plants were harvested 
at Carman in 1995 (C95) and 1996 (Cg@, and in Winnipeg in 1996 (W96) and 1997 
W97)- 
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asymmetry values 
Iess so in year II- 

tended to be initially greatet at Wepeg than at Carnian in year I, but 

3.6 Discussion 

This study has demonstcated that for the tweive grasses shidied, competitive hierarchies 
are present and are relatively consistent in b o t .  time and space. Despite these consistencies, 
three criticai questions must be examined in more decail: 

m a t  factors contribute to the spaîiai and temporal variability of competitive 

hieratchies? 

What traits render some species more competitive than others? 

What are the implications of these results for agrassland restoration and 

management? 

3 -6- 1 S~atiai  and Temporal Variabilitv of Commtitive Hierarchies 

Variabili~ in T h e :  Year I vs. Year 2 

Within-site varïability (Le. fiom year I to 2) WU likely be caused by changes in climatic 
conditions andlor changes in species interactive effects over tirne. At Carman, mean 
monthiy precipitation h m  May to August increased slightly in year II (fkorn 65.0 mm to 

72.1 mm). The mean temperature over the same period decreased h m  23.9 to 22.4"C. 

Cooler and wetter conditions at Carman in year II wodd result in greater soi1 moisture 
avafiability in the second year. One effect of these chana@ng conditions may have been a 

shifc from below-ground competition for moisaire, to greater above-gound competition for 
Light ( T h a n  1984; Wisheu and Keddy 1992; Huston and DeAngelis 1994: Keddy et ai. 
1997). This shift would inevitably favour those species that could preempt the greatest 

amount of Light fkom other species (Le. species with high docation to aboveground tissue 

production; Wedin and T h a n  1993). This is consistent with the high conelahon between 
monoculture productivity and ranks in the cornpetitive hierarchies of Cannao in year II. 
Another potential effect of the changing chnatic conditions towards cooler and wetter 
conditions at Carman is a favouring of C, species over C, species. This aiso was evidenced 
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in Carman: in year 1, two of the four top competitors wete C, -es; in year II, aiI top 

four competitors were C, species. Furthermore, all of the species that improved in 

performance in year II were Ç species (Figs. 3.7, 3.9, 3.13) Hence ciifferences in 

competitive ranks koom year 1 to 2 at Carman seem to be in agreement with the predicted 

effects of increasingly coo ter and wetter climattic conditions, 

At Winnipeg. a dinerent story emerges. Mean monthly precipitaîion fiom May to August 

decreased kom 78.6 mm in year I to 64.2 mm in year 11, but M y  maximum temperatures 

decreased oniy slightiy from 23.g°C to 23S0C- The predominant climatic effect at 

Wirinipeg fkom year I to II was therefore decreased precipitation, and hence increased 
below-ground cornpetition for moisture, Species allocating more energy to below-gound 

production wouid therefore be expected to be more competitive. However, hi& above- 

ground producers stiii managed to be the most competitive species at W'ipeg in year II. 
Furthermore. much like at Carman, C, species were more successfbl in year II at 

(although not to the siune extent as in Carman), but this was no? attributable to a drop in 

temperature, These resdts force us  to question whether or not the degree of yeariy 

variability in precipitation and temperatures seen at Carman and W-pg wodd be 
suficient to account for the consistent shifts in competitive ability seen fiom year I to II at 

both sites. 

The other potentid cause of rank shifts in competitive hierarchies is changes in species 

interactions over the .  Keddy ( 1989) hypo thesized that cornpetitive exclusion will &eIy 
occurs via a positive feed-back mechanism of increasing productivity for the dominant 

species coupled with decreasing productivity of the subordinate species. The implication of 

this feedback loop is that competitive asymmetry increases over time until the subordinate 

species are completely excluded. This hypothesis implies a consistent competitive abiliry. 

(and therefore a consistent competitive hierarchy) throughout the development of the 

community. Contrary to this hypothesis, Grace et aI. (1992) found inconsistencies in 

competitive ranks of species over a three year period, although these changes were 

amibuted to the use of relative yields in data anaiysis rather than to any changes in species 

performance over the experimeniril test period. Yet nom obse~vations made in the field, and 

our knowledge of comrnunity succession, should we not expect species competitive ability 
to change over time? 
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One example h m  this study that suggests we shouid is P- smithii- The yield of this 

species increased considerably in the second year. and it had the greatest shift in mean 
aggressivity rank between yeas at Winnipeg. In effect, the strong cornpetitive ability of 

this species was not detected ui year 1. P. smithii appeared to &est much of its energy into 

below-ground production in year 1- Afier this initial year of ' anchorage', when overall 

aboveground productivity (and hence light preemption by other species) was rdatively low, 

it would have a solid foundation from which to launch its year II competitive 'assauit'. 

Thus the competitive abiiities of ceirain species. and the hierarchies of which they are a 
part, may change as the comrnunity develops, The obsemation that Carman's year II 

aggressivity hieracchy is more highly corrdated with Winnipeg's year II hieranihy (p = 

0.895; p < 0.05) than it is with its own hienrchy from year 1 (p = 0.575; p < 0-05) is 

consistent with this hypothesis, whiie simultaneously indicating that consistency of 

competitive hierarchies develops over the.  

VaMbiliry in Space: Cannmt vs. Wtnnipeg 

Between site variabiiity (ix. differences between Carman and Winnipeg) in competitive 

hierarchies wïLI iikely occur due to differences in climatic and edaphic conditions. One 
potentiaüy significant ciifference in competitive hierarchies is the greater degree of 

consistency in species rank orders from year I to II at Winnipeg. Furthemore, there 

appears to be p a t e r  overall asyrnrnetry at Wuinipeg than at Carman. This was iikely due to 

more npid growth/establishrnent of aii species in year 1 at W M p e g ,  as evidenced by 

greater productivity at Winnipeg in year I as compa~d to Carnian in year 1- One factor that 

is known to increase competitive asyrnmetry is competition for light, mediated by the 

availabïiity of below-ground resources - as soii productivity increases, competition for 

Light increases and becornes more asymrnetrïc ( T i i  1984; Wisheu and Keddy 1992; 

Wedin and Tilman L993; Keddy et ai. 1997). In other words. there was a more npid 

development of the compe titive hierarchy in year 1 at WlllDipeg, than in year 1 at Carman. 

Several climatic and edaphic factors may have contributed to the more rapid development 

of ihe competitive hierarchy at Winnipeg. Mem monthly precipitation h m  May to August 

at Winnipeg in y e u  I(1996) was substantidiy greater than that at Carnian in year I (1995), 

78.6 mm and 65.0 mm. respectively, and mean & . y  maximum temperature was lower at 

Winnipeg than at Cyman in year 1. Tbese factors wodd resuit in -ter relative moisture 

availability at Winnipeg 1. Furthemore, the sandy Ioam soii at Carnian is better drained 
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than the silty clays of Winnipeg. m e r  increasing moisture avaiIability at WÏpeg.  With 

more rapid drainage at Carman, nutrient avdability is aiso expected to be Iower. This is in 
fact the case with Carman having 2.54 g kg-' of available N in the rootbg zone, and 
Wiipeg having 2.63 g kg-'. Aithough this is not a large ciifference in fefity, relatively 

acidic soils at Carman (pH = 5.8) w a  further =duce effective N avaïlabiIity relative to 

Winnipeg (pH = 7.6). Overaii, these ciifferences in cIimatiIimatic and edaphic conditions could 

have resulted in increased symmetrïc competition for below-ground resources at Cannan, 
and asymmetric competition for light at Winnipeg, resulting in the greater competitive 

asymmetry observed at Winnipeg. 

Despite the temporal and spatial differences seen in the competitive hierarchies, the 

rankings of species within aiI four data sets are sti i i  positively correlated. From this 

idormation alone, it could be argued that competitive hierarchies within the geographic 

range of southern Manitoba are fairly consistent fkom year to year and fkom site to site- 

However, given that changes in cornpetitive rank are Iikely to occur over larger temporal 

and spatial scales. it is usefu1 to consider in some detail the d e  of plant traits and 
climatic/edaphic variables in predicting competitive outcornes, 

3.6.2 Plant Traits. Site Conditions. and Com~etitive Hierarchies 

The highly transitive competitive hiennihies found in both experiments after the second 

growing season appear to be a reflection of two important plant fuoctionai traits: above- 

ground productivity (monoculture yield), and the photosynthetic pathway type (C, vs. C,). 

The resdts of the experiments examined here indicate mat highly productive species tend to 

be more competitive than Iess productive ones. This is in agreement with results from 

previous investigations (e.g. Amen 1983. W e h r  1985, Gaudet and Keddy 1988, 

Newman 1992). The other indication is that C, species are generdy less competitive than 
C, species. In both utprriments, the weakest cornpetitors were C, species of low above- 

ground productivity. These experimental results are broadly applicable to the mesic, dark 
soils of the north-eastem prairie. However, it is unreasonable to assume that these 

competitive hierarchies wil1 hold true in di North Americi111 grasslands. Rather, species 

competitive hiecarchies at a given site are iikely dependent on two factors: the relative 

avaiiability of resources. and the number of growingdegree days. 

As discussed previously. cornpetition for tight becornes increasingly important as soit 
resource (nutrients anaor water) supply rates increase (Wisheu and Keddy 1992; Peltzer et 
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al. 1998). As the availability of soil resources increases, taiier and more highly productive 

species wiil preempt availabie light to the detriment and evennial exclusion of Iess 
productive species (WedÏn and T i  1993). This shift h m  below-gound. symmetnc 

competition to above-ground, asymmetric light competition as soil resource supply rates 

increase has been wideiy documented (e-g. Tilman 1984; Wisheu and Keddy 1992; Wedin 
and T ï a n  1993; Huston and DeAngelis 1994; Keddy et ai. 1997). h the North AmeBcan 

prairie, soil resource availabiiity (water and nutrïents) generdiy increases fcom West to east, 

reflecthg a gradient of increasing m u a l  precipitation mryson and Hare 1974). Tail. 

highly productive species, such as A. gerardii and P. virganmi, are therefore favoured in 

the eastem 'taii-gnss' prairie (Sala et al. 1988). 

Relative competitive abilities of C, and C, grasses are dependent on the nurnber of 

growing-degree days (Williams 1974; Eh le~ge r  1978; Zangerl and Bazzaz 1984). In the 

northem prairie, cooler sommer temperatures and a shorter growing season favour grasses 

with the C, photosynthetic pathway, as it has lower inherent energetic costs and higher 

quantum yields at lower temperatures (Ehleringer 1978). However, quantum yields for C, 
species decrease to levels below those of C, species as temperature increases (BIack 1971; 

Kemp and Wïams L980). It has k e n  shown thai shaded C, plants (for example, those 

grown under a 'canopy' of C, plants) have light saturation levels similar to those of C, 
species, thereby reducing any inherent advantages of the C, pathway (Williams and 

Markiey 1973). Phenologicai niche ciifferentintion occurs in grasslands where cool-season 

and warm-season grasses CO-occur, with warm-season species delaying their period of 

maximum growth until I m r  in the growing season when temperatures are higher (Kemp 

and Wiarns 1980). In more northern latitudes, the eariy onset of cooler autumn 
temperatures is unfavourable to wm-season species. Reduction in the relative competitive 

abiIities of wann-season grasses Ï n  cooler climates is reflected in the decreased relative 

abundance of C, grasses don; a south-north gradient in the North Arnerican prairie 

(Epstein et al. 1997). 

Dependence of species cornpetitive abilities on both soi1 resource supply rates and 

number of growing-degree days suggests a conceptual mode1 for predicting variation in 
competitive hiecarchies in North Americm prairie (Fig. 3.28). The prevailuig 

environmental conditions in the experiments described here (north-eastern prairie: adequate 

soii resource supply ntes, and a short growing season) generaiiy favour highly productive, 

C, grasses over short-statured, C, ones. Conversely, lower water andlor nutrient supply 

rates in the north-western prairie favour short-statured. C, grasses with weil-developed 
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Low 
Above-Ground Productivity 

High 

north west 
(cool, dry) 

south west 
(warm, dry) 

northeasf 
(cool, moisf) 

southeast 
(warm, moist) 

Figure 3.28. Mode1 illustrating direction of competitive hierarchies based on species photosynthetic 
pathway and above-ground productivity. The pointer indicates the direction of the competitive 
hierarchies in our expeciment, from weakest cornpetiton (low productivity C4 species) to strongest 
competi tors (high productivi ty C3 species). The direction of the arrow points to wards the location 
(italics) of the species within the Great Plains or the prevailing conditions (itaiics and brackets) at a 
given site. For example, in the southwestem Great Plains (or in an otherwise warm and dry climate) 
the arrow would point in the opposite direction. 
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root systems (Coupland 1950). C, grasses are increasingly favoured as one moves south 

and the nurnber of growlng-degree days increases (Epstein et ai. 1997). In southem 

prairies, productive tail-statured C, grasses are generally favoured in the moist nutrient nch 

eastern prairie. whereas short-statured, less productive C, grasses dominate the drier and 
more nutrient depleted western prairie (Sala et ai, 1988). 

It should be noted that the large-sale geographic patterns iIlustrated in the model (F ig. 

3.28) could potenhaDy be substituted with her-scde topographic features that d k c t  

resource supply rates. For example. the species competitive hierarchy that develops on 

relatively steep, north-facing slopes in south-eastern prairie is expected to be more typicd 
of north-west prairie, due to lower Ievels of soil moisture and insolation- Snidies on 

species dismibutions in native North Amencan prairie generaily support this hypothesis. In 
North Dakota, species of [iigh above-gouod productivity (E. trachycauh, S. nutans, A.  

gemrdi] dominate mesic habitats, whereas smaüer-statured species such as Bouteloua 

gracilis. N a r s e h  vin'cluIa and Pnrcopyrm smithii dominate less mesic sites (Dix and 
Smiens 1966). Similar results have k e n  obtained in Saskatchewan prairie (Baines 1973; 

Hulett et al. 1966). In the mixed-grass prairie of  Kansas, wum-season grasses dominate 

but Vary in abundrince dong a soi1 moisture gradient (Albertson 1937). In xerk upiands, 
short-statured grasses such as Buctrloe &ctylocdes and B. gracilis dominate, whereas 

medium-statured b~nch~psses such as A M  purpurea and S, scoparium are more 
abundant in less x e ~ c  sites. The most mesic sites are generaily dominated by tail-statureci, 

productive species such as A. gerardii, B. curtpendula, and Sporobolur dnunondii, as 
weil as P. smithii, a C, species. 

3 -6.3 Implications for Grassland Restontion 

Many large-scde gnssland restoration and revegetation programs currentiy depend upon 

the use of seed mixtures composed of a varïety of species. In this approach, the hope is to 

increase biodiversity simpl y by increasing the number of species planted simultaneously 

into the ground (Morgan et d .  1995). Artificially generating plant diversity in this way is 

predicted to be very difficdt, due to factors including differentiai germination and 
establishment, as weU as cornpetitive exclusion of subordhate species (Grime 1973; 

Weiher and Keddy 1995). Furthemore, the rate of competitive exclusion is predicted to 
increase with increasing nutrient and moistue availabiiity ( T h a n  1988; Wilson and Shay 
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1990; Wiison and TÏIman 1991; Keddy at ai. 1997). The resuits of the experiments 

descnbed here agree with these observations and predictions. One potential mechanism 
used to cinvmvent this problem has ben the alteration of proportions of species in seed 

mixnires based on competitive abiliues (see Chapter 4). This involves deæasing the 

proportions of svong competitors in seed m i m e s  while increasing the proportions of 

weak competitors. Once plante& strong competitors are still expected to outcompete 

weaker cornpetitors, but the time required to completely exclude other species is expected to 

be greater since the dominants now cover a lower proportion of the total area of the restored 

field. This rime period rnay be sufficient to at least give subordhate species the  to 

estabkh and survive unnl other management measures to promote diversity (e-g. 

prescnid bumg,  grazhg, etc-) are undertaken. 

Adjusting Sowiirg Patterns 

Beyond adjusting for competitive abiiity by aitering kquency of species in mixture, 

adjustments could be made spatiaiiy. Spatid pattern has been showa to affect the 

competitive responses and the long-term persistence of species (eg. van Andel and 

Nelisson 198 1 ; van Andel and Dueck 1982; Thorhallsdottir 1990). Silvertowu et al- (1 992) 
have modeiled community responses to revegetation based on data from a replacement 

series compe tition experïment involving six species. Cornpetitive exclusion was found to 

occur most rapidly when species were initiaiiy arranged in a random mixed pattem (i.e. 

similar to the sowing rnethods currently used in grassland restoration). When species were 

amnged in bands of monocultures, competitive exclusion was delayed Furthemore, 

dXferent arrangements of species bands had different outcornes. Long-terxn coexistence 

was marcirnized when species were arranged such that invasiveness between neighbouring 

bands was minimized (Silvertown et al. 1992). 

In restoration and revegetation programs, this could be implemented by mbhking total 

aggressivity values between di paired bands of planted monocultures (e.g. E. aachycaulus 

would never be pliiced adjacent to S. scoparium). The ody method currently used for 

adjusting for spatial pattern of revegetation pmgnms has k e n  descnbed by Jacobsen et ai. 

(1994). This method, known as 'sculptured seeding', involves using different seed 

mixtures according to the topopphical variation of the site. Aithough this method likely 

does promote greater diversity at the level of the landscape, it fails to account for 

compe titive interactions occumïng within a given seed mixture. 
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A-ring Timing of Specr'es Introductions 

In addition to propoaionally adjusting seed mixnires and implementing spatial pattemg 

in planhgs, adjustments could abo be made oc a temporal scale- Specificaüy, one could 

adjust the timing of species introductions into a system rather thm planbg alI  species 

simultaneously. This approach to prairie restoration, s a  in its infancy, has been tenned 

'assembly-based restoration' by Lockwood (1997)- This method of restoration is based on 

compter simulation research on assembly d e s  in ecologicai communities (e-g- Diamond 

1975; Post and P i  L983; Law and Morton 1993; Luh and Pimm 1993; Morton et al- 

1996). Assembly d e  models throw a pool of species together, from various trophic Ievels, 

and aiiow these species to interact based on Lotka-Volterra models. Over many iterations, 

observations are made on the dynamics and final outcome(s) of these interactions 

(Lockwood et al. 1997). 

Although these models do not take into account competitive interactions between piants 
perse, the general conclusion is that ecological commuaities assemble theniselves towards 

multiple persistent and invasion-cesistant states. The h a 1  species composition of these 

'climax' communities is often dependent on the stochastic introduction of other 'nexus' 

species earlier on in the assembly process (Robinson and Edgemon 1988; Drake 1990, 

199 1; Wilson 1992; Drake et al- 1993; Law and Morton 1996; Lockwood et al- 1997). The 

suggestion here for restoration ecologists is that a h a i  'climax' community may only be 
attainable if specific species interactions occur within the field at an earlier tirne. In other 

words, rather than planting a mixture of seed and letting interactions occur somewhat 

randomly, restorationists shodd guide a restoration through thne by carehilly adduig 

appropriate species at various key moments in time &ockwwd 1997)- Cornpetitive 

hierarchies become important here, in that they aiiow us to mode1 the potentiai alternative 

states of plant communities undergoing cornpetition- 

Assessing Unfamiliar Sites and Unresred Seed-Mixtures 

This study indicates that competitive hierarchies are relatively consistent from year to year 
and fiom site to site. over a relatively large geographical range (Le. southem Manitoba). 

Therefore detemiining a competitive hierarchy could potentiaiiy benefit restorationists in 

two respects. Fit, restoration efforts in unique areas or in regions where restotation work 

is in its infancy (e-,o. northem fescue prairies, grasslands beyond the Great Plains) could 

benefit fiom such an approach since restorationists would be able to predict how species 



will interact once plante& Second, restorationists c m  use cornpetitive hierarchy 
experirnents in familias seaiags where the introduction of a new species into a seed 
may aBect competitive outcornes. In this case, perhaps an entire replication of a cornpetition 
experïment wodd not even be required. Rather, a smailer number of 'benchmark' species 
or 'phytometers' (who's cornpetitive abÏiity a g h t  other species has already been tested) 
codd be used to assess a new species' relative competitive ability. Under both of these 

scenarios, cornpetitive hierarchy experhents can be used as reiativeiy efficient and low- 
investrnent twls to evaiuate new Iocations ancilor seed mixtures for restoration- 
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RESTORING GRASSLAND COMMüMTIES USING SEED MIXTURES 
ADJUSTED FOR GERMINATION, ESTABLISHMENT, AND 

COMPETITIVE ABILLTY 

4.1 Introduction 

Many large-scale grassland restodon and revegetaaon programs currentiy depend upon 

the use of seed mixtures composed of a variety ofspecies (Jacobsen et ai. 1994; Morgan et 

al. 1995)- In this approach, the h o p  is to increase biodiversity simply by increasing the 

number of species pIanted sim-lltaneously into the ground. ArtïfïciaUy generating plant 

diversisr in this way is predicted to be very difficuIt, due to factors such as differential 
germination and establishment, as well as the potential competitive exclusion of subordinate 

species (Grime 1973; Weiher and Keddy 1995). The rate of competitive exclusion is 

predicted to iacrease with increasing nutrient and moisture avaiiability (Tilman 1988; 

Wilson and S hay 1990; Wilson and Tilman 199 1; Keddy et al. 1997). These observations 

and predictions are in generai agreement with the experimental results described in chapter 

3. 

One potential strategy to circumvent this problem is to aIter the proportions of species in 

seed mixtures, based on their relative competitive abilities. Such an approach would 

involve decreasing the proportions of saong competitors in seed mixtures, while increasing 

the proportions of weak competitors. Once plante& strong competitors are stiü expected to 

dominate if left alone for several years, but the time required to exclude subordinate species 
is expected to be greater since the dominants initiaiiy cover a much lower proportion of the 

total area of the restored field This additionai time may be sufficient to at least give 

subordinate species tirne to estrtblish and survive until other management measures used to 

promote diversity (eg. prescnbed buming, gazhg etc.) are irnplemented- 

During the summer of 1995, tweIve native grass species (six C ,  and six CJ were grown 
in aü pair-wise combinations and monocultures in order to determine a hierarchy of relative 

competitive abilities amongst these species (set Chapter 3). This experiment was carrieci 

out at the University of Manitoba, Faculty of Agriculture Research Station at Carman, 
Manitoba From the first-year results of this experiment, seed mixtures were developed to 
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promote multiple species coexistence, by accounting for differences in establishment rates 
and cornpetitive abilities. The objective of this study is to determine how muaUres with 
these compensatory measures compare to conaol mixaires and a mixture cuxrentty used by 

Ducks Uniïmited Canada in their revegetation programs. after one pwing season. 

4.2 Methods and Materials Used 

4.2.1 Emrimentd Desimi 

Species Composition of Mixtures 

In ail, eight mixture sets were deveiopcd and pianted at the University of Manitoba 

Department of Plant Science Field Facility at Carman, Manitoba during the 1996 field 

season (see sub-section 3.3.1 for a description of the study area). Each of seven mixture 

sets consisted of a 'control' mixture and an 'adjusted' mixture, each repiïcated three times. 

The control mixtures assumed no Merences in establishment and competitive ability, 
whïie the adjusted mixtwes were adjusted for ciifferences in species estabhhment and 
competitive ability. Ove&, the theoretical h a I  plant density of all plots was the same: 

64.6 plants m-2 (6 plants fi-'). This is the species density indicative of a 'successful' 

planting, accordhg to Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC)- 

Determining the final species compositions for each of the mixtures involved dividing the 

twelve species into four three-species groups based on mean aggressivity values: a) most 

competitive (2,'s; b) least competitive C,'s; c) most competitive Cd's; and d) least 

competitive C,'s. Each of these four species groups (a-d) were used in the following 

combinations: 

Note that in mixtures 2 through 7, oniy six species were sown, while in mixture 1, ai l  

tweive species were sown- 
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In addition to the seven mixtures sets above, an additionai mlxane set (#8) was inciuded 

in the expimentai trial afier consultation with DUC. This eighth mixture consisted of iw 

species which DUC currentiy uses at desigoared sandy Ioam restoration sites. In this 
mixture set, there were both 'contrai' and 'adjusted' mixtures (determined exactly as 

above) plus an additionai mixture at DUC'S normal sowing densities. 

In ail, since there were eight mixture sets, each repIIcated three times with two types of 

plots (Le. control vs. experïmental; plus mixture W with a third type), 51 plots were sown 

and evaiuated after one growing season. Plots were 1.5 m x 10.0 m. with 1.5 m lanes 
between them, 

4-32 Deterrnining Seed Mixture Suecies Pro~ortïons 

The numbers used for cdculating sowing densities are shown in Appendix VI. Sowing 
densities were detennined using two different methods (Le. 'control' and 'adjusted' 

mixtures), each with a total establishment rate of 64.6 plants m-2 (6 plants fi?) set as a 

theoretical 'goal'. Note that contml seed mixtures had the exact same species compositions 

as adjusted mixtures. The only ciifference between these mixtures was the relative sowing 

densities of the component species. Several factors were taken kto  consideration when 

detemiining species sowing densities: percent purity, germination, and establishment, as 

well as relative competitive ability. Control mixtures were adjusted for percent purity and 

germination only (Le. pure Live seed PLS] values), while adjusted mixtures were aiso 

adjusted for percent establishment and relative competitive ability. 

Adjmting for Purity and Germination 

A PLS vdue is the product of a species percent purity and germination, evaiuated by 

severai independent seed testhg laboratones for each seed lot. Percent purity is simply the 

proportion of seed that is ûctuaiiy of the species that the lot claims to be, and not other 

'undesirable' species (such as A. repens, for example). Percent gemùnation is the 

percentage of those 'pure' seeds that are actualiy viable and capable of germination. This 

last figure is determined by tetrazolium hydrochloride O testing, or by actual germination 

tests in moist p e h  dishes, by sevenl independent seed testing laboratories for each seed 

10 t- 
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Adjcisting for Difierences in Establishment 

By counting the number of individual plants actuaiïy established in monoculture in 1995 

(Appendix IV), it was clear that different species had different degrees of establishment 

success. For exûmple, S. nutmrr estabfished at a density of 11.2 plants m-2, while E. 
canademis estabiished at 108.6 plants m'2 These values were used to determine percent 
establishment of pure iive seed for each species. In order to compensate sowing rates for 
purity, germination and establishment, a PGE (purity. germination, and establishment) 

factor was calculated, which is the inverse of the product of percent purïty, germination and 

establishment for that species. For the control mixtures, percent establishment was 

assumed to be 100%, and species were assumed to have equd competitive abilities. For 
adjusted mixtures, sowing densities were adjusted by incorporating actual 1995 

establishment rates into the PGE factor. 

Adjusting for Dtrerences in Cornpetitive Abilities 

Post-estabablishment competitive ability adjustments were made using reciprocal target 

scores (see sub-section 3 -4. L for definition of target scores). Cornpetition adjustment 

factors (COMP factors), the inverse of  a species =et score, were calculated for each 

species within a mixture. In adjusted plots, these factors were multipiied by PGE factors to 

account for merences in competitive abilities. At this point, however, COMP factors did 
not average out to 1.0. This problem was aiieviated by standardisiing the relative yields so 

that they averaged out to 1.0 across ail of the species in a mixture, thus restoring the total 

theoretical plant establishment density back to 64.6 plants per m2. Fimal sowing densities of 

all species are shown in Table 4.1. 

Sample Cuïculation 

As an example, 1 wdi d e r  to E. canndensrS in mixture #L (see Appendix VI). Since 

mixture #1 consists of 12 species, and our establishment goal is 64.6 plants m', 5.3 8 

individuais of each species rnust establish per m'. Percent purity and germination for the E. 
canademis seed lot was found to be 93.62% and 80.00%, respectively. For the contrd 

mixture, percent establishment is assumed to be 10%. The PGE factor is calculated as 

f0Uows: 
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Table 4.1. Sowing densities (PLS m.') of species in experimental seed-mixtures. Treatment codes: a = adjusted for establishment and 
cornpetitive ability; c = sown at qua1 PLS rates (see text for details on how sowing densities were adjusted); du = species were sown 
at DUC mixture densities. Species codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii , Bc = Bouteloua curtipendula , Bg = Bouteloua gracilis , Ec = 
EIymus canadensis , El = Elymus lanceolatus , Et = Elymus trachycaulus , Nv = Nassella viridula , Ps = Pascopyrum smithii , Pv = 
Panicum virgatum , Sc = Stipa comata , Sn = Sorghastrum nufans , Ss  = Schizachyriurn scoparium . 
Mixture Ec El Et NV Ps Sc Ag Bc Pv Bg Sn -- Ss TOTAL 

la  19,2 36,8 29.6 70.0 33.7 76.6 19.5 12.9 52.6 42.1 216.2 33.0 642.3 
lc S,4 5.4 5.4 5,4 5 -4 5.4 5,4 5.4 5.4 5 .4 5.4 5,4 646 



PGE factor = 1.000.000 

46purity x %germination x %establishment 

PGE factor = 1.000.000 
93.62 x 80-00 x 100 

PGE = t -34 

Shce cornpetitive abilities are assumed to be equal arnongst the 12 species, cornpetition 
adjustment factors (COMP factors) al1 equai 1-00. The actuai number ofseeds to be planted 

(S) is caiculated as folIows: 

S = number of individuals desired x PGE factor x COMP factor 

Therefore, in the control plot? 7.17 seeds from the E. canadensis seed lot must be sown per 
m' in order to achieve our goai establishment density. For the adjusted plot, a siniilar 
caiculation is made, except that the establishment rate is now set at 24.35% (as detennined 
fiom acaial species establishment rates at Cman in 1995) instead of 100%. Hence the 
PGE factor is as follows: 

PGE factor = 1.000.000 

%purity x %germination x %establishment 

PGE f'actor = 1 .OOO,OOO 

93.62 x 80.00 x 24.35 

PGE factor = 5-48 

Meanwhile, since cornpetitive abilities were found to differ in the fieid, COMP factors Vary 

for each species. For E. canuJensis the COMP factor = 0.87 (values < 1.00 are indicative 
of strong cornpetitors - there proportions must be reduced). Hence S for E. cuna&mis in 
the adjusted plot is: 
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S = number of individuals desired x PGE factor x COMP factor 

Therefore, in the adjusted plot, 25.65 seeds nom the E. cmirrdenrlr seed lot must be sown 

per m2 in order to achieve our goal establishment density of 5-38 individuab per m? 

4 - 2 3  Sowing. Management, and Hmestin~ Techniaues 

- Site Preparatron 

Pnor to seeding, the weed Agropyron repens was spot-treated using giyphosate 

(RoundupM) herbicide appIied w ith a hand-held sprayer. Plots were delineated using 

spikes, ropes, and hoes. No other preparatory mesures were taken since the soi1 was of 
appropriate F i e s s  for plantinp. 

Although many potential methods of sowing the plots were possible, mechanical seeding 
was used for two reasons. F-mtly, this method best approximates the method used in large- 

scaie revegetation promgans. It is under these conditions that competitive hierarchies are of 

practical concem. Furthermore. this method places the grasses at a pmcribed depth and 
density in pardiel rows, assuring improved germination and establishment relative to hand- 

sowing. Also, this was the exact sowing method used in the previous year to detemiuie 

establishment rates and dative competitive abiiities. The tractor used for both experiments 
was a John Deerem 950, and the seedet was a Fabrom 6 row disk-type with the disks set 

ca. 20 cm apart and 2 c n  deep. The plots were seeded at C m a n  on May 3 1, 1996. Proper 
depth and seed placement was venfied immediately after plmting. 

Post- Pianting Manage~~terzt 

Hand weeding and rotovathg between plots were required on oniy tsvo occasions. 

Weeds present included lamb'squarters (Che>iopodiwn album), Canada thisrle (Cirsium 
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anense), and wild mustard (Brassr'ca kaber var. parUU1iijZik)). Herbicide was not required to 

control invasive weeds withïn and amund the experimentai plots. 

Harvesting of plots was undertaken during the third week of September, 1996. Since the 

plots were 10 m in length, they were divided Ïnto four possible 2 rn length sub-plots 

(excluding 1 rn on either end). One sub-plot was randomly sampled fiom each plot Ln each 

of the 51 sub-plots the number of individuais of each species were counted Obvious 'runs' 

of a rhizomatous species (e.g P. nithifl ,  were counted as a single ÏndividuaI. Wheo it 

was not clear whether or not plants were connecteci by underground rhizomes, they were 

considered to be separate individuais. 

4.3 Data Analysis 

Since the prïmary objective of this study was to determine the feasibility of 

experimentaiiy adjusting seed mixtures so that maximum diversity is anaineci, the pRmary 
anaiysis tools utiiized were diversity indices. The S hannon-Weiner diversity function (H) is 

a commoniy used diversity index, H is calculated as foiiows: 

S is the total number of species, and pi is the proportion of species i in the harvested plot. 

'Effective' species nchness (Ha 1973) is simply eH. As such, its theoretical maximum 
value is S, making interpretation somewhat easier. 

Diversity indices incorporate both species richness and relative proportions of species in a 
single calculacion (Goldsmith et al. 1986). For example, consider the hypothetical sites 1 

and II, each with carrying capacities of 15 individuais. If each site contains 3 species, A, 

B, and C, species richness wouid be equal berneen the two sites. However, site 1 can have 
5 individu& of each species, while site II cm have 1 of A, 1 of B, and 13 of C .  Clearly 

site 1, with equal representation of di 3 species, should be comidered more diverse than 
site II, which is dominated by species C. Both of these indices would be able to make this 

distinction. Simpson's index gives l e s  weight to rare species than the Shannon-Weiner 
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function. Using the Shannon-Weuier index. we can m e r  mdyze the species abundance 
data for evenness - the relative distribution of individuais within a colll~llunïty. This 
measure is simpiy the ratio of acniai diversity H to the theoreticd maximum diversity, 

which is: 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

So w ing Densities 

Differences in sowing densities between control and adjusted plots were large (Table 

4.1). reflecting increases in mean PGE values in adjusted plots (by a factor of 9.4) relative 

to control plots. The mean PGE adjustment factor for all adjusted plots was 13.8, rangïng 
from 5.1 (B. curtipenduI~~) to 64.0 (S. nutms). The mean competitive ability adjustment 

factor (Le. COMP factor) was 1 .W. ranging from 0.85 to 1-27. Therefore. changes in 
overall sowiig densities are Iargely attributable to differences in establishment rates rather 
than ciifferences in cornpetitive iibility. 

Final Establishment Demitirs 

Mean densities at the end of the first P ~ w i n g  season were consistently greater in adjusted 

mixture plots compmd to convol mixture plots, dthough these values were not aiways 

significant between mixtures of the s m  set (Table 4.2; Fig. 4.1). The average 
increase in density between adjusted and control plots was 240%. ranging fiom 140% 

(mixture set #6) to 170% (mixture set #3). There was no significant difference in species 

density between mixture set #S plots adjusted for establishment and competitive ability, and 

mixture set #8 plots sown Iit DUC'S standard densities- The mixtures that came closest to 
meeting the 64.6 individuÿls m-' god were the adjusted mixtures ftom sets #1 and #8, as 
well as the DUC mixtcre of set #S (Fig. 4.1). Note, however that cone of these mixtures 

exceeded 50 individuais m-'. 
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Table 4.2. Mean number of individuals of species per d from experimental seed-mixture trials. Treatment codes: a = adjusted for 
establishment and cornpetitive ability; c = sown at equal PLS rates (see text for details on how sowing densities were adjusteci); du = 
species were sown at DUC mixture densities. Species codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardii , Bc = Bouleloua curtipendula , Bg = 
Bouteloua gracilis , Ec = Elymus canadensis , El = Elymus lanceolatus , Et = Elymus trachycaulus , Nv = Nassella viridula , Ps = 
Pascopyrum smithii , Pv = Panicum virgaturn , Sc = Stipa comata , Sn = Sorghastrum nutans , Ss = Schizachyrium scoparium . 

Mixture Ec El Et Nv Ps Sc Ag-- Bc Pv Bg Sn Ss TOTAL 
l a  2.2 2.7 5 3  2S 2.7 O S  2.8 2.5 7.3 5.3 6 9  2,3 40.8 
lc O S  0.8 0.3 1.2 1.8 0.2 1 ,2 0.8 1.3 0.5 2.5 0.8 11.2 



Figure 4.1. Species establishment density (+/- se.)  for 17 experirnental mixtures grown 
at Carman in 1996. Theoretical target density was 65 individuds per square rneter. 
Unshaded bars represent mixtures adjusted for establishment and cornpetitive ability. 
Shaded bars represent control mixtures. Black bar represents proportions used by DUC 
for that mixture. *p < 0.05 between control and adjusted mixtures. **p < 0.05 between 
adjusted and control mixture, as well as between DUC and control mixture, but not 
between adjusted and DUC mixture. 
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Evenness values generaiiy f d e d  to show any trends between adjusted and controi plots 

except in mixture #6 where evenness was signiscantiy greater in adjusted plots (p = 0.02; 

Fig. 4.2). Also, in mixture #8. evenness was signincantty -ter for adjusted plots 

cornpared to plots sown at DUC'S suggested densities (p = 0.02). Effective species 

richness (Le. divenity) was signincantly greater onIy for the adjusted mixtures of sets #3 
and #6 (Table 4.3; Fig. 4.3). Mixtures with the greatest effective species richness were 

the adjusted mixtures of sets #l and #8, since a p a t e r  number of species were present 

within these plots. 

Overall Success 

In terms of planting success, the adjusted seed mixbires cleady came closer to meeting 

the initiai objectives 0164.6 estiiblished plants rn". Using PLS values done as a predictor 

of final F i t  year establishment rates (ide. as was done with the control mixtures) is 

therefore not reliable. Cornpetitive ability adjustments were quite low relative to 

establishment rate adjustments and were thus also less important in terms of aEectïug the 

final outcorne of the adjusted mixtures. In other words, the ciifferences in final plant 

densities were largeiy attributable to the adjustments made based on monoculture 

establishment rates mther than cornpetitive ability adjustments. 

Experimentul vs. Trial-and-Error A~!j~~stments: M&re Set #8 

In temu of mixture set #8, there were no signifïcant clifferences in density between the 

adjusted mixture and the mixture sown at DUC'S densities (Fig. 4.1). However, both of 

these mixtures had significantiy higher density at establishment than the control mixture. In 

the DUC mixture, the species with the highest final dewity was A. gerardi, with 24.0 

individuals per samplc In the adjusted mixture, the most dominant species was S. nuranr, 
which established at a rate of 16.0 individuals per sample. S. n u r m  had the highest PGE 

adjusment factor for the adjusted mixture (63.9). The adjusted mixture did have 
sianifcantly ,mater evenness ÿnd effective species nchness than the DUC mixture (F igs. 

4.2 and 4.3). Experimentdy adjushg mixtures for species establishment rates and 
relative cornpetitive abilities c m  therefore ensure good density of species at establishment, 

as weii as -ter diversity than mixtures developed fiom years of 'trial-and-error' 
adjustments based on informal field observations (as in the DUC mixture). 
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Mixture Set 

Figure 4.2. Evemess (+/- s-e.) of 17 experimental mixtures grown at carman in 1996. 
Shaded bars represent control mixtures. Unshaded bars represent mixtures adjusted for 
establishment and cornpetitive ability. Black bar represents mixture #8 with species 
proportions as set by DUC. * p c 0.05 between control and adjusted mixtures. ** p < 
0.05 between control and DUC mixtures, as weii as between adjusted and DUC mixtures, 
but not between adjusted and control mixtures. 
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Table 4.3- Measures of density and dive* for experimental seed- 
mixtures after one growing season at Carman in 19%. Treatment codes: a = 
adjusted for establishment and cornpetitive ability; c = sown at equal PLS 
rates (see text for details on how sowing densities were adjusted); du = 
species were sown at DUC mixture densities. Codes: E.S.R, = Effective 
Species Richness; E = Evenness; s.e. = Standard Error- See Table 4-1 for Iist 
of species present in mixtures. 

Mixture Plants/mA2 s.e- E-S-R s.e. E s.e. 
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Effective Species Richness (en) 



Most ciifferences in establishment rates and evenness between coatrol and adjusted plots 
can be aitrïbuted to estabhhment adjustments made to the adjusted seed mixtures - 
cornpetitive ability adjustments were relatively minor- Tn general, seed mixtures adjus~d 
for establishment and cornpetitive ability fded to have greaier evenness by the end of the 
first growing season than control seed mixtures designed using percent pririty and 
germination values alone. However, experimentdy adjusted seed mixtures will likely corne 

cioser to meeting the desired h a 1  density than control seed mixtures designed using 
percent purity and germïnaîïon vdues alone. Expehentaiiy adjusted seed mixaires may 
dso result in greater evenness than seed mixtures developed on a triai-and-error basis, even 
though their finai overail densities may be similx 
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Characteristics of 12 Common Native Grass Species 
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Pascopyrum smillrii (Rydb.) A. Love -- Western Wheatgrass 

Sources 
Weaver and FinpatrÏck (1934); Weaver and Afbertson (1956); Quinaild and Cosby (1958); 
Coupland and Johnson (1965); Ahlenslager (1986b)- 

Synonyms 
Agrupyron smithii Rydb. 

Physical Attributes 
A long-Eved C3 perenntal. Height is 30-75 cm. HÎghly rhizomatous. Main roots are 1.5-2 

mm thick. with profusely branched laterals- Depth of roots is generally between 5-7', but 

c m  reach as deep as L L .8'. Rhizomes lie 1.3-5 cm bdow surface. An endornycorrhizal 

grass. 

Reproductive Characteristics 
GeneraiIy reproduces via rhizomes. 

Growth Characteristics 
Most growth occurs during the spnng. Relatively dormant during summer- Peremating 
buds are located below ground- 

Successional Status 
Facuitative sera1 species. Common in many climax communities, Increases in abundance * 

during secondary succession, 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Associated with B. gracilk. B. cumpendda, Sporobolus airoides, Buchloe dactyfoides, 
and Stipa spp. Tends to exclude other species due to dense sod formation. 
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EZymus trachycaulus (Link) Godd ex Shimers -- SIender Whentgr~a  

Sources 

Weaver and Fitzpatnck (1934); Howard (1992) 

Synonyms 
Agropyron caninum G.) Beauv. 
Agropyron pauc~orunt (Schwcinitz) A, Hitchc. 
Agropyron t e n e m  Vaset 
Agropyron trachycaulwn (Link) Matte ex H E  Lewis 
Agropyrarr subsecundu~ (Link) A. Hitchc. 
Agropyron vfofaceum (Hornern-) Lange 

Physical Attributes 
A short-lived C, perennial. Height is 8-120 cm. Dense root system with coarse and fibrous 

roots, extending >30 cm depth. May have short rhizomes. A Nfted bunchgrass. 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Generaiiy reproduces by seed, although t i l l e~g  may be more common amongst northern 
ecotypes. Abundant seed producer. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds are Iocated close to ground Ievel. Growth occurs primarily in early 

spring, foilowing snowmelt. 

Successional Status 
Obligate initial cornmunity species. Domioaat in eady serai grassland communities. 
Decreases dramaticdy with succession, but may remah as a &or component of climax 

communities. 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Extensive hybridization and introgression occurs between ai i  memkrs of the Tnticaceae 
tribe (incl. Eiymus, Agropyron, Pascopym).  Be- of its wide distribution and many 
ecotypes, it potentiaiiy interacts with many other species. 
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EIymus fanceolatus (Scriba & J.G. Sm.) Goald -- Northern Wheatgrass 

Sources 
Ahlenslager ( 1986a) 

Synonyms 

Agropyron dasystachyum 

Agropyron albicanr 

Agrupyron elmeri 

Agropyron grîflhsii 

Agropyron psammophiUrs 
Agropyron riparitun 

Physical Attributes 
A native, long-Lived. C3, long-lived. perenniai, sod-fonniLlg g r a s  Height ranges between 

0.4-0.8 m. Usuaiiy rhizomatous. Roots extent 1.5-3.6 rn in depth. A highly drought 

tolerant species. 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Vegetative reproduction via branched rhizomes and wind-dispersed seed is cornmon. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds are located below ground. Rare1y fom pure stands over large area, but 

may dominate smaiier patches. 

SuccessionaI Status 
Generaily associated with climax grassland communities. 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Commonly associated species of dry sagebrush-grassland communities, including 
Oryzopsis hymenoides. Sporobolus cryptandrus. Artemesia tndentata, Calamovüfa 

longifolia. Pseudoroegemia spicata, Fesiuca i;dahaemis, and SripaNasselZa spp. 
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Andropogon gerurdii Vitman var. gerardii - Big Bluestem 

Sources 

Weaver and Fitzpanick ( L934); Uchytii (1988) 

Synonyms 

Andropogon gerardii Vitman 

Physical Attributes 
A native, long- tived, Cd, perennid, sod-forming grass. Height ranges between 0.9-3 -6 m. 

Usuakly rhizornatous. Coarse and highiy branched rhiromes are usuaiiy 1-4 in depth. 
Roots extent from 6- LU. Can occur as a bunchgrass on drier sites. 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Vegetative reproduction via rhizomes and mers is most cornmon. Seed reproduction is 
iimited, and occurs generdly after fi, or in highly moist yeadsites. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds are located below ground. Begins very rapid growth in mid to late 
spring. Leaves can grow as rapid as 2 cm per day. 

SuccessionaI Status 

Commonly occurs in climax gnssland communities. Usuaiiy dominates where present. 

Common Associations and Interactions 

Commonly associated with B. ctut@end~da, Sporobolus spp., P. virgatwn, S. nutons, E. 
canadensis, and S. scoparitrm. Dominant in weU-aerated Lowlands, but gives way to P. 
virgatum on less well-drainrd sites. Together with S. scopaBum, comprise 70% or more of 
the taiigrass prairie vegetation- Roots are deeper and coarser than those of S. scopanum, 

and thus require more soi1 moisture. Freely hybridizes with Andropogon halü Hack. at 

dune-meadow interfaces, 
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Schizachyiurn scoparium (Mïchx.) Nash -- Little Bluestem 

Sources 

Weaver and Fitzpanick (1934); Uchyiii (1989) 

Synonyms 
Andropogon divergens (Hack) Anderss. ex AS. Hitchc. 

Andropogon littorale Nash 
ANiropogon scopan-wn Michx 

Physical Attributs 
A native, C4, pereenaiai, long-lived sod-fodng and bunchgrass species. Bunches are 10- 

25 cm in diameter. Cm reach heights of O S -  1.5 a Roots are very fine (0.1 - 1.0 mm), and 

extend to 1.3- 1.8 m ciepth. spreading usudy 1 5  fi laterally. 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Reproduces by seed and short rhizomes. Usually requires 2 growing seasons to flower. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennathg buds are generaiiy located at ground level. although sorne variation does exist. 

Growth occurs in late spring, afier growth of cool-season species. May have 100-300 

mers per 4" diameter individuai. 

SuccessionaI Status 
Facultative serai species. Occurs as a clùnax species in many xenc grasslands in western 

US. Further e s t ,  it occurs in many sera1 stages, and can even be an eariy successionai 

plant dong cade aails, road cuts, and deciduous or pine-deciduous forests. 

Cornmon Associations and Interactions 
Associates include A. gerardii, S. nutans, B. cur~~pendtdu, Stipa sparteu, Sporoboltrs 

heterolepsis, B. gracilis, S. cornata, Oryzopsis hymenoides, A. halii. and prairie sandreed 

Roots are finer than those of A. gerardii, and so does beaer on drier sites, yet is adverseiy 

affected by drought (Bragg 1995). Considered a true prairie upland species. Exceeds the 

abundance of all other upland species combined. Cm compose 50-90% of the vegeiation 

within its range. 
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Nassella viridula ('ïrin.) Barkworth. -- Green Needïegrass 

Sources 
Weaver and Fitzpatrkk (1934); Kaaesz (1990); Tirmemein (1987d) 

Synonyms 
Stipa parvgora Nutt- 
Stipa viridula Trin, 

Physical Attributes 
A long-lived, q, native, peremïai bunchgrass. Height is uniaily between 45-1 10 cm. Kas 
an extensive fibrous root system. Roots extent between 60-90 cm deep, and spread up to 
20 cm Iatedy. 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Reproduces primarily by seed. Seeds exhibit strong mechanical and physiologicai 
dormancy. Considered by some to be a therophyte. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds are located near the ground surface. Seedlings are usuaily slow to 
establish, ofien reaching fidi maturity during the third growing season. Growth usuaily 

begins in early spring, foIiowing snowmelt, 

Successional Status 
Can be a climax species in several grassland cornmunities, but is also h o w n  to colonize 
abandoned fields and disturbed sites- 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Assaciated with Amnisia caria, P. smitizii, B. grucih, and S. comata. 
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Stipu comata Tn'n. & Rupr. -- Needle & Tbread Grass 

Sources 
Weaver and Fitzpatrick (1934); Tirmenstein (1987~) 

Synonyms 

none 

Physical Attributes 
A native, G, Long-Lived, perennial bunchgrass. Heighc is 30-60 cm. Fibrous rwts mostiy 
occur in the first 0.5-1.0 m of soit. but can extent up to 1.5 m depth. Roots spread up to 90 

cm in diameter- 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Regeneration is primariiy by seed Tuering can occur, but not usuaiIy in great abundance. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds occur at the soi1 surface. Growth begins in early spring. 

Successional Status 
A facultative sera1 species. Occurs as a climax species in many mixed-grass communities, 
but can also occur in early sera1 communities. Cari regenerate fairly weli on disturbed sites. 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Associated with P. smitfiii, B. gracilis, and S- comata. 
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Elymus canadensis L. Barkworth -- Canada Wiïd Rye 

Sources 

Weaver and Fitzpatrkk (1934); M c M m y  (1987) 

Synonyms 
none 

Physical Attributes 
A short-lived- C,, native, perenniai bunchgrass. Culms range fiom 80-200 cm in height. 
Has a coarse and shaliow root system, with rhizomes. 

Reproductive C haracteristics 
Reproduction c m  occur by seed or by rhizomes and tillers. but seed regeneration is most 
cornmon- 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds occur at soi1 surface- Growth begins in eariy spring, approximately 2-3 
weeks sooner than associated C, species- Growth ofien occurs throughout the summer. 
Rarely forms pure stands. but does clump. TiIIering occurs 4-5 weeks after germination. 

Successional Status 
Plants favour disturbance, and are considered generaiiy to be weak cornpetitors. Ofien a 
secondary species on tallgnss or lowland grasslands. 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Tends to occur between A. gerardii and prairie cord gras, dong a moisture gradient. Other 
species associations include P. virgatm. Increases in abundance in more northern prairie 
communi ties. 
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Bouteloua gracilis (H.B.K.) Lag. ex Steud. -- Blue Grama 

Sources 
Weaver and Fïtzpaûïck ( 1934); Tirmenstein (1987b) 

Synonyrns 
Chondrosim gracile Atheropogon oIigostuchyus 

Actinochloa gracilis Eutn'cm~l ofigoslachyu 

Eutnana graclis Chondrosium O figosrachyum 

Arheropogon grucilis Boutetoua oiigostuchya 

Physical Attributes 
A native. C,, sod-forming perenniûi- Can reach heights fÎom 30-77 cm. Not much is 

known about the longevity of rhis species, but generally appears to be short-lived Fine, 

fibrous roots occur mostiy within 35-75 cm of soil, but can extend as deep as L.8 m. Has 
short rhizomes- Lated sprerid of roots is 30-45 cm, 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Reproduction occun via seed. rhizomes. or tillers. Seedluig are pdc ien t  drought 

avoiders. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating bucis are located either at or below the soil surface. Growth begiw in iate 
spring, and is npid under fwourable conditions. Can enter tempomy donnancy during 
temporvy periods of drought Plants mature in 60-70 days- High mot-shoot ratio. Roots 
may reach 30-60 cm in fint year of growth. 

Successional Status 

Dominant in climax shortgrass prairies. 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Often associated with Stipa comnta. Does weU on overgrazed prairies, where m e r  species 
are more hewiiy dis&d 
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Bouteloua curtipendula (Michx.) A. Gray 0- Side-Oats Grama 

Sources 
Weaver and Fitzpatrick (1934); Tïens te in  (1987a) 

S ynonyms 
Chloris cumpendula Andropogon cccrtpmdulum 
Dmeba cmpendula Meiica cumpenriuGa 
Eutriana c~rtlpendula Heterostegorz curtrpenduI~cs 

Cynodun curtrpendu[a Atheropogon curtipendui~~s 

Physical Attributes 

A perennial, C, gms. Can reach heights of 20-100 cm. Scaly rhizomes reach 5-13 cm in 
length. Coarse, fibrous roots cm grow to 60- 120 cm deep, spreading approximately 30-50 
cm laterally. Most roots occur in the top 5- 10 cm of soii. A relatively short-lived plant- 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Reproduction occurs via seed. rhizomes, or tiiiers. Reproduction by seed is most common 

when adequate moisture is available. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds occur either at or below soi1 surface. Rapid growth generally begins eariy 

in sprinp. Both rhizomtous and non-rhizomatous varieties of B. cumpenriula occur. The 
rhizomatous variety reproduces primariiy by rhizomes. Grows in tufts or smail bunches. 

Successional S tatus 

Obligate climax species. Found on drier, eroding dopes and disturbed (drought and 

grazing) areas. 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Commoniy associated with A. gerardii, S. scopariwn, B. gracilis, Festuca spp.. E. 
~uchycauius, Carcrfilifolia, and prairie junegrass. 
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Sorghustrum nutans (L.) Nash - Indiangrass 

Sources 
Weaver and Fiepatrïck (1934); Walkup (199 1) 

Synonyms 
Sorghnrtrum avenacem (Michx.) Nash 

Physical Attributes 
A native, C, perennial. Reaches heights of 1-2 m. Rwts  and scaiy rhizomes can extent up 
to 6 ft deep. Roots are of intermediate coarseness and depth berneen the A. gerurdii and S. 

scoparium, 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Seed regenention is common under favourable conditions. Rhizomatous reproduction also 

occurs, but tillering is Iùnited by severe cornpetition. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds are located below the soi1 surface. Begïns growth in mid spring, from 
shon rhizomes. Tends to mature from September to November. 

Successional Status 
Facultative sera1 species. Occurs as a clllnax species in many taiigrass prairies, especiaily 
where rnoisture is high Invades disnirbed areas weU. 

Cornmon Associations and Interactions 
Commonly associated with A gerurdii, S. s c o p a ~ ,  and P. virgatum. Usually occurs at 

abundances of 1-5%. Lands of occasional flooding and burning favour this species. 
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Panicum virgatum L. -- Switchgrass 

Sources 
Weaver and Fitzpatrick (1934); Uchytil(1993) 

Synonyms 
none 

Physical Attributes 
A C, native perennial. Has both sod-forming (lowland), and bunchgmss (upland) 
ecotypes. Can reiich heights of 0.9-3.0 m. Coarse roots extend h m  3 4  rn depth. 
Rhizomes occur between 5-12 cm depth. 

Reproductive Characteristics 
Both asexuai and sexuai reproduction is common. Rhizomes can extend fiom 30-6û cm, or 
only a few centimeten. depending on ecotype. Seed production is usudy fairly abundant. 

Growth Characteristics 
Perennating buds are Iocated below the ground. Rapid growth is initiated by warmer soil 

temperames in rnid to late spring. Wsuaiiy growth begins about 1 week after that of 

associated C, species. Tuering occurs between. 5-7 weeks, uniess under strong 

cornpetition. 

Successional Status 
A climax species of the taiigrass prairie. Requins relatively high fertility for growth, and 

thus is a poor colonizer of abandoned farmlands. 

Common Associations and Interactions 
Commonly associated with other climax tallgr;iss species. Prefers siïghtly less weii drained 
sites than A. gerardii. RRYeIy ever found as an extensive monoculture. Aimost dways a 
transitional species berneen the drier A. gerardü and wetter prairie cord gras (Spumna 
pectimra). 
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APPEMlIX IV. Monoculture densïties (no. hdividuds m-7 of twelve native grass species 
grown in a dide1 cornpetition experïment at Carman and W i p e g  in 1995 and 1996. 

Species Rep, No- Carman 1995 Mean Carman 19% Mean W i p e g  1996 Mean 
Elymus 1 46 68.0 16 153 18 18.0 

-.. . - - 
Panicum - - -  - =l,- ,:# 

virgahun . . 2- -- - . . . - A  
A - g;-". 

- - 
Stipa 1 
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APPENDIX V. Dry above-ground biomass (g per sampIe) of f 2 species grown in two 
replacement senes diaile1 cornpetition experiments at Carman and W-peg, over two growing 
seasons. Codes: Ag = Andropogon gerardif . Bc = Boureloua curtipenduka , Bg = Bouteloua 
gracik , Ec = Efyrnus c41UU[emis , EI = Elymus tanceotancs , Et = Eljtmus trachycauius , N v  = 
Nassella virr'dula . PS = P(w'copyrum smihii . Pv = Panicum virgatum , Sc =Stipa conrata , 
Sn = Sorghastrum nutans . Ss = Sch~chyrtum scoparium - 

Monoculture Yields 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

U Nonc I 51.8 39.8 287.8 1785 1552 889 367-7 298-1 

Bc 2 'ni5 8263 200-1 6423 
Bc 3 45-9 396.4 276.8 3920 
Bg None 1 40d 193 182.4 78.0 18.4 7 3  37.4 22-4 

Bg 2 43.3 197- 1 16-7 563 
Bg 3 28.2 88.7 8-7 40-7 
Ec None 1 157.2 70.7 16183 786.6 703 5 233.6 1476.6 904.6 
Ec 2 13r.4 18632 270.0 1706.4 
Ec 3 135.8 1237.9 421.8 2244.6 
Et Nonc 1 300.3 L52.0 12769 6193 4732 236.8 1241.8 539.0 
Et 2 2755 11-7 3327 1026.4 
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C;irman Wmipcg 
Spenpenes Neighbour Rep, No- 1995 M u n  1996 M u n  19% M u n  1997 Mean 

EI Ps 1 31 -6 257 215.5 2045 8 0 5  915  330.0 1 9 2 3  
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Cynwn Wlnnipep: 
Spccics Ncighbour Rtp, No, 1995 Mun 19% M u n  L996 Mean 1997 Meut 

Ag Ss t 63.3 135.9 3325 889-7 283.4 3163 13824 12865 

Ag 2 1473 1 088.4 405.6 1160.9 
Ag 3 197.1 t 248.3 260.0 13 16-1 
Ag Bc 1 170.6 130-7 731.8 8613 269-1 269.L 6363 789-7 

Ag 2 1 18.4 S5.4 2845 9169 
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cilman Winnt-pcg 
Spa5es Nughbow Rcp, No- 1995 Mua L996 Mean 19% M u n  1997 Meyi 
Bc Ag L 45.7 47-6 %.O 73.8 92.9 66.6 107.2 1513 
Bc 2 20.1 845 71.6 1645 
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C;uman Winnipeg 
Speciu Neighbour Rcp, No, 1995 1996 M u n  L996 M a  1997 M u n  
Ec Ps 1 133.1 1 4 4 2  1612.1 1297-7 430.0 4243 600.4 L L 4 4 . i  
Ec 2 111-1 12183 502 1 1394.4 
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Cannjn Winnipeg 

Specics Ncighbour Rcp- No, 1995 Mtjn 1996 Mean L996 Mean 1997 Meyi 

Et Ps 1 163-4 17'7-1 720.3 770.8 4385 43825 1078.4 979.8 
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cymyi winnipcg 
Specics Neighbour Rcp. No, 1995 M u n  1996 Mun 1996 Mean 1997 M u n  
Ps El 1 315 40.6 433-4 5342 29-7 309 121.6 3533 
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Panicum vugatum 
carman Winnipcp; 

Spccics Ncighbaur Rcp- No, 1995 Mejn ;996 Mean 1944 M a l  1997 Mun 

Pv Ag 1 72.4 763 4999 540-5 12Z6 1328 575.0 366-2 
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Sc 3 0.0 0.0 05 3.8 
Sc Ss L 23 5.0 LOU 84.0 0.8 0.8 5.6 7.4 
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carmm Winnipeg 
Spccics Neighbour Rcp. No, 1995 Mcan 1996 Mun 19% Mcan 1997 Mun 

Ss Ag 1 20.8 14.0 101.5 33.8 0.4 1.4 16.8 11-7 
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CYm;in Wnaipeg 
S -es Nci bour R . No. 1995 5 M u n  

Nv Ps 1 132  213 353-8 2361 61-7 107.7 499 1 10.6 
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APPENDIX VI, Contents and proportions of species used in eight experirnental seed 
mixture sets. Codes: %Pure =% purity; BGem = 8 germination; %Estab = % monoculture 
establishment from Carman 1995 data; PLS factor = factor correcting for %Pure and 
%Germ; COMP factor = factor conecting for cornpetitive abilities observed at Carman in 
1995 cornpetitive differences observed at Carman 1995; PlantdfF = theoretka1 
establishment density of species; PLS/m2 = number of PLS seeds sown per m2- 

Spefies Lat # %Pure %Gam %Estab PGE f a o r  COMP factor PImWfF PLSfnf 
E canadensis 35% 93.62 80.00 100.00 134 1 .O0 0 5 0  5 3 8  

S p i c s  Lot # %Pure 9Gcrm %Estab PGE factor COMP factor P!mts/fF PLS/mL 
E cmr~rif~n~~is 3596 93-62 S0.00 2435  5-48 0.87 0.44 19.23 

hlKïURE SET % 2 (control) 
SPECIES: ALL C. SPECIES 

BIKTURE SET W 2 (adjustedl 
SPECIES: ALL C. SPECiES 

Spccies Lot # %Pure 9Genn %Estab PGE faoc COMP fhctor Plmtdff PLS/mZ 
A. serardii 3SSJ 83-68 91.00 23.76 5-16 0.86 0.86 38-94 
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lMIXTüRE SET # 3 (conîml) 
SPECIES: ALL C, SPECfES 

Spenes Loc R %Pure QGcrm %Es& FGE fxtor COMP fjclor Pluru/fr PLSM 
E canademts 35% 93.62 80.00 100.00 134 1.00 1 .O0 L0-76 
E lonceoia~~t W- 14-05- 1 O50 
E rracIzycaulus 89-8-95308 
M. vindrcla NG-95-00 1 
P- smirhii westS226 
S. comata 5CW 95- 1 

,MLXTURE SET 3 (adjusted) 
SPECIES: ALL C, SPECIES 

S p i c s  Lot # Ohrc %Gcm, BGmb PGE factor COMP factor Plruits/ff PU/rnz 
E canadensir 35% 93.62 80.00 2435 5-48 0.85 0.85 3750 

MIXTURE SET R 4 (conlrol) 
SPECIES: 3 BEST C. ,Y 3 BEST C, 

S ~ c c k s  Lot # B h r c  %Gcm %Estab PGE factor COMP factor PIanWfc' PLS/m2 
& cmaderr~k 3596 93.62 80.00 1ûû.00 1.34 1 .O0 1 -00 10-76 
E lancecllarus W- 14-05- 1050 97.40 97-00 100.00 1 .O6 1.00 1 .O0 10-76 
E rrac~ca~dus 89-8-95308 96.62 97.00 100.00 1.07 1 .O0 1-00 10-76 
A. gerartiii 3584 89.68 91.00 I00.00 123 1.00 1 .O0 10-76 
B. c~irripendula rs5-95 82 .3  66.00 100.00 1.84 1.00 1-00 10-76 
P. r.irSatrtrn 7545 99.04 73.00 i00.00 138 1 .O0 1-00 10.76 

MIXTURE SET # 4 (adjusted) 
SPECIES: 3 BE!Fï Ca X 3 BEST C, 

Spccies Lot # %Rire 'SaGcnn %Estab FGE factor COMP factor Plmts/fF PLSfrn' 
E canadensis 35% 93.62 80.00 2435 5.48 0.95 0-95 41-79 

MIXTURE S m  # 5 (mntrol) 
SPECIES: 3 W R S T  C, -Y 3 WORST C. 

Specics Lot # %Rire QGcrm BEsmb PGE factor COMP factor Plantdff PLS/m2 
N. virkhla NG-9s-O01 98.87 86.00 100.00 1-18 1 .00 1-00 10.76 
P. smirhii wcst5226 95-94 99-00 100.00 1 -05 1 .O0 1-00 10-76 
S. comara 5CW95-I 88-40 84.00 100.00 135 1.00 1 .O0 10.76 
B. gracXs #2-95 67.27 S7.00 100.00 261 1 .O0 1 ,O0 10-76 
S. nimm 6 9 5  8310 75.00 100.00 1.62 1 .O0 1 .O0 10-76 
S. scoparim -9s 6832 7Z00 100.00 203 1.00 1 -00 10.76 
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'MMTURE SET # 5 ~adjurted) 
SPECIES: 3 WORST C, X 3 WOiST C. 

Species Lot % %Pure %Gcnn %Est& PGE factor COMP frictor Plandff PLS/rnt 
N, viridula NG-95401 98.87 86.00 837 14-06 1 -03 1-03 13230 

hliXïURE SET # 6 (cantrol) 
SPECIES: 3 BEST Cs X 3 W O W  C, 

Spcfics Lor 1C %Pure W e r m  %Estab PGE factor COMP fjctor PImWfF PLSfm' 
E canadensis 3506 93.62 80.00 100.00 1.34 1.00 1 ,O0 10-76 

Species Lot # %hrc 'ibGcnn %Estab PGE factor COMP factor Plants/ft' PLS/m2 
E cmtrde~tsis 3596 93-63 80.00 837 15.96 0.86 0-86 110.65 

ii1IIiITURE SET # 7 (contml) 
SPECIES: 3 WORST Cs ,Y 3 BE- C. 

Spccics Lot # %Pure 9Gcrm QEstab PGE factor COMP factor Plants/fc' PLS/mZ 
N. viridula NG-95-00 L 98.87 86.00 100.00 1.18 1 -00 1-00 10-76 

h-IlXTüRE SET t 7 (adjusted) 
SPECIES: 3 \VORSï C, ,Y 3 B W  C. 

S~ccies Lot %Pure % C m  QEsab FGE f w o r  COMP factor PlanWW PLSfm' 
N- viridula NG-95-001 98.87 86-00 837 14.06 1 .O2 1-02 131-18 
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APPENDIX VI...cont'd. 

Specia Lot # %Pure %Gam %Es& PGEfjcror COMP fmor PlmtJW P W m '  
C & N ~  35% 93.62 80.00 100.00 1.34 t -00 0.60 6-46 

Specia Lot # %Pucc %Cicm %Esrab PGE factor COMP factor PImts/ff PL!%? 
E  aden en sir 35% 93.62 80.00 2435 5.48 0.87 0 5 2  2320 

MIXTURE SET # 8 (DUC proportions) 

Specia Lot # %Pure 'jEGerm QEstjb ffiE factor COMP factor Plantdff PLSfm' 
E canadensis 3596 93-62 80.00 100.00 134 I -00 4.70 5039 
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